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 I, Daniel Pochoda, am over the age of eighteen and competent to and if 

called would testify to the following: 

1. I am a lawyer with the American Civil Liberties Union of Arizona and 

counsel for Plaintiffs in this matter. 

2. On July 26, 2011, my office served a public records request pursuant to 

A.R.S. § 39-121, et seq, on the Office of the President, Arizona State Senate.  A true and 

correct copy of the request is attached hereto as Exhibit E-1.  

3. On September 7, 2011, my office served a follow-up letter requesting a 

response.  A true and correct copy of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit E-2. 

4. On September 13, 2011, I received an email response from Greg Jernigan, 

following up on a phone call from Mr. Jernigan, asking us to propose limitations to our 

request.   A true and correct copy of Mr. Jernigan’s email is attached hereto as Exhibit E-

3. 

5. On September 21, 2011, I responded with a proposal that responsive 

documents be made available for inspection and review in thirty days, and that we would 

determine what copies we wanted upon review. A true and correct copy of my email is 

attached hereto as Exhibit E-4. 

6. On October 28 and 31, 2011, I and a volunteer attorney from my office 

went to the State Senate, reviewed the records made available in response to our request, 

and marked approximately 3,000 pages for copying. 

7. The American Civil Liberties Union of Arizona paid for and received the 

records we marked for copying. 

8. All of the emails attached as Exhibits E-5 through E-37 are true and correct 

copies of records we received in response to our public records request, with one 

exception: a header noting the exhibit number has been added to each email or email 

chain. 
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DATED this 17th day of July, 2012. 

 

By       /s/ Daniel Pochoda 
Daniel Pochoda 
ACLU Foundation of Arizona 
3707 North 7th Street, Ste. 235 
Phoenix, AZ 85014 
 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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ALE55ANDHA SOLER MEETZE 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

HOBERTO REVELES 
PRESIDENT 

AMERICAN CIVIL 
LIBERTIES UNION 
FOUNDATION 
OF ARIZONA 

July 26, 2011 

Office of the President 
Arizona State Senate 
Capitol Complex 
1700 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85007-2890 

VIA E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 

P.O. BOX 1711,B Re: Request/or Public Records 
PHOENIX, AZ 85011 
P/602,650.1854 

F/602.650.1376 Dear Senate President Russell Pearce: 
WWW.ACLUAZ.ORG 

Our office, along with co-counsel the ACLU Immigrants' Rights Project, the National 
Immigration Law Center, the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund, 
Asian Pacific American Legal Center, National Day Labor Organizing Network, National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Roush McCracken Guerrero Miller 
& Oltega, and Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP, represents Plaintiffs in a lawsuit 
challenging the constitutionality of Arizona's Senate Bill 1070. Pursuant to Arizona's 
Public Records Law, A.R.S. § 39-121 et seq., the ACLU of Arizona ("ACLU-AZ") 
hereby requests the right to examine and copy, or to be furnished with copies of, certain 
public records in your possession and the possession of the Arizona State Senate ("the 
Senate"). 

The ACLU-AZ is a non-profit civil rights organization, and these records are not sought 
for any commercial purpose. A.R.S. § 39-121.01(D)(1); cf Havania v. City a/Tucson, 
128 Ariz. 135, 136 P.2d 332, 333 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1980) (agency may not charge non
commercial requestors for costs associated with searching for records); cf A.R.S. § 39-
121.03(D) ("Commercial purpose does not mean the use of a public record as evidence or 
as research for evidence in an action in any judicial or quasi-judicial body.") 
Nevertheless, we agree to reimburse you for reasonable costs associated with copying 
and postage for the requested information. If that amount will exceed $50, please inform 
me of the amount requested for reimbursement be/ore you illcur the costs. We would 
appreciate CD or DVD copies of any electronic infOlmation. We also reserve the right to 
designate some or all of the records for copying after onsite inspection. 

If your agency does not maintain the records requested, please advise us of the proper 
custodian's name and address. 

We seek all records (in written, electronic, audio, video, CD-ROM or other format) 

Exhibit E-1
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AMERICAN CIVIL 

pellaining to the following. This includes any written records in your possession or in the 
possession of the Senate in the form of electronic mail. I 

Request No.1: All correspondence, including e-mails, between you and other elected 
officials, legislative personnel, law enforcement, or members of the public since 
January 1, 2006, and all papers and notes in your possession relating to or describing 
the following. We seek the initial correspondence as well as any response, follow-up, 
or notation to the cotl'espondence, whether or not it ultimately became the subject of a 
bill or proposed legislation: 

(a) The negative consequences or perceived negative consequences of 
immigration, including illegal immigration, from Mexico and/or Latin 
America to the U.S.; 

(b) The number of undocumented immigrants residing in Arizona or the rate of 
illegal immigration to Arizona; 

LIBERTIES UNION FOUNDATION (c) The relationship between immigration, including illegal immigration, and 
criminal activity in Arizona, including but not limited to human smuggling 
and/or drug-related criminal activity; 

OF ARIZONA 

(d) The relationship between day laborers and illegal immigration, unauthorized 
employment, public safety, or traffic concerns; 

( e) The relationship between immigration, including illegal immigration, to the 
U.S. or Arizona and any economic concems, including but not limited to 
decreased employment oppollunities for U.S. citizens and depressed wages or 
working conditions; 

(f) The relationship between immigration, including illegal immigration, and any 
public health concems; 

(g) The relationship between immigration fl:om Mexico and/or Latin America and 
its impact on American culture or way of life, or any discussion of the lack of 
assimilation of any group of immigrants into American culture, including 
language assimilation; 

(h) Any correspondence, including e-mails or notes, which contain the terms 
"profiling," "wetback," "Mexican," "Hispanic," "Latino" or "1070"; 

(i) Any discussion of how law enforcement can determine if a person is 
unlawfully present or has committed a public offense that would make the 
person removable from the U.S.; and 

G) Any discussion of whether Arizona law enforcement officers may consider the 
race, ethnicity, color, or descent of a person as a factor in whether or not he or 
she is unlawfully present in the U.S. 

Request No.2: All correspondence, including e-mails, between you and other elected 
officials, legislative personnel, law enforcement, or members of the public since 
January 1, 2006, and any papers and notes in your possession relating to or describing 
the following: 

1 Griffis v. Pinal County, 215 Ariz. 1,5-6 (2007) (holding that e-mails generated or retained on a 
government computer are public records when they relate to government activities and that the party 
objecting to the e-mails' release "bears the burden of establishing that the e-mails are not public records.") 

Exhibit E-1
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AMERICAN CIVil 

(a) Ways in which SB 1070 or other proposals to increase local law enforcement 
powers would address the issues enumerated in sections (a) tlu'ough G) under 
RequestNo. 1; and 

(b) Suggestions or recommended courses of action in response to the issues 
enumerated in sections (a) through G) under Request No.1. 

Request No.3: All correspondence between you and Kris Kobach relating to the need 
for SB 1070 or other laws that increase local law enforcement powers to address 
immigration issues, or the drafting or language of SB 1070 and all related predecessor 
and subsequent bills since January 1,2006, including but not limited to the following 
bills: 

(a) Introduced in the Forty-ninth Legislature's 2010 Second Regular Session: 
HB 2162 

(b) Introduced in the Forty-ninth Legislature's 2009 First Regular Session: 
LIBERTIES UNION FOUNDATION 1) SB 1159 
OF ARIZONA 2) SB 1175 

3) SB 1280 
(c) Introduced in the Forty-eighth Legislature's 2008 Second Regular Session: 

4) SB 1408 
5) SB 1459 

(d) Introduced in the Forty-eighth Legislature's 2007 First Regular Session: 
6) SB 1265 
7) SB 1422 

(e) Introduced in the Forty-seventh Legislature's 2006 Second Regular Session: 
SB 1157 

Please comply with this request on or before August 13,2011. See A.R.S. § 39-
121.01 (D)(1) and (E) (stating that public records must be provided "promptly"). Arizona 
public records law carries with it a presumption that all records are "open to the public 
for inspection as public records." Carlson v. Pima County, 141 Ariz. 487, 490, 687 P.2d 
1242 (1984). 

If this request is denied in whole or in part, please state the specific grounds for denial 
under the Public Records Law and provide us with the name and address of the person to 
whom an appeal may be directed. All severable portions of otherwise exempt material 
must be made available. FU11hermore, we reserve the right to appeal your decision to 
withhold any information. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation. Please contact me at (602)773-6003 or 
dpochoda@acluaz.org if you have any questions or concerns. 

~!ZM-
DanPochoda 
Legal Director, ACLU of Arizona 

Exhibit E-1
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ALESSANDRA SOLER MEETZE 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ACLU ROBERTO REVELES 
PRESIDENT 

AMERICAN CIVIL 

LIBERTIES UNION 

FOUNDATION 

OF ARIZONA 

P.O. BOX 17148 

PHOENIX, AZ 85011 

P/602.650.1854 

F/602.650.1376 

WWW.ACLUAZ.ORG 

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION 
of ARIZONA 

VIA EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 

September 7, 2011 

Office of the President 
Arizona State Senate 
Capitol Complex 
1700 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85007-2890 

Re: Request/or Public Records re Arizona Senate Bill 1070 

Dear Senate President Russell Pearce: 

Our records request for documents related to Arizona Senate Bill 1070 was sent to 
you via certified U.S. mail and emailed to you on July 26, 2011; receipt was 
acknowledged. 

The Public Records law requires prompt action and we are looking to avoid 
fOlmal proceedings. Please let me know by the end of this week when we can expect a 
response. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation. Please contact me at (602)773-6003 or 
dpochoda@acluaz.org if you have any questions or concerns. 

Dan Pochoda 
Legal Director, ACLU of Arizona 

Enclosure: July 26,2011 Records Request 

Exhibit E-2
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Al.ESSANDRA SOl.ER MEHZE 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

ROBERTO REVELES 
PRESIDENT 

AMERICAN CIVIL 
LIIlERTHlS UNION 
FOUNDATION 
OF ARIZONA 
P.O. BOX 1711,8 
PHOENIX. AZ 85011 
P/602.650.185t. 
F/602.650.1376 
WWW.ACLUAZ.ORG 

July 26, 2011 

Office of the President 
Arizona State Senate 
Capitol Complex 
1700 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85007-2890 

Re: Request for Public Records 

Deal' Senate President Russell Pearce: 

VIA E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 

Our office, along with co-counsel the ACLU Immigrants' Rights Project, the National 
Immigration Law Center, the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund, 
Asian Pacific American Legal Center, National Day Labor Organizing Network, National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Roush McCracken Guerrero Miller 
& Oltega, and Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP, represents Plaintiffs in a lawsuit 
challenging the constitutionality of Arizona's Senate Bill 1 070. Pursuant to Arizona's 
Public Records Law, A.R.S. § 39-121 et seq., the ACLU of Arizona ("ACLU-AZ") 
hereby requests the right to examine and copy, or to be flU'nished with copies of, certain 
public records in your possession and the possession of the Arizona State Senate ("the 
Senate"). 

The ACLU-AZ is a non-profit civil rights organization, and these records are not sought 
for any commercial purpose. A.R.S. § 39-121.01(0)(1); cf Havania v. City o/Tucson, 
128 Ariz. 135, 136 P.2d 332,333 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1980) (agency may not charge non
commerciall'equestors for costs associated with searching for records); cf. A.R.8. § 39-
121.03(0) ("Commercial purpose does not mean the use of a public record as evidence or 
as research for evidence in an action in any judicial 01' quasi-judicial body.") 
Neveltheless, we agree to reimburse you for reasonable costs associated with copying 
and postage for the requested information. If that amount will exceed $50, please inform 
me of the amount requested for reimbursement before you iltcllI' tlte costs. We would 
appreciate CO 01' DVD copies of any electronic information. We also reserve the right to 
designate some or all of the records for copying after onsite inspection. 

If your agency does not maintain the records requested, please advise us of the proper 
custodian's name and address. 

We seek all records (in written, electronic, audio, video, CD~ROM or other format) 

Exhibit E-2
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AMERICAN CIVIL 

pertaining to the following. This includes any written records in your possession or in the 
possession of the Senate in the form of electronic mail. 1 

Request No.1: All correspondence, including e-mails, between you and other elected 
officials, legislative personnel, law enforcement, or members of the public since 
January 1, 2006, and all papers and notes in your possession relating to or describing 
the following. We seek the initial correspondence as well as any response, follow-up, 
or notation to the cOll'espondence, whether or not it ultimately became the subject of a 
bill or proposed legislation: 

(a) The negative consequences or perceived negative consequences of 
immigration, including illegal immigration, fl.·om Mexico and/or Latin 
America to the U.S.; 

(b) The number of undocumented immigrants residing in Arizona or the rate of 
illegal immigration to Arizona; 

LIBERTIES UNION FOUNDATION 
OF ARIZONA 

(c) The relationship between immigration, including illegal immigration, and 
criminal activity in Arizona, including but not limited to human smuggling 
and/or drug-related criminal activity; 

(d) The relationship between day laborers and illegal immigration, unauthorized 
employment, public safety, or traffic concerns; 

(e) The relationship between immigration, including illegal immigration, to the 
U.S. or Arizona and any economic concerns, including but not limited to 
decreased employment oppoliunities for U.S. citizens and depressed wages or 
working conditions; 

(.f) The relationship between immigration, including illegal immigration, and any 
public health concerns; 

(g) The relationship between immigration from Mexico and/or Latin America and 
its impact on American culture or way of life, or any discussion of the lack of 
assimilation of any group of immigrants into American culture, including 
language assimilation; 

(h) Any correspondence, including e-mails or notes, which contain the tenus 
"profiling," "wetback," "Mexican," "Hispanic," "Latino" or "1070"; 

(i) Any discussion of how law enforcement can determine if a person is 
unlawfully present or has committed a public offense that would make the 
person removable from the U.S.; and 

G) Any discussion of whether Arizona law enforcement officers may consider the 
race, ethnicity, color, or descent of a person as a factor in whether 01' not he or 
she is unlawfully present in the U.S. 

Request No.2: All cOl1'espondence, including e-mails, between you and other elected 
officials, legislative personnel, law enforcement, or members of the public since 
January 1, 2006, and any papers and notes in your possession relating to or describing 
the following: 

1 Gl'ijfls v. Pinal County, 215 Ariz. 1,5-6 (2007) (holding that e-mails generated or retained on a 
government computer are public records when they relate to government activities and that the party 
objecting to the e-mails' release "bears the burden of establishing that the e-mails are not public records.") 

Exhibit E-2
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AMERICAN CIVIL 

(a) Ways in which SB 1070 or other proposals to increase local law enforcement 
powers would address the issues enumerated in sections (a) through (j) under 
RequestNo. 1; and 

(b) Suggestions or recommended courses of action in response to the issues 
enumerated in sections (a) through (j) under Request No.1. 

Request No.3: All correspondence between you and Kris Kobach relating to the need 
for SB 1070 or other laws that increase local law enforcement powers to address 
immigration issues, or the drafting or language of SB 1070 and all related predecessor 
and subsequent bills since January 1,2006, including but not limited to the following 
bills: 

(a) Introduced in the Forty~ninth Legislature's 2010 Second Regular Session: 
HB 2162 

(b) Introduced in the Forty-ninth Legislature's 2009 First Regular Session: 
LIBERTIES UNION FOUNDATION 
OF ARIZONA 

1) SB 1159 
2) SB 1175 
3) SB 1280 

(c) Introduced in the Forty-eighth Legislature's 2008 Second Regular Session: 
4) SB 1408 
5) SB 1459 

(d) Introduced in the Forty-eighth Legislature's 2007 First Regular Session: 
6) SB 1265 
7) SB 1422 

(e) Introduced in the Forty-seventh Legislature's 2006 Second Regular Session: 
SB 1157 

Please comply with this request on 01' before August 13, 2011. See A.R.S. § 39-
121.01(D)(1) and (E) (stating that public records must be provided "promptli'). Arizona 
public records law carries with it a presumption that all records are "open to the public 
for inspection as public records." Carlson v. Pima County, 141 Ariz. 487, 490, 687 P.2d 
1242 (1984). 

If this request is denied in whole or in part, please state the specific grounds for denial 
under the Public Records Law and provide us with the name and address of the person to 
whom an appeal may be directed. All severable portions of otherwise exempt material 
must be made available. FU11hermol'e, we reserve the right to appeal your decision to 
withhold any information. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation. Please contact me at (602)773-600301' 
dpochoda@acluaz.org if you have any questions 01' concerns. 

~tAk-
DanPochoda 
Legal Director, ACLU of Arizona 

Exhibit E-2
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From: Greg Jernigan [GJernigan@azleg.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 1:09 PM
To: Daniel Pochoda
Subject: Records Request

As I indicated to you today by phone, your request of July 26, 2011 is by far the most massive records
request the State Senate has ever received.  The request involves over 4,000 e-mails.  Each of these
e-mails will require review by legal counsel to determine if they are subject to legislative or other
privilege.  Our standard copying cost for requested records is 30 cents per page.  Please understand
that the Senate has a very limited legal staff to review these documents and it will take many hours to
do so.  Under the circumstances, it would be very helpful if you could narrow or limit your request.  If
not we will comply as promptly as possible, but I estimate that it will take at least another 30 days to
do so.  Please call me at 602-926-4731 when you have decided how you wish to proceed. 

Exhibit E-3
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From: Daniel Pochoda
To: Greg Jernigan (GJernigan@azleg.gov)
Cc: Karen Tumlin (tumlin@nilc.org); Linton Joaquin (joaquin@nilc.org); OJadwat@aclu.org; Victor Viramontes

(vviramontes@MALDEF.org); Gloria Torres
Subject: Friendly House - Records Request
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 9:49:29 AM

Greg, we request that you begin the 30-day process to collect and make available copies of the
records in the request of July 26, 2011; these copies are for non-commercial purposes. Per ARS
39.121.03(2), please list any records withheld and the reasons. Of course we will not bear the cost
for documents that are not provided. Please let me know when all the items are assembled and we
will come to your offices to inspect as provided by ARS 30-121 and determine which copies are
required. Thank you for the attention to this, Dan
 
Dan Pochoda
Legal Director
ACLU of Arizona
(o) 602-773-6003
 
Confidentiality: The information contained in this message, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for the
confidential use of the designated recipient(s).  This message may contain legally privileged and/or confidential
information.  If you have received this document in error, any review or use of this message, including any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this email, and any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this
communication in error, please permanently delete the message,  destroy any copies, and notify us immediately.
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Administrator 

From: Russell K. Pearce 

Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 10:28 PM 

To: John Huppenthal 

Subject: ENOUGH IS ENOUGH: WHAT DOES IT TAKE. (ALSO BELOW A SHORT LIST OF DEATHS, 
MAIMINGS, CRIME, AND SOME OF THE COST) 

"If it be asked, what is the most sacred duty and the greatest source of our security in a Republic? 
The answer would be an inviolable respect for the Constitution and Laws" - Alexander Hamilton. 

I ASK FOR YOUR SUPPORT TO ONCE AND FOR ALL ALLOW OUR POLICE OFFICERS 
TO ENFORCE OUR LAWS. I have an intro set in my office, come by and sign it Please. 

WHY DO WE STRUGGLE WITH WHAT IS RIGHT? MY HEART IS BROKEN. Officer 
Shane Figueroa's Parents in-law live in my son's area and go to church with him (I have two boys 
in law enforcement, one with the Sheriff's Office and one son is a Gilbert Police Officer) We 
must work on legislation that I have introduced 4 years in a row to allow Police Officers to 
enforce our laws 

(HCR2039 in 2008). Remove all sanctuary polices and allow officer to arrest those in this state 
in violation of federal law. Our citizens deserve no less, our law enforcement have the authority, 
and must allow them to do their job. 

ENDORSEMENTS: Phoenix Law Enforcement Association (P.L.E.A.), Border Patrol, 
Arizona FOP, Arizona Highway Patrol Association, Maricopa County Deputies Maricopa 
County Republican Party, Arizona State Republican Party (both passed Resolutions 
unanimously to support this legislation), Sheriff Joe, Pinal Co. Sheriff Babeu, County 
Attorney Andrew Thomas, and according to the polls over 75% if Arizona Citizens. 

My personal background in law enforcement has given me a unique and in-touch perspective 
with the needs and hazards experienced by rank-and-file police officers. I'm delighted to have 
PLEA's support and the Border Patrols support in eliminating all policies the restrict law 
enforcement from enforcing the law. Like me, PLEA understands the danger of ignoring illegal 
immigration. The burden of blind-eye police depal1ment policies and open-border philosophies 
were paid for with the lives of not only PLEA members, but other law enforcement personnel 
throughout our state. The danger clearly spread beyond law enforcement into our communities 
with more lives being lost. The quality of life in our state is being sacrificed for political 
correctness. PLEA, Border Patrol and I stand side by side for the IUle oflaw. 

MARK SPENCER President ofP.L.E.A., "Mark my words another police officer will be killed 
as a result of Mayor Gordon's pretended revision of their policy on when you can ask and when 
you cannot ask on one's immigration status. ANOTHER POLICE OFFICER, HUSBAND, 
FATHER, AMERICAN KILLED BY AN ILLEGAL ALIEN. GOVERNMENT IS COMPLICIT 
IN THE DEATHS, MAIMINGS AND BILLIONS IN COST TO OUR CITIZENS. 

Simply enforce our laws and you will see less crime, lower taxes, smaller class sizes, sh011er 
lines in our emergency rooms and reduce deaths, murders, maimings, drugs, home invasions, car 
jackings, kidnappings, jobs taken from Americans, reduced wages, an ultimately save the 
taxpayer billions of dollars. We cannot afford to "NOT" enforce our laws. Attrition by 
Enforcement. 

9/19/2011 

Exhibit E-5
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THE "ONLY" LAW WE PUT CONDITIONS ON BEFORE A POLICE OFFICER CAN ENFORCE, 
THE ONLY CRIMINALS WE PROTECT BY POLICIES!!!!!!! NO OTHER CRIME OR CRIMINAL 
GETS THIS PROTECTION BY RESTRICTIVE POLICIES BY OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS. 

Citizens have a constitutional right to expect the protection of federal laws which prohibit unauthorized 
activities by non-citizens and are denied equal protection law enforcement, police department or 
magistrate fails to enforce those laws. 

I PLEDGE; TO WORK TO ELIMINATE ALL SANCTUARY POLICIES IN THIS STATE, THE 
RESULT W1LL BE LESS CRIME, LOWER TAXES. 

A misunderstanding of the relationship between federal criminal and immigration law causes one to 
believe being present in the U.S. in violation of immigration law is civil and "not a crime" and is clearly 
wrong. The enforcement role given to local govemment by the Constitution and the Congress is clear. 
Unsanctioned entry into the United States is a crime. 

Assistant Attomey General Kobach explained that the inherent arrest authority of states arises from their 
pre-constitutional status as sovereign entities. The powers retained by the states at the time of ratification 
proceeded "not from the people of the United States, but from the people of the several states," and 
remain unchanged, except as they have been "abridged" by the Constitution. The authority of a state to 
arrest for violations of federal law is thus not delegated; but "inheres in the ability of one sovereign to 
accommodate the interests of another sovereign." This federalism-based analysis has a strong judicial 
pedigree. 

Arizona is #1 in crime; we have become the home-invasion, car-jacking, identity-theft capitol ofthe 
world. Enough is enough. Just enforce our laws. Attrition by enforcement, it will work. 

Law enforcement can no longer sit on the sidelines while our neighborhoods are invaded, our healthcare 
systems are over-run with illegals that have no means to pay and receive their healthcare at the expense 
of the taxpayers, our education system is imploded (over $1 billion a year in just k-12 alone, jobs taken 
from Americans, wages suppressed, and the destruction of the rule oflaw. 

In 2000 there were an estimated 600,000 illegal aliens in Arizona alone and that's a conservative 
estimate. Arizona voters are paying hundreds of millions of dollars each year for illegal aliens, providing 
medical care for them and subsidizing their living expenses and much more, then the crime that comes 
with the illegal alien invasion. 

Gangs follow illegal aliens By Jon Ward THE WASHINGTON TIMES May 5, 2005. 

Zogby poll: Americans fed up on illegal aliens 81 % think local police should help feds. 

The TIME report exposed a growing crime network. Now operating in 33 cities, 

MS-13 gangs rob, kill, distribute drugs and run prostitution rings while being protected by sanctuaty 
policies. Our Govemor supports those "Hands Off' policies by our law enforcement. She vetoed a bill 
that made it clear they could and should assist in the enforcement of our immigration laws as 

1996 federal law intended. 

These cities with their sanctuaty laws and the federal government are co-conspirators in that they won't 
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enforce the law. There are over 4,000 murder warrants out, just in the Border States, for people who've 
committed murder and fled to Mexico. You wonder how many more people have to die ... 

A landmark Supreme Court decision: In Muehler v. Mena the Court reinforced the clear intent of 
Congress in this matter, inquiring about an individual's immigration status can and should be a routine 
patt of asceltaining information, no different than asking questions about one's name, or date and place 
ofbhth. 

Aggrieved residents may sue in state or federal court to block unlawful municipal passive resistance 
policies (so called Sanctuary Policies), and may sue officials and employees in their official or private 
capacities for violations of their rights. Local govemment officials do not possess Eleventh Amendment 
immunity or qualified immunity when sued in their official for prospective injunctive or declaratory 
relief to end statutory and constitutional violations. 

"Harboring" includes any conduct that tends to substantially help an alien to remain in the United States 
unlawfully. CriminalliabiJity for harboring or sheltering could arise from acceptance of a Mexican 
Matricula Consular - which, presented without proper immigration documents, is prima facie evidence 
of illegal alien status - by a local government agency that, for example, provide housing or utility 
assistance, made refenals to a public or private job assistance program or detained Matricula presenters 
for violation of city ordinances and release them without verifYing their immigration status with the U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement. 

Sheriff Arpaio and the Maricopa County Sheriffs Office have a proven track record of enforcing our 
immigration laws and not caving in to political conectness. 

I PERSONALL Y WANT TO THANK SHERIFF JOE AND COUNTY ATTORNEY ANDREW 
THOMAS FOR HONORING THEIR OATH'S OF OFFICE, PUTTING AMERICA FIRST AND 
GOING AFTER ILLEGAL EMPLOYERS (HB2745 IT'S THE LAW) AND ARRESTING THOSE 
WHO ARE HERE ILLEGALLY; POLICE HAVE INHERENT AUTHORITY AS IF IT WERE 
WRITTEN INTO STATE STATUTE. ARIZONA WILL NO LONGER BE A SANCTUARY STATE 
FOR ILLEGAL ALIENS OR FOR ILLEGAL EMPLOYERS. 

NO JOBS!! NO FREE STUFF!! NO SANCTUARY POLICIES!! NO MORE IGNORING THE 
DAMAGE, THE COST, THE CRIME, THE DEATHS, THE JOBS TAKEN, THE WAGES 
LOWERED, THE HEALTHCARE CRISIS, THE EDUCATIONAL IMPACT OF OVER 20% OF K -
12 ARE NON-ENGLISH SPEAKERS, AND MOST WILL LEAVE ON THEIR OWN. ENOUGH IS 
ENOUGH. 

INSTEAD OF BLAMING THE FEDS CLEAN UP OUR ACT AND TAKE THE HANDCUFFS OFF 
FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT. WHEN ARE WE GOING TO DO OUR JOB????net 

"This countty has lost control of its borders. And no country can sustain that kind of position." -
President Ronald Reagan 

We are a nation oflaws. We must have the courage - the fOliitude - to enforce, with compassion but 
without apology, those laws that protect the integrity of our borders and the rights of our lawful citizens. 

Another Police Officer killed a Sanctuaty City. We must eliminate ALL sanctuary policies in this state 
and support our Law Enforcement and eliminate these illegal policies that prohibit a police officer from 
asking about one's legal status and allow them the discretion to arrest and book into Sheriff Joe's hotel 
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and hold for ICE, 

8 USC Sec, 1644: ("No local ordinance, rule, or measure shall stop law enforcement officers from 
enforcement of this section") Referring to immigration violations. 

· Citizens have a constitutional right to expect the protection of federal laws which prohibit unauthorized 
activities by non-citizens. 

· A misunderstanding of the relationship between federal criminal and immigration law causes one to 
believe being present in the U.S. in violation ofinunigration law is civil and "not a crime" and is clearly 
wrong. The enforcement role given to local government by the Constitution and the Congress is clear. 
Unsanctioned ently into the United States is a crime, 

, Inherent arrest authority of states arises from their pre-constitutional status as sovereign entities. The 
powers retained by the states at the time of ratification proceeded "not from the people of the United 
States, but fi'om the people of the several states," and remain unchanged, except as they have been 
"abridged" by the Constitution. The authority of a state to arrest for violations of federal law is thus not 
delegated; but "inheres in the ability of one sovereign to accommodate the interests of another 
sovereign. " 

Theodore Roosevelt's: AMERICAN in 1907 ... "this is predicated upon the person's becoming in evelY 
facet an American, and nothing but an American ... There can be no divided allegiance here. Any man 
who says he is an American, but something else also, isn't an American at all. We have room for but one 
flag, the American flag ... We have room for but one language here, and that is the English language ... 
and we have room for but one sole loyalty and that is a loyalty to the American people." 

, 9,000 are killed "each" year at the hands of illegal aliens. 25 each day, 

12 by stabbings and shootings and 13 by DUI and related crimes, This is fi'om Congressional Homeland 
Security RepOJi, (4 to 10 million illegals crossed into the U.S, last year alone) Investigations-Border
RepOJi.pdf 

Death and maimings of police officers and citizens by illegal aliens (SHORT 

LIST) 

· Officer Shane Figueroa killed by illegal aliens Serial child rapist in Chandler, illegal alien Phoenix 
Officer Nick Erfle - Murdered. Phoenix Officer Marc Atkinson - Murdered. Phoenix Officer Robeli 
Sitek - Murdered. Kris Eggle-park ranger in southern Arizona - Murdered. Border Patrol Agent James 
Epling - Murdered. Maricopa County Deputy Sean Pearce critically wounded while serving homicide 
wanant - shot & critically wounded. Maricopa County Deputy Lew Argetsinger shot while executing a 
search warrant for homicide - shot by homicide suspect. Sgt. Manuel H. Tapia was shot by a drug 
suspect - Murdered. DPS Officer Robeli K. Martin, murdered - by, illegal alien 19-year-old ex-convict; 
· Agent Richard Fass, 37, of the United States Drug Enforcement Agency, murdered; . Agent Alexander 
Kirpnick, 27, Border Patrol, murdered; . Jason Schechterle suffered fOUlih-degree burns when his patrol 
care was struck - the driver was an illegal alien. 

· Gilbeli mother killed by illegal alien fleeing from Mesa PD (had prior arrest and not deported). 

· Jason, Decorated Iraq war veteran stabbed in his own front yard by illegal alien. 
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· Mother "legal immigrant" killed by illegal alien trying to ram Sheriffs Deputy's car in Phoenix. 

· Illegal, 17, runs down hero cop - juvenile released by Border Patrol 10 days earlier. Murder suspect
an illegal with driver's license - now faces 41 counts. Illegal alien accused of triple homicide. 3 illegals 
beat pregnant woman - mayhem rampage. 5 illegals face deportation after killing principal - . Unlawful 
immigrants piloted pickup truck that smashed woman's car. Feds an-est 2,100 - Operation Retum to 
Sender sends agents across country to target violent criminal aliens. Cop murder spotlights crisis of 
killer aliens - No govemment agency tracks crimes by illegals, not even attacks on police. Illegals kill 
deputy in New Year's Eve hit and run . State Trooper Shot to Death in Tennessee by Hispanic Drug 
Dealers. Day laborer fi'om Guatemala charged \\~th killing girlfriend's baby. Utah gunman, 18, was 
Muslim from Bosnia - Killed 5 in crowded shopping mall. Illegal detained in death of 'Christmas Story' 
director - Bob Clark, son die in collision. DUI illegal kills pedestrian week after given probation - Hit
and-run. Woman involved in accident dies from injuries by illegal immigrant. Sniper, John Lee Malvo, 
required by law to be immediately deported. 

Instead they released John Lee Malvo upon the unsuspecting American Public. 

He and his cohort killed 10 people. 

· Tanee Natividad, a high school student, was murdered by an illegal. Darlene Squires's disabled 
teenage daughter and another disabled girl were raped by three members of a Salvadoran street gang. 
Both victims are deaf. 

· David March, a Los Angeles County Sheriff, was killed during a routine traffic stop by illegal alien. 
The driver was a dangerous Mexican drug dealer, Armando Garcia, who had been depOlted twice and 
has a long hiStOlY of violent crime. 

· Eighteen-year-old Tricia Taylor lost both her legs above the knees by drunken driver Jose Carcamo 
who had 17 violations since 1995. 

· Walter Contreras Valenzuela, a I O-year-old boy was murdered by an illegal alien from Honduras. 

· Kimberley Hope killed by illegal alien while trying to steal her car. 

· Five year old Ana Cema was killed by an illegal alien. 

· Joseph Crummy was murdered by illegal alien Jesus Hemandez in Utah. 

· Amber Merkle was only 8, killed in a wreck caused by illegal alien AltUro Lupian. 

· Vines sa Hoera, 23, was brutally raped and murdered by an illegal alien from Guatemala, Faustino 
Chavez who apparently was angry when his advances toward her were not received positively. 

9,000 Americans killed each year, 25 each day, 12 by stabbings and shootings, 13 by DUI and related 
crimes (Congressional RepOlt; Drawing a Line in the Sand). 

Study: 1 million sex crimes by illegals; More than 100 sex offenders crossing border daily Deborah 
Schurman-Kauflin: Based on a one-year in-depth study, a researcher estimates there are about 240,000 
illegal immigrant sex offenders in the United States who have had an average of four victims each. 
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Deborah Schurman-Kauflin ofthe Violent Crimes Institute in Atlanta analyzed 1,500 cases from 
January 1999 tiu'ough April 2006 that included serial rapes, serial murders, sexual homicides and child 
molestation committed by illegal immigrants. 

Most offenders were in states with the highest numbers of illegal immigrants. California had the most 
offenders, followed by Texas, Arizona, New Jersey, New York and Florida. 

I hope the following 14 reasons are forwarded over and over again until they are read so many times that 
the reader gets sick of reading them. I have included the URL's for verification of the following facts: 

I. $11 Billion to $22 billion is spent on welfare to illegal aliens each year. http://tinyurl.com/zob77 

2. $2.2 Billion dollars a year is spent on food assistance programs such as food stamps, WIC, and free school lunches for 
illegal aliens. 

http://lI'lI'lI'.cis.org/articles/2004/ fi sca I exec. html 

3. $2.5 Billion dollars a year is spent on Medicaid for illegal aliens. 

http://II'\VII'.cis.org/8liicles/2004/fisca I exec. h tml 

4. $12 Billion dollars a year is spent on primary and second8lY school education for children here illegally and they cannot 
speak a word of English! http://transcripts.cnn.comITRANSCRlPTS/0604/01lIdt.0.html 

5. $17 Billion dollars a year is spent for education for the American-born children of illegal aliens, known as anchor babies. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRAN SCRI PTS/0604/0 I Iidt. 0 I . html 

6. $3 Million Dollars a DAY is spent to incarcerate illegal aliens. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRAN SCRIPTS/0604/0 I/ldt.O I .html 

7.30% percent of all Federal Prison inmates are illegal aliens. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTSI0604/01/ldt.01.html 

8. $90 Billion Dollars a year is spent on illegal aliens for Welfare and Social Services by the American taxpayers. 

http://premium.cnn.com/TRANSCIPTS/0610/29I1dt.01.html 

9. $200 Billion Dollars a year in suppressed American wages are caused by the illegal aliens. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0604/0 I/ldt. 0 I.html 

10. The illegal aliens in the United States have a crime rate that's tll'o-and-a-half times that of non-illegal aliens. In particular, 
their children, are going to make a huge additional crime problem in the US. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0606112/ldt.01.htmI 

II. During the year of2005 there were 4 to 10 MILLION illegal aliens that crossed our Southem Border also, as many as 
19,500 illegal aliens from Terrorist Countries. Millions of pounds of drugs, cocaine, meth, heroin and marijuana, crossed into 
the U. S fi'om the Southern border. Homeland Security Report. http://tinyurl.com/t9sht 

12. The National Policy Institute, "estimated that the total cost of mass depOliation would be between $206 and $230 billion 
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or an average cost of between $41 and $46 billion annually over a five year period." 

http://,,ww.nationalpolicyinstitute.org/pdf/depOltation.pdf 

13. In 2006 illegal aliens sent home $45 BILLION in remittances back to their countries of origin. 
http://www.rense.com/generaI75/niht.htm 

Page 70f7 

14. "The Dark Side of Illegal Immigration: Nearly One Million Sex Crimes Committed by Illegal Immigrants In The United 
States". 

http://www.drdsk.com/articleshtml 

Conservative Total cost is a whooping ... $338.3 BILLION A YEAR!!! The cost offence $2 billion. The cost of enforcement, 
billions saved, citizens safer, jobs protected, etc. 

If this doesn't bother you then just delete the message, but on the other hand, if it does raise the hair on the back of your neck, 
then forward it. 

Snopes is provided for doubters: 

http://www.snopes.com/politics/immigration 

Russell Pearce, R-18, Mesa 
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Administrator 

From: laura [laura427@cox.net] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2009 3:17 AM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: I SENT THIS MESSAGE OUT TO ALL MY CONTACTS TO SEND THIS OUT WELL-WRITTEN! MAKES 
PERFECT SENSE (COMMON SENSE - SOMETIMES I WONDER 

IF ANY OF THESE LEGISLATORS STILL HAVE ANY!!!) 

Russell K. Pearce wrote: 

I never did give them hell. I just told the truth, and 
thev thought it was hell. Harry S Truman, in Look, 
Apr. 3, 1956 

HB2280 ENDORSED BY: Arizona State Republican Party, Maricopa 
County Republican Party, Maricopa County Sheriff Joe, Maricopa 
County Attorney Andrew Thomas, Pinal Co. Sheriff Babeu, Az FOP, 
Phoenix Law Enforcement Association, Maricopa County Deputies 
Association, Border Patrol Officers Association, Arizona Highway 
Patrol Association, two large Hispanic gronps, Arizona African 
American Republican Club, Arizona Republican Assembly, The 
Pachyderms, American Citizens United, NnmbersUSA, F.A.I.R., and 
many mOI·e. 

The spin stops here, Below is a rebuttal to the: 'good 
l'eview'(a 'canued' article for evel,),one to use?) of why you and others 
took the action you did on this bill: 

We are a Nation oflaws: 
"If it be asked, what is the most sacred duty and the greatest source of 
our security in a Republic? The answer would be an inviolable respect 
for the Constitution and Laws" - Alexander Hamilton. 

We. as elected officials, must have the courage and the fOliitude to 
enforce, with compassion but without apology, those laws that protect the 
integrity of our borders and our rights of our lawful citizens. 

The Federal Govenmlent's failure is malfeasance. States and local 
governments also have a Constitutional responsibility to protect their 
citizens and taxpayers. Inaction has had devastating economic and social 
conscquences. 

Why arc so many afraid to stand up for the Rule of Law and America. 
Does their Oath of Office mean nothing? As stated Rep. Boone's bill \vas 
not one to stop these illegal sanctuary city policies. HB2331 
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was unenforceable. I am tired of the spin. My bill SB 1175 had been held in House 
Judiciary Committee by Rep. Driggs an immigration attorney who is not a fan of tough 
immigration legislation. I had to amend SB 1175 onto HB2280 to make sure it got a 
hearing in the House. Then more games were played and it was not heard until Sam 
on Sine Die morning after the budget was done so the weak on immigration members 
could sneak off the floor and not vote. It went within minutes after the budget and they 
should have and could have voted but chose not to. HB233 I was supported by open 
border Democrats on the House floor. It is obvious they knew it had no teeth at all or 
would not have voted for as well as the 5 or 6 cheap labor Republicans that support the 
cheap labor crowd of Profits over Patriotism. 

These same arguements were used against Prop. 200 and Employer Sanctions that they 
violated federal law, it is pre-empted by federal law, it won't make it in the courts, 
and the spin continues and is not honest or true. I have a histroy of winning in the 
courts because I write them with the Contitutional guidelings and within federal law. 

Congress has firmly established that there is a significant public iuterest in the effective 
enforcement of immigration law. Congress could have chosen to limit local enforcement 
pursuant to its plenary power over immigration, but it has not done so. In the absence of a 
limitation on local enforcement powers, the states are bound by the Supremacy Clause of the 
United 'States Constitution to enforce violations of the federal immigration laws. "The 
statutory law of the United States is part of the law of each state just as if it were written into 
state statutory law." States do not need a 287g, IGA, MOU or a permission slip to arrest 
illegal aliens. The 287g goes beyound the arrest powers as states already have inherent 
authority to make arrests. Any failure to enforce these laws is a political decision and not one 
of lack of authority. (read the rest below, under (States Inherent Authority) 

They will get another chance to vote on this critical issue. The courts have ruled time 
and time again local law enforcement has inherent authority to enforce immigration 
law. In fact 8 USC 1644 and 8 USC 1373 makes these sanctuary policies illegal under 
federal law. 

I have worked to get this bill passed for 5 years. I continue to have problems from the 
same folks. HB233 1 was watered down by an Amendment 11-0111 the Police Chiefs the 
same folks who held a Press Conference last year say they would not enforce 
immigration laws (included at that press conference was Phoenix, and Mesa Chief 
Gascon, who have been in front of the parade as sanctuary cities). So does anyone 
really think that bill did anything to hold them accountable and demand our laws be 
enforced? 

Rep. Nancy Barto is a good woman, however she has been against local enforcement 
and we have had many discussions. She has family involved in the Interfaith 
Movement an open border group that protest on a regular basis against me, against 
Sheriff Joe and advocates for open borders, for Anmesty and they work with ACORN 
and other extreme left wing groups. I have a hard time to understand anyone not 
standing firmly for the Rule of Law and especially if one looks around at the Deaths, 
Maimings, and billions in cost to the taxpayer. It is in complete violation of their Oath 
of Office in my opinion. 
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• Barto merely voted "present" on a number bills. This is unacceptable. 
• Last Feb. 6, Balio voted "present" on House Bill 2577 (illegal aliens; employment; verification). She- did 

not vote on third reading, March 9th. 

• Also on 1\'1al'ch 9th, Barto refused to vote on HB2580 (illegal aliens; serious felonies; bail). 

• "'hen HB 2582 came up Feb. 6th for a Yote, Barto voted "present." On :March 9th, she refused to vote, 

then finally voted "yea'! a few days later. 
• HB 2837 dealt with the highly offensive sanctuary policy that undc-I'mincs the rule of law. On Feb. 13th, 

Barto voted "present," refusing to oppose this liberal policy. Later, she voted against it. 

• Senate BiIIl1S? dealt with illegal aliens and trespassing; Barto voted "presentl! at first and later 

opposed it. 

• Arizona has a shameful history of legislators -- gutless ","'ollders -- hiding in bathrooms, hiding under 
desks and refusing to cast votes. It will be a shame if Barto, or any other elected official, is selected to 
serve the voters and refuses to vote on bills again. "'e do not elect people to office to sit all their hands. 
Lead, follow 01' get out of the way. 

Rep. Adam Driggs refused to hear SB1175 the same bill as HB2280 wheu it was 
assigned to his committee. I spoke with him and he simply refused stating he had 
concerns about law enforcement and how the law would be enforce. No other law 
do we put these kind of restrictions on or make those kinds of silly excuses. So I 
had to amend the language onto another bill to get it heard. It passed out of the 
Senate "TWICE", with only one Republican voting against it. 

Rep. John McComish is also a good man, but we differ on this issue. 

Rep. Konopnicki was the lead in a Press Conference against Prop. 200 in '04 that 
was intended to stop voter fraud and welfare fiaud by illegals and fought me on the 
employer sanctions bill, but finally voted for it and then publicly stated he wished he 
had not voted for it. Long time opponent to enforcement of immigration laws. He also 
is the Republican in '04 the lead the coup on the Republican caucus to support 
Governor Napolitano's and the Democrat's budget and run over his own party, costing 
us hundreds of millions more in spending. 

Last January I put forth a Resolution on the removal of Sanctuary Cities/policies in this 
state and it passed "unanimously" at the State Republican Party Meeting and Maricopa 
County Republican Party Meeting. There were over 800 elected precinct 
committeemen and women at each of these meetings that represent the grassroots 
RepUblicans all across this state, these are our core Republicans and they made it loud 
and clear how they stand. 

This is the most critical issue facing our nation, that is the enforcement by local law 
enforcement of immigration laws, and employing the most effective tool we have to 
stop this invasion by illegal aliens, and the cost in lives, maimings, and billions to the 
taxpayers. What they are hying to say, simply is not true. My good friend 
Representative Boone's bill was watered down at the request of the Police Chiefs 
Association, that have fought against me for years on the enforcement of our 
immigration laws. It was watered down to include an "intent" clause that would allow 
them to put conditions on them on when and where they can ask, which is being done 
now and allow them to only check when illegal aliens are arrested for another crime, 
which in Maricopa County Sheriff Joe does on evelY single person arrested and booked 
into jail; (another crime and another victim before anything would be done). It was 
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unenforceable, All the Republicans mentioned as no votes or not voting at all have 
struggled with enforcement and have worked against it for years, Rep, Mason the 
exception perhaps, She told me she would have been a yes vote on the bill. I am not 
demeaning the character of these folks, but I must set the record straight. 

In red is the House comments and then in blue is a Rebuttal: 

• There was a Tom Boone HB2331, supported by all of us, and opposed by 
most democrats, that was simple, clear and effective to prohibit Sanctuary 
cities. This bill passed the House with 38-21, and was killed by Russell 
Pearce in the Senate. 

It stated: 

A CITY OR TOWN OR A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY OF A CITY OR 
TOWN SHALL NOT ENACT AN ORDINANCE OR RESOLUTION OR 
ADOPT AN IMMIGRATION POLICY THAT IS INTENDED TO PROHIBIT 
OR EFFECTIVELY PROHIBITS THE LAWFUL ENFORCEMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES IMMIGRATION LAWS. 

That sUJ'e beats a four page clumsily written bill. 

Reb nita!: Sen. Pearce did not kill HE 2331. It was not even sent to his 
committee. The Senate sponsol' (Boone) of that bill withdrew it. Pel'haps that's 
because he was a co-sponsor of Sen. Pearce's HB 2280 and preferred it to HB 
2331. 

HE 2331 was watered down (0 include an "intent" clause that would allow 
sanctuary-minded politicians to pnt conciitions all when and where police can 
ask about status. It also limited cheel,s to instances when illegal aliens were 
arrested for another crime. If you considel' voting fOl' the status quo in sandllal'Y 
cities a good vote, I completely disagree. 

Sen. Pearce's bill was longer because it sought to put some real teeth in 
immigration enforcement, such as creating a prosecutable offense for "trespass." 
Do you remember how Arizona's human-smuggling law has been so powerful in 
Jailing both the smuggler AND the illegal alien. That is what HB 2280 would have 
given prosecutors, and what HB 2331 lacked. 

You only need to look at Sen. Pearce's track record to know his bill wasn't 
"clumsily written." No one has a better h'uck recant than he in having the COUl'ts 
uphold legislation. Don't you remember'! Sen. Pearce won seven out of seven couti 

challenges on Prop. 200 and won five out of five challenges - ill the 9th Circuit - all 

his employer sanctions legislation. 
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• The Pearce bill says that no policy can be adopted that LIMITS the 
enforcement of immigration laws "to the full extent pel'mitted by federal 
law." 

The Chiefs of Police are worried that they ",ill not be able to prioritize 
investigations among their officers because that could be iuterpreted to "limit" 
immigration law. For example, if they say they are keying on organized crime 
first, then car theft second, drug dealing third, and then immigration fOlih, that 
could be viewed as "limiting" immigration law. 

Rebuttal: Police Chiefs are "worried" because they desperately want to continue 
refusing to engage in ANY immigration enforcement, just like the city council 
members, mayors and city managers who appoint them to office. These political 
animals have long pandered to open-borders groups and the cheap labor lobby. 
That they opposed HB 2280 is not surprising at all. On the other hand, the bill was 
endorsed by the Phoenix Police Law Enforcement Association, Maricopa Connty 
Deputies Association, Arizona Fraternal Order of Police and Arizona Highway 
Patrol Association. That's the rank-and-file. Their testimony was clear and 
convincing they wanted to enforce the laws and remove these restrictive policies 
that pose the greatest threats to our communities. 

Y onr argument is a red herring meant to scare people into believing that police 
wonld no longer be able to focus first on serious criminal activity. The bill does 
not skew their priorities. "Worries" also were raised by others about the use ofE
Verify in the state - that it would take too much time and money or that it would 
be ineffective - but those worries are gone now that it's being used without 
problem by businesses . 

• Mandate Galore! Bill states that fOl' " ANY LEGITIMATE CONTACT" 
made by a law enforcement officer, where "A REASONABLE SUSPICION" 
exist regarding the status ofthe person, a "REASONABLE ATTEMPT" 
SHALL be made to determine the status of the person. 

Then the person apparcntly needs to bc alTested and their status verified with 
ICE. 

Remember the data base only has information of legal permanent residence and 
others who have been previously detained by ICE. There is no database for 
American citizens, so it is very possible that American citizens without ID will 
regularly be detained because they arc not in ICE's database. 

Vl"hat is "a reasonable suspicion" that someone is illegal, which is required to 
trigger the mandate? Will officers suspect based on race? Speaking with an 
accent? Clothes being worn? 'Vho they al'e hanging out with? This is a lawsuit 
waiting to happen against the state. 
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NO DISCRETION fOI' officers, THEY HAVE TO ENFORCE. If there is a bank 
robbery ill progress, they can't go. There is no statute that mandates bank 
robbery cases. 

Rebuttal: [very Border Patrol agent carries around a list of what constitutes 
"probable cause" for a "reasonable suspicion" that a person is an illegal alien. 
This list has already passed judicial review. Maricopa County deputies carry the 
same list. The prudent way to implement this I}rovision would have been for all 
police to use the Border Patrol's criteria, so that no guess work is involved. Why 
reinvent the wheel when those criteria are readily available and used by 287(g) 
participants around the country? 

The fact that you are dragging out "racial profiling" arguments here confirms for 
me that you are a certified member of the open-borders crowd who wants to paint 
a draconian picture of how ANY immigration enforcement would occur. It is 
ludicrous to think the intent here was to make police ignore a bank robbery just 
to arrest an illegal alien. And there is no reason to think that officers would have 
no discretion or that citizens will be caught up in this net if they do not happen to 
have their ID when fil'st questioned. V/ho write this interpretation ofHB 2280 for 
you? It sounds like something the state Chamber of Commel'ce would say . 

• No possible exceptions to aid public safety, i.e., victims of crimes and 
witnesses of crimes. If there is a woman who is raped, she will not call 
officers if she thinks she will be deported. So this bill pdoritizes that 
deporting aliens is more important than catching at-large rapists. This is a 
big issue for Police Chiefs and Prosecutors. 

Rebuttal: This is another red herring often used by those who oppose local 
enforcement under the Federal 287(g) program. There are no statistics on how 
many illegal aliens report crimes, and no reason to think that a failure to report 
crimes has materialized. If this is tnIly a problem, a hotline can be set up to I'cpOli 
crimes. If need be, the police can request a federal U visa for victims, which allows 
them to avoid deportation and obtain lawful status as a condition of cooperation. 
In the cud, however, HB 2280 does it preclude cooperation with police. They will 
still have discretion to work with witnesses . 

• There is a pl'ivate right of action. Page 2, lille 8. It is likely assumed as the 
bill states that the person may bl'ing action in Superior Court to challenge 
"ANY OFFICIAL" or agency. that implements a policy that limits 
enforcement. There is no reason to have this language in this statute. 

Rebuttal: The primary l'eaSOIl this is necessary is to hold elected officials 
personally accountable for their continued refusal to cooperate with federal 
immigration laws. Elected oft1cials, not law officers, have been abusing the public 
trust by only enforcing the laws they want to enforce. Federal law already forbids 
sanctuary policies, only to have state alldlocal officials ignore the law. Americans 
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who have been injured or lost family members because ofloeal sanctuary policies 
will appreciate another tool against politicians who ignore immigration law and 
pander to cheap labor business andlor illegal alien lobbies. Would Sheriff Joe 
Arpaio object to this provision? Not likely, because he DOES enforce 
immigration laws under the 287(g). 

Under the law, I believe these cases will move to Federal Court, because there will 
be a Federal Question. So the cases won't be in Superior Cases, as specified by the 
bill's language. 

Where is the legal analysis by a qualified expert that makes you believe a Federal 
question is involved? If it's just your personal belief, what legal experience makes you 
qualified to reach this conclusion? The help in drafting this language came from Kris 
Kobach a former Assistant Attorney General and prosecutor who helped pass related 
legislation in recent years and assisted in the court challenges my other legislation that 
has passed many federal and state court challenges. He should know if this bill is on 
sound constitutional ground. To those passing this myth, the courts have held in 
several land mark decisions that states have inherent authority to enforce 
immigration laws. No 287g required, no permission slip required, just the 
courage to do it. 

Besides, doesn't legal precedent require that a challenge to a state law be first 
brought in a state court? If a challenge was brought in Federal romi, wouldn't it 
just be remanded to a state court for consideration? 

• The bill has not had a heal'ing in the House 01' been COWed. This is a 
perfect example of what is wrong with our using Strike Everything 
Amendments to avoid hear'ings in one of the legislative chambers. 

Rebuttal: This is not the first time the House Judiciary Committee has seen anti
sanctual'y 01' criminal trespass legislation. We have had several immigration bills 
heard and passed in the House. HB2577, and many other, day labor bills, for 
example, were considered and passed only to die under former Gov. Janet 
Napolitano's poison pen. 

Rep. Driggs, the chair ofthat committee, opposed SB 1175 so he refused to hold a 
hearing on it. In reality, he was afraid to have to go on record as opposing it. Sen. 
Pearce chose the route of placing the language of SB 1175 on HB 2280 so Driggs 
could not kill his bill. It is interesting to note that Driggs was one ofthe legislators 
who left the Capitol so he did not have to vote on HB 2280 . 

• For effective illlmigr'ation enforcement, we need local and federal law 
enforcement to work together. This is already happening under the 287(g) 
program which we all support. 

'Vhat if a city law enforcement agency turns over an illegal to ICE and ICE 
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doesn't accept them? 

Rebuttal: State law can't obligate Fedel'allaw enforcement. HB 2280 seeks to 
codify the obligation ICE has under Section 287(g) to cooperate with participating 
localities and remove the barriers erected by state and local agencies to 
coopel'ation with federal immigration authorities, Instead of making excuses, 
maybe we ought to allow them to do their job and take away these artificial and 
illegal restrictions and honor our citizellS Constitutional dghts to have our laws 
enforced, Even "one" victim as a result of this sanctuary polices is wrong and to 
milch. 

Remember that localities got involved in enforcement because the feds were NOT 
doing their job. Now, ICE is showing a willingness to try harder. If for whatever 
reason ICE cannot accept, or chooses to release, the illegal alien, then at least the 
locality has done its job. Continued pressure on Congress is needed to ensure ICE 
has the resources to follow through. 

• Courts wiIllikely find this violates Federal Preemption, This isn't an area I 
am attacking too much because it seems that our people don't like to hear 
about how the Federal Goyernment has jurisdiction oyer all immigration 
issues like this. It is true, but they don't like to hear it. 

Rebuttal: Where is the legal analysis by a qualified expert that says a Federal 
court will find that this provision is preempted? If the provision is challenged, so 
be it. Actually the courts haye ruled many times on the Preemption issue and 
consistently have ruled on the side of states inherent authority. Remember that 
no one has a better track record in haying com'ts uphold legislation than Sen. 
Pearce. Don't you remember, Sen. Pearce won seven out of seven court challenges 

on Prop. 200 and won five out of five challenges - in the 9th Circuit - on his 
employer sanctions legislation? All using the same old arguments and proving not 
to be true. The courts have never ruled that the states were preempted from 
enforcing immigration laws. 

Some people constautly say we ueed to take the handcuffs off law enforcement. 
The irony is that this bill actually goes to the opposite extremes. This bill 
handcuffs them by forcing them to perform certain duties. This bill takes officer 
discl'etion away. It says SHALL. 

Rebuttal: The bill is not "extreme." It simply stops "illegal Sanctuary Policies" 
and allows law enforcement to do their job. It simply carves out a legitimate area 
of enforcement. It may set a higher standard but it is still lea yes discretion in the 
handling of such cases. Recent Arizona Republic news stories say that the Phoenix 
PD's new policy of giving officers discretion on holding illegal aliens has failed 
because officers know that swift retaliation by superiors will follow and they must 
still ask a supervisor if they can ask or call ICE, unless their is "another crime and 
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another victim" . It's not "officer discretion" that HB 2280 seeks to remove but 
rather "police management discretion" influenced by open-borders 
politicians. That's now, and has always been, the root of the problem. 

One more thing, this is very big government, as far as the Trespass charge is 
concerned. Not only will this take up prosecutor and COUli time, but it will also 
make the state pay for a public defender for the defendant. Huge cost, but also 
unnecessary. \Ve don't need state criminal charges, what a waste. 

Rebuttal: A waste? On the contrary, prosecntion and imprisonment under 
Arizona's human smuggling laws has eliminated the illegal aliens' ability to hide 
or adopt new identities. A criminal I'ecord is a powedul deterrent - future arrests 
mean prosecution as a repeat offender and exclusion from future legal entry. HB 
2280 would have provided a similar detel'l'ent. Besides, prosecutors would have 
discretion to turn thc person oyer to DRS for depOliation nlther than prosecute, 
so HE 2280 doesn't necessitate more "big government." In fact several of the 
Sheriffs have asked for the trespass provision which would give them a state law 
to hold an illegal alien being investigated for a serious crime so the would not be 
taken and depOlied before the investigation is completed. That is why it is 
permissive, not mandatory. 

\Ve want to deport them. 

\Ve'ye leamed that deportation alone is no deterrent, but the prosecution + 
imprisonment + deportation is a strong one. 

That is what the Feds do. Just turn them over to the Feds and let them do their 
thing. 

That's exactly the idea-after state and local law enforcement has dOlle their job. 
\Vhenever I hear a politician say If Just tUI'n them over to the fcds, If he is really 
saying If Pass the buck." It's what state and local elected officials have been doing 
for years, and it's what Americans are sick of headng. 

From: laura [mailto:laura427@cox.net] 
Sent: Sunday, July 12, 2009 5:41 PM 
To: Laura 
Subject: ACTION ALERT: Blast Arizona State Reps, That Helped Derail Anti-Sanctuary Bill] 

DOESN'T MATTER WHAT STATE YOU ARE IN, PLEASE CALL (SEE 
TALKING POINTS, ETC BELOW,) 

From: Immigration Information 
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Sent: Monday, July 06, 20099:38 AM 
Subject: Blast Arizona State Reps. That Helped Derail Anti-Sanctuary Bill 

Blast State Reps. That Helped Derail Anti-Sanctuary 
Bill 

This is a special message for NumbersUSA members in Arizona. 

Dear Arizona friends, 

Before adjourning for the year on July 1, the Arizona House defeated a bill 
(HB 2280) authored by Sen. Russell Pearce that would have cracked down 
on pro-illegal alien "sanctuary" laws and aided in immigration enforcement 
by expanding the state's trespassing law. The House voted 26-15 for the 
bill, five votes short of the 31 needed for passage. The Senate had approved 
the bill 16-11 earlier that day. 

Although most Democrats were expected to oppose the bill, they were 
joined by three Republicans - Reps. McComish, Tobin and Jones. However, 
an incredible 19 members of the House did not vote on the bill at all. On the 
Republican side, these included six members - Reps. Driggs, Barto, 
Konopnicki, Crandall, Mason, and Queland. They were said to have 
physically left the Capitol building so they didn't have to go on record as 
opposing HB 2280. 

This legislation, in its original form as passed by the Senate a few days 
prior, was SB 1175. Rep. Driggs, a long-time opponent of immigration 
enforcement, derailed that bill's chances by refusing to hear it in his 
committee. In order to keep the measure alive, Sen. Pearce placed the bill's 
language on HB 2280, which had already passed the House and only needed 
a "concurrence" vote to clear the measure. The Senate passed HB 2289 on 
July 1, but when the House voted on the bill a few hours later, Republican 
opponents left the Capitol so they would not have to vote. 

For years now, certain Republicans have fought good enforcement 
legislation, while at the same time denying their anti-enforcement nature. In 
fact, some even purported to be concerned about enforcement as they 
carried water for open-border groups and cheap-labor groups. Well, it's time 
to hold those Republicans accountable for their actions. 

Please call and email the nine Republican State Representatives 
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below and blast them for either not voting or voting no on HB 2280. 

Republicans Voting No 

Majority Leader John McComish 602-926-5898 jmccomish@azleg.gov 

Majority Whip Andrew Tobin 602-926-5172 atobin@azleg.gov 

Rep. Russell Jones 602-926-3002 rjones@azleg.gov 

Republicans Not Voting 

Rep. Adam Driggs 602-926-3016 adriggs@azleg.gov 

Rep. Nancy Barto 602-926-5766 nbarto@azleg.gov 

Rep. Bill Konopnicki 602-926-5409 bkonopnicki@azleg.gov 

Rep. Rich Crandall 602-926-3020 rcrandall@azleg.gov 

Rep. Lucy Mason 602-926-5874 Imason@azleg.gov 

Rep. Doug Queland 602-926-3024 dguelland@azleg.gov 

Talking Points 

9/19/2011 

• I can't believe you voted no/didn't vote on HB 2280, Sen. Pearce's anti
sanctuary bill. How dare you! You were elected to help Americans, not 
illegal aliens. 

• Your opposition to the bill will result in a continuation of sanctuary 
policies that protect criminals, displace benefits for needy Arizonians, 
and make it easier for unauthorized workers to compete for jobs with 
citizens and legal immigrants. 

• Sanctuary policies directly violate Federal law and should have been 
made unlawful in Arizona. You chose not to do that. When were you, as 
an elected official, authorized to choose which laws the state will obey? 

• The safe havens created by sanctuary policies make it easier for illegal 
aliens, including criminal aliens, to live undetected in Arizona. How 
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many citizens, including officers of the law, have to die or be maimed 
before you will stand up and fight back? 

• When public assistance agencies are prevented from inquiring about an 
applicant's immigration status, benefits are distributed to ineligible 
illegal aliens. Don't you understand? Sanctuary policies are displacing 
benefits for needy Arizonians in this terrible recession. And taxpayers 
are being forced to foot the bill. 

• With skyrocketing unemployment, we need to employ every measure 
that makes it harder for illegal aliens to remain in the state and 
compete for jobs with citizens and legal immigrants. You, however, 
chose another course - protecting illegal-alien jobs. 

• As a Republican, you obviously don't care that the State Republican 
Party unanimously passed a resolution supporting Sen. Pearce's bill. I 
guess you also don't care that it was endorsed by numerous law 
enforcement organizations - at least those who haven't had long
standing ties with open-borders groups and cheap-labor business 
lobbies. I guess you only care about getting re-elected. Do you really 
think that will be easy to do after your vote/failure to vote on a bill so 
critical to the people that elected you? 

We have included below a listing of how Democrats voted on the bill in case 
you are interested in weighing with them as well. Click here to get contact 
information for any of the Democrats you wish to call or email. 

How Democrats Voted on HB 2280 (N = No; NV = Not Voting) 

Edward Ableser NV 

David Bradley N 

Jack A. Brown NV 

Olivia Cajero Bedford NV 

Chad Campbell N 

Cloves C. Campbell, Jr. NV 

Tom Chabin N 

Christopher Deschene NV 

Steve Farley N 

Patricia V. Fleming N 

Martha Garcia NV 
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Matt Heinz N 

Phil Lopes NV 

David Lujan N 

Barbara McGuire N 

Eric Meyer NV 

Robert Meza NV 

Ben R. Miranda NV 

Lynne Pancrazi N 

Daniel Patterson NV 

David Schapira N 

Kyrsten Sinema N 

Anna Tovar N 

Rae Waters NV 

Nancy Young Wright NV 

THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE! 

Van Esser 

Chief, Membership Services 

NumbersUSA 

FOR LbWER IMMiGRATION LEVELS 

Numbers USA 
1601 N. Kent Street 
Suite 1100 
Arlington, VA 
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Administrator 

From: russellpearce [russellpearce@cox.net] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 9:50AM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: Fw: SB1070 RESPONSE 

----- Original Message ----
From: russellpearce 
To: janetht1776@yahoo.com 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 3:21 PM 
Subject: Fw: SB1070 RESPONSE 

Page I of9 

I am State Senator Russell Pearce the author of SB1070 and almost every other bill in 
this state to deal with "illegal" immigration and am a national leader in this issue. Here 
are some of the legislation I have written and has become law. Over 25 states are 
writing legislation modeled after SB1070. Between 73% and 66% of Americans 
support SB 1070 from coast to coast. 

• We must stay vigilant in the defense of our Constitutional liberties, freedom and 
the rule of law. 

• 1996 wrote legislation to stop Driver License from being issued until one could 
prove legal presence in the U.S. 

• 2004: Proposition 200, in '04; I wrote The Citizen's Initiative known as Protect 
Arizona NOW (Arizona's Citizens and Taxpayers Protection Act), to require: 

1. Proof of citizenship to register to vote. The only state in the Union to 
require proof of citizenship to register to vote. Requires states to 
strengthen the integrity of their voter rolls 

2. Photo I. D. When voting. One needs ID to rent a block buster movie, 
you should have one to vote 

3. Proof of eligibility to receive non-federal mandated public benefits. 
Requires everyone to provide proof of eligibility equally. Such 
costs vary in the tens of millions of dollars 

• In '06 I Authored Proposition 100, a Constitutional Amendment to refuse bond to 
any illegal alien who commits a serious crime in Arizona (passed by 78%) 

• In '06 I Authored Proposition 102 to require that any illegal alien who sues an 
American Citizen cannot receive ANY punitive damages (passed by 75%) 

• In '06 I Authored Prop. 103 making English the Official Language of Arizona 
(passed by 72%) 

• 2007: I Authored: Arizona's Fair and Legal Employment Act; Arizona's Employer 
Sanctions legislation, the toughest worksite enforcement bill in the nation to stop 
illegal employers and to protect jobs for legal citizens of Arizona 

• 2010: SB 1070 ... I was the author of "Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe 
Neighborhood Act" Removes all Sanctuary Policies in Arizona and allows law 
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enforcement to enforce our laws. "We are a nation of laws. We must have the 
courage- the fortitude- to enforce, with compassion but without apology, those laws that 
protect the integrity of our borders and the rights of our lawful citizens." -Senator Russell 
Pearce 

• 2010: SB1108 ... Arizona's Freedom to Carry Act: The strongest 2nd Amendment 
legislation in the nation allowing lawful citizens their Constitutional right to carry open or 
concealed. Still allows for a CCW as it has benefit to many i.e. for restaurant carry or 
reciprocity with other states 

• Helped create a statewide task force GIITEM (Gang and Immigration Task Force), 250 
officers, going after human smugglers, drug smugglers, drop houses, and criminal aliens 
in addition to enforcing all of our immigration laws 

Why do our elected leaders so easily relinquish liberty and have such little respect for the 
Constitution and the law? 

Arizona is ground zero for stopping this "illegal" invasion. Yes they are illegal and they are 
invading this nation. Illegal is not a race, it is a crime. The media would have you believe I 
made "illegal, illegal". Arizona did not make illegal, illegal, illegal was already illegal. It is a 
crime to enter or remain in the U.S. in violation of federal law 8USC 1324 and 1325. States 
have inherent authority to enforce immigration laws and yet has failed or refused to do so. 
Sanctuary policies are illegal under federal law (8 USC 1644 & 1373) yet we have them all 
over the United States. 

881070 simply codifies federal law into state law and removes excuses and concerns about 
states inherent authority to enforce these laws and removes all so called "sanctuary" policies. 

I for one refuse to apologize for standing up for America and the rule of law. 

When do we stand up for Americans and the rule of law, if not now, when? We are a nation of 
laws, a Constitutional Republic. 

Well here in Arizona we are going to enforce our laws, protect our citizens and stand firmly 
behind the rule of law. 

DID YOU KNOW: Had law enforcement enforced our immigration laws and, we would have 
averted 9/11. The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 underscored for all Americans the 
link between immigration law enforcement and Terrorism. 4 of the 5 leaders of the 9-11 attack 
were in violation of our immigration laws and had contact with law enforcement but were not 
arrested. 

Nineteen alien terrorists had been able violate our immigration laws, overstay their visas or 
violate their Immigration statuses with impunity, and move freely within the Country without 
significant interference from federal or local law Enforcement. The abuse of U.S. Immigration 
laws was Instrumental in the deaths of nearly 3,000 people. 

How long do we ignore the damage to America, in murders, maimings, kidnappings, car 
jackings, gangs, Identity theft, $2.7 billion annually here in Arizona just to Educate, Medicate 
and Incarcerate illegal aliens. And what about the 17 to 30 million Americans out of work ... 
and we still allow employers to higher "illegal" workers. 
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THIS IS THE TRUE COST OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION 

Here is the true cost of illegal immigration, the death and maiming of police officers and 
citizens in Arizona by illegal aliens 

• Rob Krentz murdered on the border during the debate of SB1 070. 

• Agent Brian Terry murdered on the border by illegal alien smugglers 

• Beheadings in Chandler 

• Contract killings in Casa Grande 

• Trained and Armed assasians sent into Arizona 

2. Phoenix Officer Shane Figueroa (killed) 

3. Phoenix Officer Nick Erfle (Murdered) 

4. Phoenix Office Glidewell (shot in chest) 

5. Phoenix Officer Marc Atkinson (murdered) 

6. Phoenix Police Officer Ignacio Conchos and his partner, Officer John Davis 

7. Phoenix Police Officer Ken Collins was murdered 

8. Officers Jim Kliewer and Officer Jerry Kilgore were gunned down 

9. Police Officer Brian Wilbur was seriously injured 
10. 
11. Officers Jim Kliewer and Officer Jerry Kilgore were gunned down 

12. Phoenix Police Officer Brian Wilbur was seriously injured 

13. Phoenix Police Officer Mark Atkinson was 

14. Phoenix Police Officer Jason Schecterle was severely burned 

15. Phoenix Police Officer Robert Sitek was shot and seriously injured 

16. Child serial rapist in Chandler 

17. 15 year old raped in Scottsdale by school janitor 

18. 15 year old kidnapped and raped in Guadalupe 

19. Kris Eggle-park ranger in southern Arizona (murdered) 

20. Border Patrol Agent James Epling (murdered) 

21. Deputy Sean Pearce (shot by homicide suspects) 
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22. Deputy Lew Argetsinger (shot by homicide suspects) 

23. Sgt. Manuel H. Tapia was shot by a drug suspect 

24. DPS Officer Robert K. Martin, 57, was shot to death- his assailant, Ernesto 
Salgado Martinez, a 19-year-old ex-convict 

25. Agent Richard Fass, 37, of the United States Drug Enforcement Agency, 
murdered 

26. Agent Alexander Kirpnick, 27, Border Patrol, murdered 

27. Gilbert mother killed by illegal alien fleeing from police in Mesa 

28. Jason, decorated Iraq war veteran stabbed in his own front yard by illegal alien 

29. Mother "legal immigrant" killed by illegal alien trying to ram Sheriffs Deputy's 
car in Phoenix 

30. Tracy "17 year old" killed by drunk illegal alien 

The burden of blind-eye police department policies forced upon them by local 
politicians and police chiefs and open-border philosophies were paid for with the lives 
of not only our police officers throughout our state, but also our citizens; it could 
happen to you. THIS IS THE HIGH COST OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION. 

LET ME SEE IF I GOT THIS RIGHT: 

IF YOU CROSS THE NORTH KOREAN BORDER ILLEGALLY YOU GET 12 YEARS HARD 
LABOR. 

IF YOU CROSS THE IRANIAN BORDER ILLEGALLY YOU ARE DETAINED INDEFINITELY. 

IF YOU CROSS THE AFGHAN BORDER ILLEGALLY, YOU GET SHOT. 

IF YOU CROSS THE SAUDI ARABIAN BORDER ILLEGALLY YOU WILL BE JAILED. 

IF YOU CROSS THE CHINESE BORDER ILLEGALLY YOU MAY NEVER BE HEARD FROM 
AGAIN. 

IF YOU CROSS THE VENEZUELAN BORDER ILLEGALLY YOU WILL BE BRANDED A SPY 
AND YOUR FATE WILL BE SEALED. 

IF YOU CROSS THE CUBAN BORDER ILLEGALLY YOU WILL BE THROWN INTO 
POLITICAL PRISON TO ROT. 

IF YOU CROSS THE U.S. BORDER ILLEGALLY YOU GET: 
IT'S TIME TO WAKE UP AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!!! 

* AJOB, 
*A DRIVERS LICENSE, 
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* SOCIAL SECURITY CARD, 
*WELFARE, 
*FOOD STAMPS, 
* CREDIT CARDS, 
* SUBSIDIZED RENT OR A LOAN TO BUY A HOUSE, 
*FREE EDUCATION, 
* FREE HEALTH CARE, 
*A LOBBYIST IN WASHINGTON 
* BILLIONS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF PUBLIC DOCUMENTS PRINTED IN YOUR 
LANGUAGE 
*THE RIGHT TO CARRY YOUR COUNTRYS FLAG WHILE YOU PROTEST THAT YOU 
DONT GET ENOUGH RESPECT 

-
Just in Phoenix: 

On Thursday July 1, 1982, Phoenix Police Officer Ignacio Conchas and his partner, 
Officer John Davis, entered a Phoenix bar in search of a bank robbery suspect. Both officers 
were mortally wounded when the suspect began shooting inside the bar. Officer Conchas died 
a short time later. Officer Davis died one month later on Friday August 6, 1982. Efran 
Contreras Lopez was a multiple crosser. 

On Friday May 27, 1988 Phoenix Police Officer Ken Collins was murdered by an 
illegal alien carrying out a bank robbery. Rudolfo Romero, one of the killers, remained 
at large for 12 years in Mexico and was extradited under the assurance that the death 
penalty would not be pursued. 

On Monday September 15, 1997 Officers Jim Kliewer and Officer Jerry Kilgore were 
gunned down by an illegal alien who had violated the terms of his probation- the illegal 
alien had shot his ex-girlfriend's new boyfriend. Officer Kliewer was shot in the neck; 
Officer Kilgore was shot in the head. It should be noted, the first stipulation for a person 
on probation in the state of Arizona is to be a law abiding citizen. For a judge to place 
an illegal alien on probation is to create an automatic violation - illegal means "not law 
abiding" and alien means "not a citizen." 

On Sunday December 21, 1997 Phoenix Police Officer Brian Wilbur was seriously 
injured when he was struck by a car driven by an intoxicated illegal alien. 

On Friday March 26, 1999 Phoenix Police Officer Mark Atkinson was murdered in an 
ambush by illegal aliens. 

On Monday March 26, 2001 Phoenix Police Officer Jason Schecterle was severely 
burned when an illegal alien driving a taxi cab collided into the rear of his police car. 

On Saturday April 12, 2003 Phoenix Police Officer Robert Sitek was shot and 
seriously injured by an illegal alien involved in an armed car-jacking. The illegal alien 
was a multiple crosser. 

On Tuesday September 18, 2007 Phoenix Police Officer Nick Ertle was murdered by 
an illegal alien during contact reference a civil traffic infraction. 
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On Sunday October 16, 2007 Phoenix Police Officer Brett Glidewell was shot in the 
chest by an armed illegal alien who had been stopped for a civil traffic violation. 

o Jose Abel Cabrera-Somosa, who was prosecuted by Andrew Thomas of the 
Maricopa County Attorney's office and sentenced to 36 years on March 27, 2009, 
claimed to the court that his conviction was based upon mistaken identity, that 
his 6 year presence in the country wasn't a crime, that he had been stopped by 
police 4 times prior to the shooting of Glidewell, and that the entire case against 
him was motivated out of racism. 

On Saturday October 25, 2008 Phoenix Police Officer Shane Figueroa was killed by 
an illegal alien who was driving a vehicle while intoxicated. This illegal alien was a 
multiple crosser with outstanding arrest warrants. 

o Shane's death was described by Chief Harris as a "tragic accident involving an 
undocumented worker." In reality, Shane was needlessly killed by a multiple 
crosser with outstanding warrants who, according to investigators, urinated on 
the side of the road while Shane's life ebbed away on the street. Police officers 
on the front line are committed to the rule of law and are quite black and white 
when it comes to the rules of engagement. Police officers don't call a drug 
dealer an "unlicensed pharmacist." They don't call a bank robber an "aggressive 
borrower with bad credit." A softened tone for those committing the crime of 
illegal immigration (8 U.S.C 1325 (a)) can be highly offensive to those sworn to 
uphold the law. 

At least 6 officers killed and 6 seriously injured by illegal aliens. 

While we are at it, how about the billions in cost to educate, medicate and incarcerate illegal 
aliens? Not to mention the crime victims of Murders, maimings, home invasions, kidnappings, 
identity theft, drugs, gangs and the list goes on. 

Under 581070 they will be able to ask and to act. 

If law enforcement could not stop someone before this law, they cannot stop them now. If you 
did not have to carry ID before this law, you don't have to carry ID under this new law. We did 
not expand law enforcement authority or require any "new" requirements or put new conditions 
on citizens. We simply took the handcuffs off from law enforcement and allow them to enforce 
our immigration laws, like any other law. 

• The new Arizona law mirrors federal law, which already requires aliens (non-citizens) to 
register and carry their documents with them (8 USC 1304(e) and 8 USC 1306(a)). The new 
Arizona law simply states that violating federal immigration law is now a state crime as well. 
Because illegal immigrants are by definition in violation of federal immigration laws, they can 
now be arrested by local law enforcement in Arizona. 

·The law is designed to avoid the legal pitfall of "pre-emption," which means a state can't 
adopt laws that conflict with federal laws. By making what is a federal violation also a state 
violation, the Arizona law avoids this problem. Look at the Supreme Court Decision of Muehler 
vs Men a a 9- 0 Land Mark Decision by the U.S. Supreme Court on this very issue of pre
emption, 4th and 14th Amendment issue. 
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Actually we have some safe guards in Arizona law that the federal law does not have. The 
fear is not about profiling ... the fear is not about concerns over legal contact ... even the 
liberal press understands those issues. The fear is the law will actually be enforced. AND IT 
WILL. We have put some teeth in this law to make sure it is enforced. 

• The law only allows police to ask about immigration status in the normal course of "lawful 
contact" with a person, such as a traffic stop or if they have committed a crime. 

• Estimates from the federal government indicate that more than 80 percent of illegal 
immigrants come from Latin America.12 Thus; there is concern that police may target only 
Hispanics for enforcement. 

• Before asking a person about immigration status, law enforcement officials are required by 
the law to have a lawful contact/a violation of law and "a reasonable suspicion" that a person is 
an illegal immigrant. The concept of "reasonable suspicion" is well established by court rulings. 
Since Arizona does not issue driver's licenses to illegal immigrants, having a valid license 
creates a presumption of legal status. Examples of reasonable suspicion include: 

• A driver stopped for a traffic violation has no license, or record of a driver's license or other 
form of federal or state identification. 

• A police officer observes someone buying fraudulent identity documents or crossing the 
border illegally. 

• A police officer recognizes a gang member back on the street who he knows has been 
previously deported by the federal government. 

• The law specifically states that police, "may not consider race, color or national origin" when 
implementing SB 1070. 

• When Arizona's governor signed the new law, she also issued an executive order requiring 
the Arizona Peace Officer Standards and Training Board to provide local police with additional 
training on what does and what does not constitute "reasonable suspicion."13 

Rancher Rob Krentz was murdered by the drug cartel on his ranch a month ago. I held a 
senate hearing two weeks ago on border violence. One only had to hear the concerns and 
pleas from these folks to recognize the monumental failure of government to secure our 
borders and enforce our laws and the cost to our citizens. 

Here are just some of the highlights from those who testified. 

The people who live within 60 to 80 miles of the Arizona/Mexico Border have for years been 
terrorized and have pleaded for help to stop the daily invasion of humans who cross their 
property. One Rancher testified that 300 to 1200 people a DAY come across his ranch, 
vandalizing his property, stealing his vehicles and property, cutting down his fences, and 
leaving trash. In the last two years he has found 17 dead bodies and two Qu'ran bibles. 

Another rancher testified that on a daily basis drugs are brought across his ranch in a military 
operation. A point man with a machine gun goes in front, 1/2 mile behind are the guards fully 
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armed, 1/2 mile behind them are the drugs, behind the drugs 1/2 mile are more guards. These 
people are violent and they will kill anyone who gets in the way. This was not the only rancher 
we heard that day that talked about the drug trains. 

One man told of two illegal's who came upon his property, one shot in the back and the other 
in the arm by the drug runners who had forced them to carry the drugs and then shot 
them. They listen to gun fire during the night; it is not safe to leave his family alone on the 
ranch and they can't leave the ranch for fear of nothing being left when they come back. 

The border patrol is not on the border. They have set up 60 miles away with check points that 
do nothing to stop the invasion. They are not allowed to use force in stopping anyone who is 
entering. They run around chasing them, if they get their hands on them, then they can take 
them back across the border. 

Federal prisons have over 35% illegals incarcerated, and 20% of Arizona prisons are filled with 
illegals who have committed felonies. In the last few years, 80% of our law enforcement 
personnel who have been killed or wounded were done by an illegal alien. 

The majority of people coming now are people we need to be worried about. The ranchers told 
us that they have seen a change in the people coming they are not just those who are looking 
for work and a better life. 

The Federal Government has refused for years to do anything to help the Border States. We 
have been overrun and once they are here, Arizonans have the burden of funding state 
services that they use. Education costs have been over a billion dollars. The healthcare costs 
for illegal aliens runs into the billions of dollars. Our State is broke; $3.5 billion deficit and we 
have many serious decisions to make. One is that we do not have the money to care for any 
who are not here legally. It has to stop. 

The border can be secured. We have the technology; we have the ability to stop this invasion. 
We must know who is coming and they must come in legally so that we can assimilate them 
into our population and protect the sovereignty of our country. We are a nation of laws. We 
have a responsibility to protect our citizens and to protect the integrity of our country and the 
government which we live under. 

It will do no good to forgive them because millions more will come behind them, and we will be 
over run to the point that there will no longer be a United States of America but, a North 
American Union of open borders. I ask you what form of government will we live under? 

How long will it be before we will be just like Mexico? We have already lost our language; everything 
must be printed in Spanish. We have already lost our history since it is no longer taught in our schools. 
And we have lost our borders. 

The leftist media has distorted what SB 1070 will do. It is not going to set up a Nazi Germany. Are you 
kidding? The ACLU and the leftist courts will do everything to protect those who are here illegally, but 
it was an effort to tJy and stop illegal's from setting up businesses, and employment, and receiving state 
services and give the ability to local law enforcement when there is probable cause, such as a traffic stop 
to determine if they are here legally. Federal law is very clear if you are here on a visa you must have 
your papers on you at all times. That is the law. In Arizona all you need to show you as a legal citizen is 
a driver license, MVD identification card, Native American Card, or a Military ID. This is what you 
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need to vote, get a hunting license, etc ... So nothing new has been added to this law. No one is going to 
be stopped walking down the street. The leftists here and in DC are angty because we dare tty and do 
something. They want the "Transformation" to continue. 

Maybe it is too late to save America. Maybe we are not worthy of freedom anymore. But as an elected 
official I must tty to do what I can to protect our Constitutional Republic. Living in America is not a 
right just because you can walk across the border. Being an American is a responsibility, and it comes 
through respecting and upholding the Constitution, the law of our land which says what you must do to 
be a citizen of this country. Freedom is not free. 

The Patriot's mission is to inform and arm grassroots Patriots with our forthright message in support of 
individual liberty, the restoration of constitutional limits on government and the judiciary, and the 
promotion of free enterprise, national defense and traditional American values -- the information needed 
to combat the leftist agenda that relentlessly undermines our nation's great Constitution and founding 
principles. 

Throughout history the burden of keeping the flame of liberty bright has fallen on the 
shoulders of a few men and women. As Founding Patriot Samuel Adams noted, "It does 
not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen on setting 
brushfires of freedom in the minds of men." That describes YOU! 

Preamble: We The People of the United States establish and ordain this Constitution of 
the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure 
domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general Welfare, 
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain.and 
establish this Constitution for the United States of America. 

We are being robbed of our Freedoms, we owe it to our children and great 
grandchildren to leave them a legacy of freedom. 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Russell K. Pearce 
Monday, January 29, 2007 5:06 PM 
Russell K. Pearce; 'russellpearce@cox.net' 
INVASION USA 

I have a question for you: What do the approximately 50,000 people who live in the Sierra 
Vista area, AND the approximately 50,000 people who live in the Prescott area, AND the 
approximately 50,000 people who live in the Flagstaff area all have in common- other than 
living in Arizona? 

Well, if you add up all those people AND IF you add the entire population of Mesa Arizona
that's an additional 400,000-people- if you add them ALL up- you would STILL DO NOT 
HAVE AS MANY PEOPLE AS THERE ARE ILLEGAL ALIENS LIVING IN ARIZONA 
RIGHT NOW! 

The Pew Center for Hispanic research - and this is a relatively liberal group - estimated more 
than a two years ago that at least 500,000 illegal immigrants live in Arizona back in 2000. 

The number now is certainly in excess of 600,000 people (perhaps 1,000,000). 

That's more than one out of every ten people who live in our state! 

One out of every ten people you pass on the road. One out of every ten people you see at the 
store; and MORE THAN one of every ten people you see in our classrooms and probably one 
out of every two in our emergency rooms. 

Why the additional numbers there? Because iiiegals often use our emergency rooms to obtain 
free primary care; and because generally, the birth rate among illegal immigrants is 
substantially higher than the population at large. This results in more hospital visits and more 
children in the classroom. 

When do we put America First? 

When do we enforce our laws? 

When do we stand up for the law abiding citizen? 

When do we stand up for America and the Rule of Law? 

I am not willing to let another 20 years go by waiting on the feds. It is our citizens that are 
injured and our taxpayers that are impacted severly everyday we fail to secure our borders and 
enforce our laws. Local Law Enforcement has "inherent" authority to enforce our laws and the 
responsibility and we must demand they do so. Sanctuary policies are illegal. 

But until the past 3 0 years, that meant we were a nation of legal immigrants. Legal entrants 
who would apply for admission, who had a U.S. sponsor who would support them if necessary, 
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or skills, or education, or some money of their own- and often they had all of these things. 

Only in recent history has America - and now particularly Arizona -- been flooded with illegal 
international trespassers, most of whom don't have any of the things I just mentioned. 

They sneak across the border hoping for a better life, but immediately needing free health care, 
free education, and free government support if they can get it and usually do get it. A new 
federal report show only 4 states verify eligibility before you get medicaid (in Arizona it is 
AHCCCS) a $5 billion program with more folks enrolled in AHCCCS thanK through 12. 

But those things aren't free. We pay for them. Right here in Arizona the average LEGAL 
family pays at least an extra $2,000 every year to support illegal immigrants and another $2000 
in taxes to make up for the over $300 billion in unpaid taxes by the underground workforce that 
don't pay taxes and still use services such as education ($8500 annually per child) not including 
ELL. And those are just the direct expenses. They don't include the cost of increased crime, 
education, increased car insurance, and other direct, but non-governmental expenses. 

So don't shoot the messengers today. Just the facts Ma'am, Just the facts. 

MYTH VS FACT OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION 

The United States faces the greatest internal threat to its existence since the Civil War. It faces 
disintegration of its culture; of its language; of its cohesiveness as a nation of free people. It 
faces massive infusion of unrelenting poverty; of crime; of diseases; of civil violence; of 
corruption at all levels; and worst of all, the United States faces balkanization that will destroy 
the fabric of its ability to function as a peaceful nation. 

As we look at the misery of Africa via starvation and Darfur's genocide; as we look at Israel 
and Palestine blow each other up at any moment 365 days a year; as we look at the seething 
unrest of Paris, France-we are in the crosshairs of a violent and separated future. 

Last week, Denver's illegal aliens sang our national anthem in Spanish and bastardized the 
words of OUR country's most sacred song. Talk about audacious, arrogant and condescending! 
Tell me if you think they are becoming Americans. Ladies and gentlemen; this is an invasion 
by a foreign country. 

Why? How? When? 

Mexico's Vicente Fox is no longer satisfied with the status quo. Battles commence as Mexican 
nationalists struggle to infuse their men into American government and strengthen control over 
their strongholds. One look at Los Angles with its Mexican-American mayor shows you 
Vicente Fox's general Varigossa commanding an American city. 

Mexican Foreign Minister Jorge Castaneda presented a list of demands regarding 70 million 
Mexicans living in the U.S., about one 40% of them illegals, including the demand that 
America "respect their human rights." In other words, he demands that we do not enforce our 
i1nmigration laws. "We are not scared of engaging the U.S. anymore," Castaneda said. He 
vowed to defend Mexicans, "without legal papers and demanded that America give them the 
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education and health benefits they deserve." 

Castaneda ordered Mexican consulates to provide a free legal defense to Mexicans prosecuted 
in the U.S. or subjected to deportation proceedings. 

Let's examine some of the myths and facts ofthis invasion: 

Myth: President Bush says illegals do the jobs Americans won't do. 

Fact: Harvard Professor Borjas reports that illegal aliens displace Middle American workers 
out of $200 billion annually in lost wages. Bear-Stems report shows that illegal aliens work off 
the books and do not pay over $3 01 billion annually in uncollected IRS income taxes. You 
make up the difference. The illegals no longer work on the fatm. They move into every Middle 
Class job in America and they undercut wages for America's working poor and destroy the 
living wages of the Middle Class. Additionally, the average illegal causes a net loss of 
$55,000.00 to US taxpayers during his work time the USA. Finally, we create cultural and 
linguistic apartheid by creating a slave class of workers unassimilated while growing in 
numbers and antagonistic strength. This condition creates a perfect formula for rioting and 
violence that will tear our nation to pieces! Ask Paris, France! 

Myth: This is a nation of immigrants and they all add to America's vitality. 

Fact: That was then and this is now. Ninety percent of Americans were born here and thus, 
natives, not immigrants. In 1900, our population stood at 100 million people. Today, at 300 
million, we suffer global wanning, acid rain, species extinction, gridlock, air pollution, 
crowding, $3.12 a gallon of gas, skyrocketing cost of living, loss of quality of life and enough 
problems to fill an NFL football stadium. Who in their right mind thinks we need to import 
4,000,000 people from the Third World into our country annually? What is the benefit? Do we 
need to overpopulate ourselves like China, India and Bangladesh? For what reason? Can we 
maintain our social fabric as a nation with Spanish fighting English for dominance? It's like 
injecting yourself with cancer cells to see what will happen. It's like importing leper colonies 
and hope we don't catch leprosy. It's like importing thousands oflslamic jihadists and hope 
they adapt to the American Dream. 

Myth: Bush says a guest worker program will allow willing workers for willing employers. 

Fact: What a crock! It's an amnesty pure and simple. Once locked into and imbedded into our 
system, these guest with anchor babies, homes and ties will never leave our country. They 
create enclaves of separate groups that shall balkanize our nation into fractured nightmares of 
social unrest and povetiy. This myth perpetrated by Bush is an outright fraud by a fraudulent 
president. 

Myth: Bush respects the sovereignty of the United States. 

Fact: Bush violates his oath of office and the U.S. Constitution every day of his presidency. He 
violates Article IV Section 4 of the Constitution every day for the past five years. The fact is, 
George Bush works to destroy our borders of our nation on a deadly experiment that will 
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plummet all of us into chaos, poverty and Third World Momentum. 

Myth: You can't deport 12 to 20 million illegal aliens. 

Fact: You won't have to deport any of them. It's called "attrition through enforcement". You 
demand the president and Congress enforce our immigration laws. We prosecute and jail 
employers of illegal aliens starting in Maine and sweeping slowly and effectively across the 
nation. We delete social services to illegals, housing, medical and all welfare of any kind. 
Without jobs and a free ride, they have only one choice and that is to move back home and 
make a better life in their own country by changing their own country for the better. At that 
point, gosh, 18 million unemployed American workers will enjoy jobs that must rise to the 
market value of a First World nation. It means those CEOs at major corporations will not be 
able to pay for their Lear Jets and fifth $10 million Aspen home, but Americans will get the job 
done. 

Myth: Illegals have a 'right' to come to the United States. 

Fact: No one, according to the U.S. Constitution, has a right to break into your home. It is 
against the law. No one has a right to break into your country. It is against the law. We legally 
immigrated 32 million foreign born people into this country, which is two to three times more 
than all other countries combined. We have the right to invite into our home the persons we 
choose. No one has the right to break into our home: The United States of America. 

Myth: Mexico's people love the USA, respect our language and the laws of our country. 

Fact: Corruption is a mechanism by which Mexico operates. Its people spawn more corruption 
wherever they go because it is their only known way of life. If you watched the Mexican flags 
flying above the demonstrators and their chants, you understand they have no intention of 
assimilating into the American way of life. Their goal is to populate themselves into majority 
numbers until they can run Americans out of our own country. The failed and corrupt 
government of Mexico will manifest itself in America to create the same kind of misery for all 
Americans. 

Dear American citizen, we fast approach the point where this invasion will be out of our 
control. We will lose our country at the hands of our president and complicit Congress. If that 
shanmesty passes the Senate, we're toast. Tough, nasty illegals and their advocates grow in 
such numbers that law and order will not subdue them. They run us out of our cities and states. 
They conquer our language and our schools. They render havoc and chaos in our schools. I'm 
stunned at the speed of this invasion. I'm further stunned that most American don't see it or 
deny it or ignore it. We are much like the Titanic as we inbreed millions of Mexico's poor, the 
world's poor and we watch our country sink. 

1) Dispatch troops to the Mexican border immediately to stop the human trafficking of illegal 
aliens. 

2) Enforce all existing immigration laws immediately and ask congress for the funding to have 
them enforced effectively. 
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3) Through Executive Order outlaw all Sanctuary City policies throughout the United States. 

"If You Don't Think This is an Invasion, Tiy and Stop it!" 
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Administrator 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

russellpearce (russellpearce@cableaz.com] 

Monday, April24, 2006 11:26 PM 

Russell K. Pearce 

Fw: Chilling Reading from Pete 

Attachments: Chilling Reading.doc 

In light of the past weekend's events, take the time to read this; It 
ought to scare the pants off you! 

We know Dick Lamm as the fmmer Governor of Colorado. In that context 
his thoughts are patiicularly poignant. Last week there was an 
immigration overpopulation conference in Washington, DC, filled to 
capacity by many of American's finest minds and leaders. A brilliant 
college professor by the name of Victor Hansen Davis talked about his 
latest book, Mexifornia," explaining how immigration - both legal and 
illegal was destroying the entire state of California. He said it 
would march across the country until it destroyed all vestiges of The 
American Dream. 

Moments later, fmmer Colorado Governor Richard D. Lamm stood up and 
gave a stunning speech on how to destroy America. The audience sat 
spellbound as he described eight methods for the destruction of the 
United States. He said, "If you believe that America is too smug, too 
self-satisfied, too rich, then let's destroy America. It is not that 
hard to do. No nation in history has survived the ravages oftime. 
Arnold Toynbee observed that all great civilizations rise and fall and 
that, "An autopsy of history would show that all great nations commit 
suicide."' 

Here is how they do it," Lamm said: 

"First, to destroy America, turn America into a bilingual or 
multi-lingual and bicultural country" Hist01y shows that no nation 
can survive the tension, conflict, and antagonism of two or more 
competing languages and cultures. It is a blessing for an individual 
to be bilingual; however, it is a curse for a society to be bilingual. 
The historical scholar, Seymour Lipset, put it this way: "The 
histories of bilingual and bi-cultural societies that do not 
assimilate are histories of turmoil, tension, and tragedy." Canada, 
Belgium, Malaysia, and Lebanon all face crises of national existence 
in which minorities press for autonomy, if not independence Pakistan 
and Cyprus have divided. Nigeria suppressed an ethnic rebellion. 
France faces difficulties with Basques, Bretons, and Corsicans.". 

Lamm went on: Second, to destroy America, "Invent 'multiculturalism' 
and encourage immigrants to maintain their culture. I would make it an 
article of belief that all cultures are equal. That there are no 
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cultural differences. I would make it an article of faith that the 
Black and Hispanic dropout rates are due solely to prejudice and 
discrimination by the majority. Every other explanation is out of 
bounds. 

Third, "We could make the United States an 'Hispanic Quebec' without 
much effort. The key is to celebrate diversity rather than unity. As 
Benjamin Schwarz said in the Atlantic Monthly recently: "The apparent 
success of our own mul tiethnic and multicultural experiment might have 
been achieved not by tolerance but by hegemony. Without the dominance 
that once dictated ethnocentricity and what it meant to be an 
American, we are left with only tolerance and pluralism to hold us 
together." Lamm said, "I would encourage all immigrants to keep their 
own language and culture. I would replace the melting pot metaphor 
with the salad bowl metaphor. It is important to ensure that we have 
various cultural subgroups living in America enforcing their 
differences rather than as Americans, emphasizing their similarities." 

"Fomih, I would make our fastest growing demographic group the least 
educated. I would add a second underclass, unassimilated, 
undereducated, and antagonistic to our population. I would have this 
second underclass have a 50% dropout rate from high. school." 

"My fifth point for destroying America would be to get big foundations 
and business to give these efforts lots of money. I would invest in 
ethnic identity, and I would establish the cult of'Victimology'. I 
would get all minorities to think that their lack of success was the 
fault of the majority. I would start a grievance industry blaming all 
minority failure on the majority population." 

"My sixth plan for America's downfall would include dual citizenship, 
and promote divided loyalties. I would celebrate diversity over unity. 
I would stress differences rather than similarities. Diverse people 
worldwide are mostly engaged in hating each other - that is, when they 
are not killing each other. A diverse, peaceful, or stable society is 
against most historical precedent. People undervalue the unity it 
takes to keep a nation together. Look at the ancient Greeks. The 
Greeks believed that they belonged to the same race; they possessed a 
common language and literature; and they worshipped the same gods. All 
Greece took pmi in the Olympic games. A common enemy, Persia, 
threatened their liberty. Yet all these bonds were not strong enough 
to overcome two factors: local patriotism and geographical conditions 
that nurtured political divisions. Greece fell. "E. Pluribus Unum" -
From many, one. In that historical reality, if we put the emphasis on 
the 'pluribus'. Instead of the 'Unum,' we will balkanize America as 
surely as Kosovo." 

"Next to last, I would place all subjects off limits; make it taboo to 
talk about anything against the cult of'diversity.' I would find a 
word similar to 'heretic' in the 16th centmy -that stopped 
discussion and paralyzed thinking. Words like 'racist' or 'xenophobe' 
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halt discussion and debate. Having made America a bilingual/bicultural 
country, having established multi-culturism, having the large 
foundations fund the doctrine of'Victimology,' I would next make it 
impossible to enforce our immigration laws. I would develop a mantra: 
That because immigration has been good for America, it must always be 
good. I would make eve1y individual immigrant symmetric and ignore the 
cumulative impact of millions of them." 

In the last minute of his speech, Governor Lamm wiped his brow. 
Profound silence followed. Finally he said,. "Lastly, I would censor 
Victor Hanson Davis's book Mexifornia. His book is dangerous. It 
exposes the plan to destroy America. If you feel America. deserves to 
be destroyed, don't read that book.". 

There was no applause. A chilling fear quietly rose like an ominous 
cloud above every attendee at the conference. Every American in that 
room knew that everything Lamm enumerated was proceeding methodically, 
quietly, darkly, yet pervasively across the United States today. 
Discussion is being suppressed. Over 100 languages are ripping the 
foundation of our educational system and national cohesiveness. Even 
barbaric cultures that practice female genital mutilation are 
growing as we celebrate 'diversity.' American jobs are vanishing into the 
Third World as corporations create a Third World in. America - take 
note of California and other states - to date, twenty million illegal 
aliens plus and growing fast. It is reminiscent of George Orwell's book 
"1984." In that story, three slogans are engraved in the Minis!Iy of 
Truth building: "War is peace," "Freedom is slavery," and "Ignorance 
is strength.''. 

Governor Lamm walked back to his seat. It dawned on eve1yone at the 
conference that our nation and the future of this great democracy is 
deeply in trouble and worsening fast. If we don't get this immigration 
monster stopped within tlu·ee years, it will rage like a Califomia 
wildfire and destroy everything in its path, especially The American 
Dream. 
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Administrator 

From: russellpearce [russellpearce@cox.net] 

Sent: Sunday, December 21, 2008 7:22 PM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: Fw: S8 1108 as amended is un-American & must be rejected. 

First, it is important that I let you know that I believe that the first amendment, the right 
to freedom of speech, is a most sacred right and one that I fight everyday to uphold. 
While I may not understand why someone would want to speak out against this country 
that I love so much I will always defend you're your right to do so. 

Recently there has been a great deal of debate surrounding my introduction of 
legislation relating to the prohibition of using tax payer dollars to fund an education 
curriculum in our public schools that promotes the denigration of American culture and 
American values. While I do not condone this hate based rhetoric I do understand the 
importance of protecting the rights for those who feel that way. My concerns come 
from tax dollars from every citizen in this state being used to teach hateful anti American 
rhetoric in our American publicly funded schools. I do not believe that a public school is 
the appropriate venue, and I do not believe public dollars are the appropriate funding 
source. 

The intent of my legislation is NOT to prohibit the legitimate teachings of any historical 
events in our world's history. What I am hoping to do is make sure that our public 
schools are not being used to facilitate hate and dissention by any group of people for 
another group of people. 

As with any piece of legislation mine is still a work in progress and I am still talking to 
anyone willing to sit down with me and discuss how we can achieve this goal. In the 
end I hope we find consensus for protection of the values of a country that has given us 
all so much. 

Paving the way to Aztlan with propaganda, politics, racism 

By Linda Bentley 

AZTLAN - What was and where was Azthln? The Arizona Republic fielded a similar 
question under their Science Q & A. 

Dan Kincaid responded: "Azthln was the legendary original home of the Aztec Indians ... 
Aztlan, which means literally 'Place of the Herons' in their Nahuatl language ... " Kincaid goes on 
to say" ... the Aztecs believed their Ancestors migrated in stages from Aztlan, reaching central 
Mexico about A.D. 1200. An Aztec subgroup, the Tenochas founded their capital, Tenochtitlan, 
in 1325 on an island in Lake Texcoco after seeing an eagle perched on a cactus and devouring a 
rattlesnake. " 

The New York University Press states: "Aztlan was the mythical place of origin in some 
Aztec traditions, a lake with an island in the middle that was replicated when the wandering 
Mexica settled at Tenochtitlan. The word Aztec is derived from this mythical place." Another 
University in Buffalo, New York claims, "Aztlan is the Aztec name for their ancestral place of 
origin located, according to an old legend, somewhere in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean," 
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citing that it corresponds geographically to Atlantis, as described in Plato's works, "Critias" and 
"Timaeus." 

Teachings ofMEChA " ... the brutal 'gringo' invasion of our territories." However, in a Hispanic Studies 
textbook, "The Mexican American Heritage" by East Los Angeles high school teacher Carlos Jimenez, 
Azthin is depicted on page 84 in a redrawn map of Mexico and the United States, showing Mexico with 

On page 107, Jimenez states, "Latinos are now realizing that 
powers to control Aztl<ln may once again be in their hands." 
textbook teaches highschool students that Mexico is 

SUI'posed to regain the states of Colorado, California, Arizona, 
Utah, New Mexico, Oregon and parts of Washington and 

they rightly belong to the "mythical" homeland of Aztlan. 
The book contains no references or footnotes and teaches 

selJar,ati~,m, victimization and nationalism, while promoting an 
border policy. 

The myth of Azthin is heavily promoted tln'ough MEChA 
meetings at college campuses across the nation, rapidly 

gmlllllg acceptance at high school campuses as well. 
MEChA stands for Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan or Chicano Student Movement of 

Aztlan. Their logo depicts an eagle holding a stick of dynamite. 
The preamble ofMEChA's National Constitution states: "Chicano and Chicana students of Aztlan 

must take upon themselves the responsibilities to promote Chicanismo within the community, 
politicizing our Raza with an emphasis on indigenous consciousness to continue the struggle for 
self determination of the Chicano people for the purpose ofliberating Aztlan." The University of Arizona 
MEChA Chapter's website states: "The following documents are essential to the philosophy ofMEChA. 
Every Mechista should be familiar with them. Listed along with their National Constitution is 'EI Plan 
de Santa Barbara' and El Plan Espiritual de Aztlan, which opens with, 'In the spirit of a new people that 
is conscious not only of its proud historical heritage but also of the brutal "gringo" invasion of our 
territories, we, the Chicano inhabitants and civilizers of the northern land of Aztlan from whence came 
our forefathers, reclaiming the land of their birth and consecrating the determination of our people of the 
sun, declare that the call of our blood power, our responsibility, and our inevitable destiny. 

'We are free and sovereign to determine those tasks which are justly called for by our house, our land, 
the sweat of our brows, and by our hearts. 

Aztlan belongs to those who plant the seeds, water the fields, and gather the crops and not to the 
foreign Europeans. 

We do not recognize capricious frontiers on the bronze continents.' 

Preaching prejudice, racism, hatred and anti-Semitism La Voz de Aztlan is a bilingual online news 
service published from Los Angeles (Whittier), "Alta California" that claims to be "focused on news 
events that are relevant to La Raza in Aztlan, Mexico and beyond." They say that they also publish their 
own "unique analysis of world events and contemporary issues through editorials, commentary and 
political catioons." Publisher Hector Carreon and Editor-in-ChiefErnesto Cienfuegos definitely have a 
unique spin on events and issues. 

It is commonly known as racism and anti-Semitism. 
One ofCienfuegos' editorials is titled: "The 'Kosher Nostra Scam' on the American Consumer." 

Cienfuegos said of their research, "What we found certainly was 'news' to us and it both shocked and 
angered us." After becoming educated in the various kosher symbols on food packaging, Cienfuegos 
made the statement, "J learned thaI major food companies throughout America actually pay a Jewish 
Tax amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars per year in order to receive protection. 

The scam is to coerce the companies to pay up or suffer consequences of a Jewish boycott." He 
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concludes with, " ... I demand my money back for all I had to pay over the years for the hidden and 
illegal Jewish Tax. Are there any bright attorneys out there that could bring a class action suit against the 
Union of Olihodox Jewish Congregations on behalf of the citizens of Aztilln and other non-Jewish 
people?" Carreon wrote an editorial called: "Shattered Identities: 'Malinchismo' as a Dissociative 
Identity Disorder Caused by Ritual Racial Abuse." He says, "To understand how these personality types 
may come about, we can refer to recent history involving the Jews during their traumatic 'Nazi 
Holocaust Period!' The Gelman Jews had their own 'Vendidos' and 'House Niggers' called 'Judenrat' 
and 'Kapos. ", Carreon says that what they all have in common is that they have all identified with the 
dominant oppressors. According to Carreon, the beginnings of the micro-traumas and ritual racial abuse 
stmi in kindergmien when little Juanita is told by her "gringa" teacher not to speak Spanish. At lunch 
she becomes the victim of ridicule by her "gringo" peers when she has a burrito for lunch instead of a 
peanut butter and jelly sandwich. 

He claims Juanita grows up with "dismal self-esteem" and "self-hate" that could sentence her to life 
of gangbanging and drugs. But then, he says Juanita can alternatively take on different personality 
direction, caused by the micro-traumas and ritual racial abuse, one that causes her to dissociate her 
identity as Juanita. She might develop such a shame that she changes her name to Jane, bleaches her hair 
blond and starts to take on characteristics of "Anglos." Carreon says this is "merely a nuisance but can 
become dangerous to our community when' Anglos' start using these personality types against us." He 
then states, "Like the 'Judenrat' in Nazi Germany, these 'Malinchistas' will be utilized against us in 
political campaigns like the present one against Bilingual Education." La Voz creates anti-Semitic 
correlations from ordinary news in article upon article. 

Their agenda promotes racism against all white people, especially Jews, and portrays all Hispanics as 
victims. 

" ... designed to create cultural havoc" Tucson Unified School District (TUSD) Superintendent George F. 
Garcia's promotion of outcome-based education and special treatment toward Hispanic children did not 
sit well with a group ofTUSD parents. 

They formed Arizona Parents for Traditional Education and petitioned Garcia and the governing 
board to return "back to the basics" education to TUSD, citing, "We do not want to replicate California's 
eight year mass experimentation and failure with outcomebased education." 

One parent, John Stevenson, wrote an open letter to Garcia, responding to a frontpage aliicle in the 
Tucson Citizen where Garcia called for special classes and special help for Hispanic students. 

Stevenson said, "Under the constitution of the United States it is incumbent on all government 
agencies to treat all citizens equally. It is unconstitutional for any government agency in the US to single 
out any racial group for special favors, nor should they single out any other racial group to suffer as a 
result. 

This action is blatant racial bigotry." Stevenson continued, "In addition to racial bigotry, Mr. 
Garcia, you foster cultural terrorism. When you allow special consideration based on race, it builds 

lifetime resentment in the others. You, in effect, teach the others to hate those who you make privileged. 
"When you teach a selected race that it requires your special help, you also teach them that they are 

either genetically or culturally inadequate. 
You try to modifY that by teaching them that the only reason they need this help is because the white 

community abuses them." Stevenson said Garcia's actions could be "construed as fraudulent and 
perhaps even traitorous" as his acceptance of the public's money, emmarked "to prepare children for 
their adult place in society," is, instead, being used by Garcia to bring about ideological change, using 
children to promote his vision of a socialist society. 

" ... one must suspect that this is a deliberate process. 
One designed to create cultural havoc," Stevenson wrote. 
He ended his letter "Please, sir, I beg you, resign from your job immediately and save the community 

from fmiher damage." That was back in August 1996. Garcia didn't resign. It wasn't until four years 
later that Garcia left. 
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Still posted as one of the goals of the TUSD Hispanic Studies curriculum: "Establish and nurture 
educational and community pat1nerships by taking an active role in advocating for Hispanic concerns 
and issues." 

Political influencing 
State Representative John A. Loredo, Dem. District 22, who was 
first elected in 1996, then re-elected in 1998 and 2000, attended 
Phoenix College, where he first became involved in politics. 

He was elected president ofMEChA and he was the first 
President-Founding Member ofLULAC (League of United Latin 
American Citizens) Young Adult Council. 

He worked with Cesar Chavez organizing marches, rallies and 
boycotts. His first political campaign was the "NO on 106 (English 
Only)" committee. 

He served on an Ad Hoc Committee on Border Issues and on the 
Farmworker Affordable Housing Study Committee. He served on 
the Executive Board for the National Hispanic Caucus of State 
Legislators and as a board member of Friendly House, one of the 
four nonprofit organizations that was chosen to lun the Palomino 
Day Worker Center in Phoenix. 

Another organization that runs the day laborer center is 
Tonatierra. Tonatierra Community Development Institute 
proclaims its location as Nellmayotl, Azti<ln, although they use a 
Phoenix PO Box for their mail. 

M-n;:;/;lllitMe<:GII«nlc t~, 
(tiuN!t(m;,l At'..wtmmt.~l ~~""'"I" 

MHIUt H<:I eMI rio9b~ to! 1M 
'ills~ 1>~1Ii the Un.'1t'd S!;t!:l-

COURTESY PHOT,ol 

Once a patriotic organization that 
emphasized the importance of 

citizenship, the League of United Latin 
American Citizens now supports the 

theory that Hispanics have been 
victimized by white people, and are 

staunch of illegal 

Day workers are "forced to stand on street corners and suffer the scorn of a society which utilizes 
them to clean their houses." 
Tonatierra's coordinator, Salvador Reza, was born in Chihuahua, Mexico. His family moved to Ysleta, 
Texas when his father, a farm worker, was granted a work permit under the bracero program. 

Reza sees himself as a victim of racism, stemming back to his days in kindergarten. 
After graduating from the University of California, San Diego, Reza began working for immigrant 

advocacy groups. 
He says he came to Phoenix because he believes it is the center of Azthin, the original land of the 

Aztecs before they migrated south to Mexico. Of all the stories about where Azthln might have been, 
Reza is the only one who believes its center is in Phoenix. 

Reza, one ofthe major lobbyists for the Palomino Day Worker Center in Phoenix, was quoted in an 
interview as saying that jornaleros, or day workers, are "forced to stand on street comers and suffer the 
scorn of a society which utilizes them to clean their houses." One of Tonati err a's initiatives was the 
Macehualli Project, to organize the hundreds of day laborers in Phoenix. 

Reza believes the Macehualli Union de Jornaleros (Day Laborers Union) will achieve justice and 
dignity through the establishment of day labor centers. 

Tonatierra and Reza's goals go far beyond the day laborer centers he wishes to create throughout the 
city. He is pushing for increased Latino political representation and expanding the Xinachtil Program 
(Xinachtil means "seed" in the Aztec language) in the public school system to teach "traditions, culture, 
art and science of indigenous people." Immigrant advocacy groups no longer promote legal 
immigration, citizenship, learning English or any other assimilation into this country. Hispanicrights 
groups talk ofreoccupation and repatriation ofthe southwestern United States, the land of "indigenous 
people." 

Demographic warfare ... exporting Mexico's surplus poverty In Tucson, Pima County Legal Defender 
Isabel Garcia, cochair of Derechos Humanos (Human Rights), promotes open borders and illegal 
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immigration, proclaiming: "No human is illegal." She denounces the same laws she is hired to uphold, 
and does so on taxpayer's money. 

The Pima County Board of Supervisors claim Garcia can do whatever she likes during her own time. 
Garcia, along with co-chair Jose Lerma, have recently been selected to serve on a 1 00-member 

council created by Mexico's government to represent Mexicans living in the United States. Their main 
duty is to advise the Mexican government on the needs of the approximately 9-10 million Mexican 
natives residing in this country ... about halflegally and half illegally. 

The concept of reoccupation is not new. The term was used in an official study done by the Mexican 
Government's National Council on Population (Conapo). 

Conapo's study predicts that during Mexican President Vicente Fox's six year telm, ending in 2006, 
that two million Mexicans will enter the United States at the approximate rate of 380,000 per year. 

The study also indicates that the Mexican govemment has embraced the concept of "demographic 
warfare," a reconquering of the southwestem United States through unchecked illegal immigration and 
by exporting its "surplus poverty" to regain control. 

Mexican novelist Elena Poniatowska was quoted in Mexico's EWE news service as having said, 
"Mexico is at the moment recovering territories it lost in the past to the United States thanks to 
emigration (sic). The common people - the poor, the dhty, the lice ridden, the cockroaches are 
advancing on the United States, a country that needs to speak Spanish because it has 33.5 million 
Hispanics who are hnposing their culture." Mexican colunmist Carlos Loret de Mola explained Mexico's 
" warfare" strategy in Mexico's newspaper, the Excelsior, over 20 years ago. 

Loret's article, "The Great Invasion: Mexico Recovers on 
its Own," described the strategy: "A peaceful mass of 
peoplle ... caITies out slowly and patiently an unstoppable 
invasion, the most impOliant in human history . You cannot 
give me a similar example of such a large migration wave by 
an ant-like multitude, stubbom, unarmed, and can'ied on in 
the face of the most powerful and best-armed nation on 
earth ... [Neither] barbed-wire fences, nor aggressive border 
guards, nor campaigns, nor laws, nor police raids against the 
undocumented, have stopped this movement of the masses 
that is unprecedented in any part ofthe world." Loret 
describes a migrant invasion that continues and that will 
return the southwestem states to the jurisdiction of Mexico, 
" ... without the firing of a single shot, nor requiring the least 
diplomatic action, by means of a steady, spontaneous, and 
uninterrupted occupation." The effects of what Loret said 

then where already apparent in Los Angeles, which he called "the second largest Mexican city in the 
world." MEChA promotes an ultimate ideology to liberate Azthln. Four of the main Hispanic pressure 
groups, LULAC, the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF), the National 
Council of La Raza (La Raza) and MEChA, are united in their main objectives. They promote an agenda 
of racial and ethnic consciousness. 

They all want more immigration of their own people into the United States. They want to stop 
deportation of illegal aliens and want to provide American citizen's rights, including the right to vote, to 
non-citizens. They promote Spanish as the official language in areas dominated by Hispanics. They 
believe that Americans must assimilate to Hispanic culture and language. 

They believe this is already their land and have no need to become citizens, leam English or 
assimilate in any way. By proclaiming the southwestern United States, Azthln, they believe all those of 
Hispanic decent are ah'eady citizens. 

It appears that anyone who disagrees with that agenda is considered a racist. Author Michelle Malkin, 
who is of Filipino decent, disagrees ... she too has been branded a racist. 
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Mexican, white, non-white depends where benefits are 
In the 1950s, the LULAC recognized English as the official language of the United States, emphasized 
the importance of citizenship, supported immigration control and mass deportation of illegal aliens. 

They even began all of their meetings reciting the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Today, the LULAC supports the theory Hispanics are victimized by 

white people. 
"Mexicans" were counted separately, for the first time, during the 

1930 Census. Because Texas was segregated, Mexicans felt they were 
losing their status as non-white and might face the same conditions as 
blacks. 

The LULAC succeeded a few years later in having Mexicans 
recognized as "whites" again, and treated that way for segregation 
purposes. 

Then, 40 years later, after affirmative action programs become 
introduced for blacks, the LULAC and La Raza lobbied successfully to 
be recognized as "non-whites" so that Mexicans would be recognized 
for racial preference purposes. 

They ebbed and flowed with identity, insisting they were white 
when there were advantages to being white. When benefits associated 
with being non-white surfaced, it was time to change color again. 

In a letter to the editor (published in the March 12 edition of 
Sonoran News), LULAC President Samuel Esquivel wrote, "You are 
what I would characterize as a 'true racist.'" Esquivel also stated, "I 
hear the complaining about illegal immigrants being the cause of all 

Salvador Reza of Tonatierra, who 
considers himself a victim of racism 

from events that occurred in 
kindergarten, became an advocate 

for illegal immigrants after 
from 

these bad things, but I don't hear nobody complaining about their lawns not being cut, their houses not 
being cleaned, dishes not being washed in restaurants, cars not being washed, houses not being built, etc. 
The bottom line is, if it were not for these so called illegal immigrants, who people like you take 
advantage of, you would not be living in the lap of luxury, as you are accustomed to living." Esquivel 
claims that any suggestion about upholding laws of this nation is just a means of hiding racist behavior. 

Another letter, printed in the same edition, came from John Garrido, Chairman of the National 
Hispanic Coalition, in the process offOlming. He states, "Long ago salsa replaced ketchup as America's 
number one condiment. As ketchup went by the wayside, those that attempt to diminish the values 
Hispanic Americans hold sacred will some day also go by the wayside." Cutbacks in illegal alien 
benefits "a disgrace to American values" The Ford Foundation alone has poured millions of dollars in 
funding into organizations like La Raza and MALDEF. 

And while MALDEF's Mario Obledo stated, "California is going to be a Hispanic state. 
Anyone who doesn't like it should leave," President Clinton awarded Obledo the Presidential Medal 

of Freedom in 1998. 
Immigrant rights organizations continue to lobby for special treatment toward Hispanics - bilingual 

education, affirmative action, mass immigration and more hate crime laws. 
La Raza claims inunigration control violates civil rights and that cutbacks in welfare and other 

benefits for illegal aliens is "a disgrace to American values." The United States Government apparently 
believes, somehow, that "regularizing" illegal aliens from Mexico will get one party or the other elected, 
depending on who grants the "regularizing." They are most likely mistaken. 

These groups claim to hate Americans and all that is American. However, they keep coming ... 
coming to reclaim Azthln. 

And, govemment officials seem to be paving their way with benefits, amnesty and "rights," at 
citizens' expense. 

From: Diana Renee L [mailto:housingnow@mail.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2008 2:36 PM 
To: Carolyn Allen; Mark Anderson; cavelar@azleg.state.az.us; Ibinder@azleg.state.az.us; Robert Blendu; 
dbrimhal@azleg.state.az.us; bbrother@azleg.state.az.us; Meg Burton Cahill; hcamarot@azleg.state.az.us; 
rcannell@azleg.state.az.us; ccardamo@azleg.state.az.us; tcarpent@azleg.state.az.us; jcarruth@azleg.state.az.us; 
cchase@azleg.state.az.us; Ken Cheuvront 
Cc: mclark@azleg.state.az.us; dcooley@azleg.state.az.us; Eddie Farnsworth; Jake Flake; 
kfoster@azleg.state.az.us; ggifford@azleg.state.az.us 
Subject: SB 1108 as amended is un-American & must be rejected. 

Dear Arizona State Representatives: 
Multiculturalism is a basic American concept. We value the beliefs, traditions, customs, arts, history and 
folklore of the diverse cultures reflected throughout our nation. 

I am shocked to discover all this is being put at risk due to SB 11 08, which started out being a routine 
homeland security bill. I'm asking you to please vote no on this un-American bill that would prohibit 
students at the state's public universities and community colleges from organizing groups based on race 
(ie: groups such as MEChA, the Black Business Students Association, Native Americans United, etc.) 

I do not understand the rational behind Rep. Johu Kavanagh (R-Scottsdale), a supPolier of the measure 
called these campus organizations, "'self-defeating' and 'self-destructive' for students." 

Multiculturalism doesn't limit students. It gives them pride in who they are and enhances their being 
fuller people by fostering the concept of America being the land of opportunity. As Cesar Chavez said, 
"Preservation of ones' culture doesn't mean contempt for others'." 

These student groups are like any other school club or fratemity. They bring students together so they 
can achieve academic success. They offer a place to meet, make friends and support one another. Their 
goal is to help students succeed. For example, the members of the University of Arizona's MEChA 
chapter visit high schools to encourage students to attend college. They hold events and fundraisers to 
spread the message that education is the key to success. 
As for the bill's banning public schools or colleges from including race based classes or school 
sponsored activities--this action could be a huge set back for our educational system. Studies show that 
students who leam about their race and culture have a lower drop-out rate. The bill's language is so 
broad, who knows what could be prohibited? Celiainly Chicano studies, African-American studies & 
other ethuic studies programs would be put at risk. 
The eyes of the nation are on Arizona. Please vote "No" on SB 1108. 

Sincerely, 
Diana Lobeck 

Want an e-mail address like mine? 
Get a free e-mail account today at www.mail.com! 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

April 21,2010 

Dear Governor Brewer, 

JaMo102@aol.com 
Wednesday, April 21, 2010 12:19 PM 
azgov@az.gov 
Russell K. Pearce 
ILLEGAL ALIENS 

I urge you to sign this bill. Thank you Sen. Pearce for your good work. Thank goodness, Sheriff Arpaio is faithfully 
carrying out the laws of this great State despite the political climate and liberal newcasts. 

What did Hoover, Truman and Eisenhower have in common? 

Back during The Great Depression, President Herbert Hoover ordered the deportation of ALL illegal aliens in order to 
make jobs available to American citizens that desperately needed work ... 

Harry Truman deported over two million illegal's after WWII to create jobs for returning veterans. 

And then again in 1954, President Dwight Eisenhower deported 13 million Mexican Nationals! "Operation Wetback" was 
done so WWII and Korean veterans would have a better life. It took 2 years, but they deported them! 

If you have doubts about the veracity of this information, enter Operation Wetback into your favorite search engine and 
confirm it for yourself. 

Sincerely, jamo102@aol.com 

Mrs. Jane E. Mohn 
10229 W. Tumblewood Dr. 
Sun City, AZ 85351 
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Administrator 

From: Buddy Woods [buddywoods@qwest.net] 

Sent: Monday, July 09, 2007 9:41 AM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: Beltway Boys interview 

Dear Mr. Pearce: 

Page 1 of1 

I want to say "Thank you" for expressing so well your view on illegal immigration. You did an excellent job 
of explaining why the latest immigration bill was so bad and how illegal immigration is a scourge on the 
American society. I and a majority of Arizonans feel exactly as you do. It is obvious, however that the 
Washington insiders including the "Beltway Boys" just don't get it. I have been referred to by a 
Republican Carolina Senator as a racist and a bigot because of my views. I am a graduate of Arizona 
State University and am a small business owner in Arizona and I am not anti-immigration. I am, however 
anti ILLEGAL immigration. I am frustrated how people come into this country illegally and demand we 
give into their needs ,their way of life and refuse to assimilate and to learn English. The federal 
government and to a lesser degree, the state government has taken a ho hum approach to this problem 
for years. My son is a police officer in Mesa and he tells me all the time how illegal Mexicans are 
effecting the crime rate in that city. If I am not mistaken, President Eisenhower, during his administration, 
sent back 1.5 million illegal aliens back to Mexico in what was called "Operation Wetback" 
Again, "Thank You" Mr. Pearce for listening to my rambling and for expressing so well the view of the 
majority of Americans 

Sincerely, 

Loften N. "Buddy Woods 
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Administrator 

From: russellpearce [russellpearce@cox.net] 

Sent: Friday, October 23,20098:33 PM 

To: Russell K. Pearce; Laura Devany 

Subject: Fw: DRAFT letter 

We just held hearings in the Judicimy Committee at the Arizona State Senate regarding: warrants, whose 
job is it? These hearings were in direct response to public safety concerns and criticism of Sheriff Joe's 
immigration enforcement in lieu of the thousands of unserved warrants. Of course there is no agency 
with direct primary responsibility over active warrant service. It is all of law enforcements job. The real 
focus ought to be on agencies/cities that have policies that handcuff our police officers from enforcing our 
immigration laws and the impact on the public's safety. The greatest threat to our citizens is the failure to 
enforce our immigration laws, the cost in lives, crime, billions in pUblic benefits, American's job lose, 
wages suppressed, and the list goes on. We should be holding hearings on sanctuary cities - again the 
greatest threat to safe neighborhoods and the billions in costs to the taxpayer, not to mention the violation 
of federal law! ! The media continues to ignore the real issne. 

Phoenix, Arizona ranks number two in the world in kidnappings and home invasions, number three as the 
most violent city in America; and Arizona is the home invasion, car jacking, identity theft capitol of the 
world as a direct result of our illegal alien invasion .. 

It is with great urgency that we address sanctuary policies in light of the fact that President Obama is 
proposing amnesty to the 20 to 30 million illegals in this country at a cost of over an additional $3.9 
trillions according to the Heritage Foundation. It is my desire to form a panel for the Appropriations 
Committee to conduct hearings here at the Arizona State Senate that will consist of leaders at the 
forefront of the illegal immigration issue and victims as a result of our failed policies. Mayors and police 
chiefs that have policies that restrict the enforcement of immigration laws should be subpoenaed to 
answer for their refusal to enforce immigration law. Phoenix Mayor Phil Gordon and Mesa Police Chief 
George Gascon would be at the top of the list to address the panel and explain their sanctuary policies that 
are in direct violation of federal law. I would appreciate your participation and any suggestions that you 
might have with regard to others whose experience would contribute to this panel. I do not have a 
specific date at this time but your attendance would be required for one day only. As Chairman of 
Appropriations Committee I do have subpoena power and am willing to use it to bring to the panel those 
we need to hear from. 

EffOlts to stop the illegal invasion are suppOlted by the Phoenix Law Enforcement Association 
(P.L.B.A.), the Border Patrol Officers Association, the Maricopa County Republican Party, the Arizona 
State Republican Pmty, Sheriff Joe Arpaio, County Attorney Andrew Thomas, the Pachyderm Coalition, 
the Arizona Republican Assembly, the Minutemen Civil Defense Corporation, Arizona African American 
Republican Committee, You Don't Speak for Me (a national Hispanic organization for the rule of law), 
many other patriotic groups and according to the polls, over 75% of Arizona Citizens. 

When our laws are enforced we will see less crime, lower taxes, smaller class sizes, shorter lines in our 
emergency rooms and reduced deaths, murders, maimings, drugs, home invasions, car jackings, 
kidnappings, jobs for Americans, increased wages, and ultimately save the taxpayer billions of dollars. 

Citizens have a constitutional right to expect the protection offederal and state laws which prohibit 
unauthorized activities by non-citizens and yet they are denied equal protection under the law. 

Please advise me as soon as possible if you would like to be a member of the panel or suggestions who 
ought to be on the panel. Your suggestions for other palticipants would be greatly appreciated. 

Senator Russell Pearce 
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Deaths and maimings of police officers and citizens by illegal aliens (short list): 

• Phoenix Officer Shane Figueroa 
• Tracy from Highland High in Gilbert 
• Child serial rapist in Chandler 
• Phoenix Officer Glidewell (shot in chest) 
• 15 year old raped by school janitor in Scottsdale 
• 15 year old kidnapped and raped in Guadalupe 
• Phoenix Officer Nick Erfle 
• Phoenix Officer Marc Atkinson 
• Phoenix Officer Robert Sitek 
• Kris Eggle, Park Ranger in southern Arizona 
• Border Patrol Agent James Epling 
• Maricopa County Deputy Sean Pearce critically wounded serving homicide warrant 
• Maricopa County Deputy Lew Argetsinger shot executing a search warrant for homicide 
• Sg!. Manuel H. Tapia shot by drug suspect 
• DPS Officer Robert K. Martin murdered by 19 year old ex-convict 
• Agent Richard Fass United States Drug Enforcement Agency, murdered 
• Agent Alexander Kirpnick, Border Patrol, murdered 
• Officer Jason Schechterle suffered fourth-degree burns when his patrol car went in flames after being 

struck by a taxi - the driver was an illegal alien 
• Gilbert mother killed by illegal alien fleeing from Mesa PO (had prior arrest and not deported) 
• Jason, decorated Iraq war veteran stabbed in his own front yard by illegal alien 
• Legal immigrant mother killed by illegal alien trying to ram Sheriff's Deputy's car in Phoenix 
• Illegal, 17, runs down hero police officer, juvenile released by Border Patrol 10 days earlier 
• Illegal alien murder suspect with drivers license now faces 40 counts 
• Illegal alien accused of triple homicide 
• Three illegals beat pregnant woman 
• Five illegals face deportation after killing principal 
• Illegal immigrant piloted pickup truck that smashed into Florida woman's car 
• Feds arrest 2,100 - Operation Return to Sender sends agents across country to target violent criminal 

aliens 
• Preteen vs. illegal alien home invaders - home invasion gone wrong for criminals 
• Illegais kill deputy in New Year's Eve hit and run 
• State Trooper shot to death in Tennessee by Hispanic drug dealers 
• Day laborer from Guatemala charged with killing girlfriend's baby 
e Utah gunman, 18, was Muslim from Bosnia - killed 5 in crowded shopping mall 
• Illegal detained in death of 'Christmas Story' director, Bob Clark, and his son die in collision 
• DUI illegal kills pedestrian week after given probation for hit and run 
• Woman involved in accident dies from injuries by illegal immigrant 
• Sniper, John Lee Malvo, required by law to be immediately deported. Instead, he was released on the 

unsuspecting American public - he and his cohort killed 10 people 
• Tanee Natividad, a high school student, murdered by an illegal immigrant 
• Darlene Squires's disabled teenage daughter and another disabled girl were raped by three members of a 

Salvadoran street gang - both victims were deaf 
• David March, lost Angeles County Sheriff, killed during routine traffic stop - the driver was a dangerous 

Mexican drug dealer, Armando Garcia, who had been deported twice and has a long history of violent 
crime 

• Eighteen year old Tricia Taylor lost both her legs above the knees by drunken driver Jose Carcamo who 
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had 17 violations since 1995 
• Walter Contreras Valenzuela, a 10 year old boy was murdered by illegal alien from Honduras 
• An illegal alien killed Kimberley Hope while trying to steal her car. 
• Five year old Ana Cerna was killed by an illegal alien 
• Joseph Crummy was murdered by illegal alien Jesus Hernandez in Utah 
• Eight year old Amber Merkle killed in a wreck caused by illegal alien Arturo Lupian 
• Vinessa Hoera, 23, brutally raped and murdered by illegal alien from Guatemala, Faustino 
• YOU CAN ADD VICTIMES TO THE LIST 

NO GOVERNMENT AGENCY TRACKS CRIMES BY ILLEGALS - NOT EVEN ATTACKS ON 
POLICE 
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Administrator 

From: Russell K. Pearce 

Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 10:28 PM 

To: John Huppenthal 

Subject: ENOUGH IS ENOUGH: WHAT DOES IT TAKE. (ALSO BELOW A SHORT LIST OF DEATHS, 
MAIMINGS, CRIME, AND SOME OF THE COST) 

"If it be asked, what is the most sacred duty and the greatest source of our security in a Republic? 
The answer would be an inviolable respect for the Constitution and Laws" - Alexander Hamilton. 

I ASK FOR YOUR SUPPORT TO ONCE AND FOR ALL ALLOW OUR POLICE OFFICERS 
TO ENFORCE OUR LAWS. I have an intro set in my office, come by and sign it Please. 

WHY DO WE STRUGGLE WITH WHAT IS RIGHT? MY HEART IS BROKEN. Officer 
Shane Figueroa's Parents in-law live in my son's area and go to church with him (I have two boys 
in law enforcement, one with the Sheriff's Office and one son is a Gilbert Police Officer) We 
must work on legislation that I have introduced 4 years in a row to allow Police Officers to 
enforce our laws 

(HCR2039 in 2008). Remove all sanctuary polices and allow officer to arrest those in this state 
in violation of federal law. Our citizens deserve no less, our law enforcement have the authority, 
and must allow them to do their job. 

ENDORSEMENTS: Phoenix Law Enforcement Association (P.L.E.A.), Border Patrol, 
Arizona FOP, Arizona Highway Patrol Association, Maricopa County Deputies Maricopa 
County Republican Party, Arizona State Republican Party (both passed Resolutions 
unanimously to support this legislation), Sheriff Joe, Pinal Co. Sheriff Babeu, County 
Attorney Andrew Thomas, and according to the polls over 75% if Arizona Citizens. 

My personal background in law enforcement has given me a unique and in-touch perspective 
with the needs and hazards experienced by rank-and-file police officers. I'm delighted to have 
PLEA's support and the Border Patrols support in eliminating all policies the restrict law 
enforcement from enforcing the law. Like me, PLEA understands the danger of ignoring illegal 
immigration. The burden of blind-eye police depal1ment policies and open-border philosophies 
were paid for with the lives of not only PLEA members, but other law enforcement personnel 
throughout our state. The danger clearly spread beyond law enforcement into our communities 
with more lives being lost. The quality of life in our state is being sacrificed for political 
correctness. PLEA, Border Patrol and I stand side by side for the IUle oflaw. 

MARK SPENCER President ofP.L.E.A., "Mark my words another police officer will be killed 
as a result of Mayor Gordon's pretended revision of their policy on when you can ask and when 
you cannot ask on one's immigration status. ANOTHER POLICE OFFICER, HUSBAND, 
FATHER, AMERICAN KILLED BY AN ILLEGAL ALIEN. GOVERNMENT IS COMPLICIT 
IN THE DEATHS, MAIMINGS AND BILLIONS IN COST TO OUR CITIZENS. 

Simply enforce our laws and you will see less crime, lower taxes, smaller class sizes, sh011er 
lines in our emergency rooms and reduce deaths, murders, maimings, drugs, home invasions, car 
jackings, kidnappings, jobs taken from Americans, reduced wages, an ultimately save the 
taxpayer billions of dollars. We cannot afford to "NOT" enforce our laws. Attrition by 
Enforcement. 
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THE "ONLY" LAW WE PUT CONDITIONS ON BEFORE A POLICE OFFICER CAN ENFORCE, 
THE ONLY CRIMINALS WE PROTECT BY POLICIES!!!!!!! NO OTHER CRIME OR CRIMINAL 
GETS THIS PROTECTION BY RESTRICTIVE POLICIES BY OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS. 

Citizens have a constitutional right to expect the protection of federal laws which prohibit unauthorized 
activities by non-citizens and are denied equal protection law enforcement, police department or 
magistrate fails to enforce those laws. 

I PLEDGE; TO WORK TO ELIMINATE ALL SANCTUARY POLICIES IN THIS STATE, THE 
RESULT W1LL BE LESS CRIME, LOWER TAXES. 

A misunderstanding of the relationship between federal criminal and immigration law causes one to 
believe being present in the U.S. in violation of immigration law is civil and "not a crime" and is clearly 
wrong. The enforcement role given to local govemment by the Constitution and the Congress is clear. 
Unsanctioned entry into the United States is a crime. 

Assistant Attomey General Kobach explained that the inherent arrest authority of states arises from their 
pre-constitutional status as sovereign entities. The powers retained by the states at the time of ratification 
proceeded "not from the people of the United States, but from the people of the several states," and 
remain unchanged, except as they have been "abridged" by the Constitution. The authority of a state to 
arrest for violations of federal law is thus not delegated; but "inheres in the ability of one sovereign to 
accommodate the interests of another sovereign." This federalism-based analysis has a strong judicial 
pedigree. 

Arizona is #1 in crime; we have become the home-invasion, car-jacking, identity-theft capitol ofthe 
world. Enough is enough. Just enforce our laws. Attrition by enforcement, it will work. 

Law enforcement can no longer sit on the sidelines while our neighborhoods are invaded, our healthcare 
systems are over-run with illegals that have no means to pay and receive their healthcare at the expense 
of the taxpayers, our education system is imploded (over $1 billion a year in just k-12 alone, jobs taken 
from Americans, wages suppressed, and the destruction of the rule oflaw. 

In 2000 there were an estimated 600,000 illegal aliens in Arizona alone and that's a conservative 
estimate. Arizona voters are paying hundreds of millions of dollars each year for illegal aliens, providing 
medical care for them and subsidizing their living expenses and much more, then the crime that comes 
with the illegal alien invasion. 

Gangs follow illegal aliens By Jon Ward THE WASHINGTON TIMES May 5, 2005. 

Zogby poll: Americans fed up on illegal aliens 81 % think local police should help feds. 

The TIME report exposed a growing crime network. Now operating in 33 cities, 

MS-13 gangs rob, kill, distribute drugs and run prostitution rings while being protected by sanctuaty 
policies. Our Govemor supports those "Hands Off' policies by our law enforcement. She vetoed a bill 
that made it clear they could and should assist in the enforcement of our immigration laws as 

1996 federal law intended. 

These cities with their sanctuaty laws and the federal government are co-conspirators in that they won't 
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enforce the law. There are over 4,000 murder warrants out, just in the Border States, for people who've 
committed murder and fled to Mexico. You wonder how many more people have to die ... 

A landmark Supreme Court decision: In Muehler v. Mena the Court reinforced the clear intent of 
Congress in this matter, inquiring about an individual's immigration status can and should be a routine 
patt of asceltaining information, no different than asking questions about one's name, or date and place 
ofbhth. 

Aggrieved residents may sue in state or federal court to block unlawful municipal passive resistance 
policies (so called Sanctuary Policies), and may sue officials and employees in their official or private 
capacities for violations of their rights. Local govemment officials do not possess Eleventh Amendment 
immunity or qualified immunity when sued in their official for prospective injunctive or declaratory 
relief to end statutory and constitutional violations. 

"Harboring" includes any conduct that tends to substantially help an alien to remain in the United States 
unlawfully. CriminalliabiJity for harboring or sheltering could arise from acceptance of a Mexican 
Matricula Consular - which, presented without proper immigration documents, is prima facie evidence 
of illegal alien status - by a local government agency that, for example, provide housing or utility 
assistance, made refenals to a public or private job assistance program or detained Matricula presenters 
for violation of city ordinances and release them without verifYing their immigration status with the U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement. 

Sheriff Arpaio and the Maricopa County Sheriffs Office have a proven track record of enforcing our 
immigration laws and not caving in to political conectness. 

I PERSONALL Y WANT TO THANK SHERIFF JOE AND COUNTY ATTORNEY ANDREW 
THOMAS FOR HONORING THEIR OATH'S OF OFFICE, PUTTING AMERICA FIRST AND 
GOING AFTER ILLEGAL EMPLOYERS (HB2745 IT'S THE LAW) AND ARRESTING THOSE 
WHO ARE HERE ILLEGALLY; POLICE HAVE INHERENT AUTHORITY AS IF IT WERE 
WRITTEN INTO STATE STATUTE. ARIZONA WILL NO LONGER BE A SANCTUARY STATE 
FOR ILLEGAL ALIENS OR FOR ILLEGAL EMPLOYERS. 

NO JOBS!! NO FREE STUFF!! NO SANCTUARY POLICIES!! NO MORE IGNORING THE 
DAMAGE, THE COST, THE CRIME, THE DEATHS, THE JOBS TAKEN, THE WAGES 
LOWERED, THE HEALTHCARE CRISIS, THE EDUCATIONAL IMPACT OF OVER 20% OF K -
12 ARE NON-ENGLISH SPEAKERS, AND MOST WILL LEAVE ON THEIR OWN. ENOUGH IS 
ENOUGH. 

INSTEAD OF BLAMING THE FEDS CLEAN UP OUR ACT AND TAKE THE HANDCUFFS OFF 
FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT. WHEN ARE WE GOING TO DO OUR JOB????net 

"This countty has lost control of its borders. And no country can sustain that kind of position." -
President Ronald Reagan 

We are a nation oflaws. We must have the courage - the fOliitude - to enforce, with compassion but 
without apology, those laws that protect the integrity of our borders and the rights of our lawful citizens. 

Another Police Officer killed a Sanctuaty City. We must eliminate ALL sanctuary policies in this state 
and support our Law Enforcement and eliminate these illegal policies that prohibit a police officer from 
asking about one's legal status and allow them the discretion to arrest and book into Sheriff Joe's hotel 
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and hold for ICE, 

8 USC Sec, 1644: ("No local ordinance, rule, or measure shall stop law enforcement officers from 
enforcement of this section") Referring to immigration violations. 

· Citizens have a constitutional right to expect the protection of federal laws which prohibit unauthorized 
activities by non-citizens. 

· A misunderstanding of the relationship between federal criminal and immigration law causes one to 
believe being present in the U.S. in violation ofinunigration law is civil and "not a crime" and is clearly 
wrong. The enforcement role given to local government by the Constitution and the Congress is clear. 
Unsanctioned ently into the United States is a crime, 

, Inherent arrest authority of states arises from their pre-constitutional status as sovereign entities. The 
powers retained by the states at the time of ratification proceeded "not from the people of the United 
States, but fi'om the people of the several states," and remain unchanged, except as they have been 
"abridged" by the Constitution. The authority of a state to arrest for violations of federal law is thus not 
delegated; but "inheres in the ability of one sovereign to accommodate the interests of another 
sovereign. " 

Theodore Roosevelt's: AMERICAN in 1907 ... "this is predicated upon the person's becoming in evelY 
facet an American, and nothing but an American ... There can be no divided allegiance here. Any man 
who says he is an American, but something else also, isn't an American at all. We have room for but one 
flag, the American flag ... We have room for but one language here, and that is the English language ... 
and we have room for but one sole loyalty and that is a loyalty to the American people." 

, 9,000 are killed "each" year at the hands of illegal aliens. 25 each day, 

12 by stabbings and shootings and 13 by DUI and related crimes, This is fi'om Congressional Homeland 
Security RepOJi, (4 to 10 million illegals crossed into the U.S, last year alone) Investigations-Border
RepOJi.pdf 

Death and maimings of police officers and citizens by illegal aliens (SHORT 

LIST) 

· Officer Shane Figueroa killed by illegal aliens Serial child rapist in Chandler, illegal alien Phoenix 
Officer Nick Erfle - Murdered. Phoenix Officer Marc Atkinson - Murdered. Phoenix Officer Robeli 
Sitek - Murdered. Kris Eggle-park ranger in southern Arizona - Murdered. Border Patrol Agent James 
Epling - Murdered. Maricopa County Deputy Sean Pearce critically wounded while serving homicide 
wanant - shot & critically wounded. Maricopa County Deputy Lew Argetsinger shot while executing a 
search warrant for homicide - shot by homicide suspect. Sgt. Manuel H. Tapia was shot by a drug 
suspect - Murdered. DPS Officer Robeli K. Martin, murdered - by, illegal alien 19-year-old ex-convict; 
· Agent Richard Fass, 37, of the United States Drug Enforcement Agency, murdered; . Agent Alexander 
Kirpnick, 27, Border Patrol, murdered; . Jason Schechterle suffered fOUlih-degree burns when his patrol 
care was struck - the driver was an illegal alien. 

· Gilbeli mother killed by illegal alien fleeing from Mesa PD (had prior arrest and not deported). 

· Jason, Decorated Iraq war veteran stabbed in his own front yard by illegal alien. 
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· Mother "legal immigrant" killed by illegal alien trying to ram Sheriffs Deputy's car in Phoenix. 

· Illegal, 17, runs down hero cop - juvenile released by Border Patrol 10 days earlier. Murder suspect
an illegal with driver's license - now faces 41 counts. Illegal alien accused of triple homicide. 3 illegals 
beat pregnant woman - mayhem rampage. 5 illegals face deportation after killing principal - . Unlawful 
immigrants piloted pickup truck that smashed woman's car. Feds an-est 2,100 - Operation Retum to 
Sender sends agents across country to target violent criminal aliens. Cop murder spotlights crisis of 
killer aliens - No govemment agency tracks crimes by illegals, not even attacks on police. Illegals kill 
deputy in New Year's Eve hit and run . State Trooper Shot to Death in Tennessee by Hispanic Drug 
Dealers. Day laborer fi'om Guatemala charged \\~th killing girlfriend's baby. Utah gunman, 18, was 
Muslim from Bosnia - Killed 5 in crowded shopping mall. Illegal detained in death of 'Christmas Story' 
director - Bob Clark, son die in collision. DUI illegal kills pedestrian week after given probation - Hit
and-run. Woman involved in accident dies from injuries by illegal immigrant. Sniper, John Lee Malvo, 
required by law to be immediately deported. 

Instead they released John Lee Malvo upon the unsuspecting American Public. 

He and his cohort killed 10 people. 

· Tanee Natividad, a high school student, was murdered by an illegal. Darlene Squires's disabled 
teenage daughter and another disabled girl were raped by three members of a Salvadoran street gang. 
Both victims are deaf. 

· David March, a Los Angeles County Sheriff, was killed during a routine traffic stop by illegal alien. 
The driver was a dangerous Mexican drug dealer, Armando Garcia, who had been depOlted twice and 
has a long hiStOlY of violent crime. 

· Eighteen-year-old Tricia Taylor lost both her legs above the knees by drunken driver Jose Carcamo 
who had 17 violations since 1995. 

· Walter Contreras Valenzuela, a I O-year-old boy was murdered by an illegal alien from Honduras. 

· Kimberley Hope killed by illegal alien while trying to steal her car. 

· Five year old Ana Cema was killed by an illegal alien. 

· Joseph Crummy was murdered by illegal alien Jesus Hemandez in Utah. 

· Amber Merkle was only 8, killed in a wreck caused by illegal alien AltUro Lupian. 

· Vines sa Hoera, 23, was brutally raped and murdered by an illegal alien from Guatemala, Faustino 
Chavez who apparently was angry when his advances toward her were not received positively. 

9,000 Americans killed each year, 25 each day, 12 by stabbings and shootings, 13 by DUI and related 
crimes (Congressional RepOlt; Drawing a Line in the Sand). 

Study: 1 million sex crimes by illegals; More than 100 sex offenders crossing border daily Deborah 
Schurman-Kauflin: Based on a one-year in-depth study, a researcher estimates there are about 240,000 
illegal immigrant sex offenders in the United States who have had an average of four victims each. 
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Deborah Schurman-Kauflin ofthe Violent Crimes Institute in Atlanta analyzed 1,500 cases from 
January 1999 tiu'ough April 2006 that included serial rapes, serial murders, sexual homicides and child 
molestation committed by illegal immigrants. 

Most offenders were in states with the highest numbers of illegal immigrants. California had the most 
offenders, followed by Texas, Arizona, New Jersey, New York and Florida. 

I hope the following 14 reasons are forwarded over and over again until they are read so many times that 
the reader gets sick of reading them. I have included the URL's for verification of the following facts: 

I. $11 Billion to $22 billion is spent on welfare to illegal aliens each year. http://tinyurl.com/zob77 

2. $2.2 Billion dollars a year is spent on food assistance programs such as food stamps, WIC, and free school lunches for 
illegal aliens. 

http://lI'lI'lI'.cis.org/articles/2004/ fi sca I exec. html 

3. $2.5 Billion dollars a year is spent on Medicaid for illegal aliens. 

http://II'\VII'.cis.org/8liicles/2004/fisca I exec. h tml 

4. $12 Billion dollars a year is spent on primary and second8lY school education for children here illegally and they cannot 
speak a word of English! http://transcripts.cnn.comITRANSCRlPTS/0604/01lIdt.0.html 

5. $17 Billion dollars a year is spent for education for the American-born children of illegal aliens, known as anchor babies. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRAN SCRI PTS/0604/0 I Iidt. 0 I . html 

6. $3 Million Dollars a DAY is spent to incarcerate illegal aliens. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRAN SCRIPTS/0604/0 I/ldt.O I .html 

7.30% percent of all Federal Prison inmates are illegal aliens. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTSI0604/01/ldt.01.html 

8. $90 Billion Dollars a year is spent on illegal aliens for Welfare and Social Services by the American taxpayers. 

http://premium.cnn.com/TRANSCIPTS/0610/29I1dt.01.html 

9. $200 Billion Dollars a year in suppressed American wages are caused by the illegal aliens. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0604/0 I/ldt. 0 I.html 

10. The illegal aliens in the United States have a crime rate that's tll'o-and-a-half times that of non-illegal aliens. In particular, 
their children, are going to make a huge additional crime problem in the US. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0606112/ldt.01.htmI 

II. During the year of2005 there were 4 to 10 MILLION illegal aliens that crossed our Southem Border also, as many as 
19,500 illegal aliens from Terrorist Countries. Millions of pounds of drugs, cocaine, meth, heroin and marijuana, crossed into 
the U. S fi'om the Southern border. Homeland Security Report. http://tinyurl.com/t9sht 

12. The National Policy Institute, "estimated that the total cost of mass depOliation would be between $206 and $230 billion 
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or an average cost of between $41 and $46 billion annually over a five year period." 

http://,,ww.nationalpolicyinstitute.org/pdf/depOltation.pdf 

13. In 2006 illegal aliens sent home $45 BILLION in remittances back to their countries of origin. 
http://www.rense.com/generaI75/niht.htm 

Page 70f7 

14. "The Dark Side of Illegal Immigration: Nearly One Million Sex Crimes Committed by Illegal Immigrants In The United 
States". 

http://www.drdsk.com/articleshtml 

Conservative Total cost is a whooping ... $338.3 BILLION A YEAR!!! The cost offence $2 billion. The cost of enforcement, 
billions saved, citizens safer, jobs protected, etc. 

If this doesn't bother you then just delete the message, but on the other hand, if it does raise the hair on the back of your neck, 
then forward it. 

Snopes is provided for doubters: 

http://www.snopes.com/politics/immigration 

Russell Pearce, R-18, Mesa 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Brother William Evans 
Public Communications 
15 E. South Temple 

Russell K. Pearce 
Thursday, April 06, 2006 4:11 PM 
Russell K. Pearce; 'russellpearce@cableaz.com' 
RE: Illegal Immigration Letter #2 (blue take ouV Red add to letter) 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84150 

Dear Brother Evans: 

I'm writing to you as follow-up to our previous phone conversation in December and also as follow-up to the 
letter which I and a number of other legislators sent you in January. I'm enclosing a copy of the letter on the 
off-chance that you didn't receive it. 

Many of the signers of that letter have asked in recent weeks if I have heard anything back from Church 
headquarters. I told them no, and I sincerely hope that we will receive a response. In the meantime, I thought 
that perhaps I would update you on what has been happening here. 

WE are a Nation of Laws and The Rule of Law must be upheld. The very survival of this Great Nation Depends 
on it. Enough is Enough!!!! We must, Enforce the Law, Secure the Border, Sanction law breaking employers, 
stop insane policies that reward or encourage "illegal" immigration: 

We arc a Nation of Laws. We "Our" elected officials, and our appointed officials, must have the courage- the 
fortitude- to enforce, with compassion but without apology, those laws that protect the integrity of our borders 
and the rights of our lawful citizens. 

The Polls Zogby, Roper, Pew, and A recent CNN poll showed 87 percent of Americans want illegal 
immigration stopped. It is critical to distinguish the reform that the public seeks from the deceptive package of 
measures that the immigration lobby is peddling. 

5,000 to 10,000 "illegal aliens" enter the U.S. successfully every night, 3 to 4 million cross "illegally" into the 
United States every year. 

Twelve to 23 million "illegal aliens" currently in the U.S. 

Today, conditions are probably as bad or worse than they ever have been on the border. What we lind is a mass 
invasion of historic proportions: individuals running through backyards, breaking down fences, slaughtering 
cattle, cutting their dogs' tln·oats if they bark, and terrifying people. Men and women who live on the border 
walk around armed. Women accompany their children to the bus stop with a gun in their purse in the heaviest 
cross-conidors. 

Violent gang activity is on the rise. The largest and most violent gangs in America arc made up of illegal aliens 
(MS-13 '50,000' strong, one of the most violent eve1y known) For example, several Virginia suburbs have seen 
an increase in machete crimes, as foreign gangs seem to usc this weapon to cut off fingers of rivals. 

Most people now understand that illegal immigration affects the entire nation. Illegal immigrants are showing 
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up all over the country. 

Local govemments are being forced to deal with huge impacts of illegal aliens. Neigborhoods turned violent. 

Who suffers? The answer is you and I. We are forced to bear the burden of rising taxes to pay for free services 
for illegal immigrants! 

In Janumy, a federal judge imposed a fine on the state of Arizona to force the legislature, against its will and 
against its better judgment, to teach English to illegal aliens by a proven-to-fail method that we have no hope 
will truly educate these children. The fine is expected to be $20 million-plus. 

In the last three months, we legislators have discussed and processed numerous bills dealing with the problem 
and costs of illegal aliens in Arizona, including the following: 

• A bill to make it the crime of trespassing if an illegal alien is discovered here without proper 
documentation. 

• $50 million to purchase, and install radar equipment for monitoring the border. 

• $30 million for the cost of enforcement and incarceration of illegals captured in Arizona. 

• $20 million additional in the Dept. of Public Safety budget for additional gang enforcement due to 
increased gang activity from illegal aliens. 

• Employer sanctions against those who intentionally hire illegals to gain a competitive edge over 
honest, law-abiding businesses. 

A few weeks ago, a huge protest march by 20,000 Hispanics shut down an entire section of Phoenix, 
blocking streets, forcing businesses to close, and jamming traffic for hours. 

On Monday, AprillO, we anticipate another march, this time with an expected crowd of 100,000 protesters, 
organized by radical illegal alien activist, including an ex con. The bus company has already notified us 
that they will not provide service to the Capitol m·ea that day, as the buses will simply be unable to move 
with such a huge mass of people in the streets. With no bus service, many govemment employees will not 
be able to get to work. Those who travel by car will be unable to go home from work at the usual time and 
will be forced to stay in their offices until the crowds disperse sometime in the evening. All of our police 
agencies have been put on alett and are making plans for the event, including state, county, and city law 
enforcement, and the homeland security departments at these various levels of goverlllllent. The Governor 
has announced that the National Guard will be on standby. We are all concemed about protecting our staff 
in the event that the protestors become tinruly or disruptive. This isn't the first demonstration we have to 
deal with at the Capitol, nor will it be the last and many of the protesters cany vulgar signs and anit 
American slogans or statements. It is significant, however, that each demonstration is larger than the last, 
and the demands of the protestors are continuously for rights that are reserved for citizens do not enjoy. 
Most of the protestors are not legal citizens, legal residents, or even legal visitors in our country. They are 
illegal. They have no right to request or demand anything. 

We wait hopefully for a response fi·om you or someone else who is authorized to speak for the Church. As 
we stated in our previous letter, we very much would like to have some counsel and direction on how the 
Church perceives these issues. We believe in the 121h Article of Faith regarding the importance of honoring 
and sustaining the law of the land. 
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Thank you for your kindness in entertaining our conespondence and request in your busy schedule. 

Best regards, 

Senator Karen S. Johnson Representative Russell Pearce 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Russell K. Pearce 
Tuesday, May 26, 2009 9:11 AM 
Russell K. Pearce 
RE: Hundreds of Hispanic gang members arrested in L.A. for targeting Black people 
(worse, is most of these Hispanic gang members are ILLEGAL aliens) Welcome to the 
new United States of Mexico 

Dozens arrested in crackdown on Latino gang 
accused of targeting blacks 

Authorities place a man in custody. Raids by about 1,400 local, state and federal law enforcement officers targeted members and assoclates of 
the Vania Hawaiian Gardens gang, which has a strong presence in the small city. 

Authorities charge 147 members and associates in a massive racketeering case with racially motivated attacks 
designed to drive African Americans out of Hawaiian Gardens. 

By Scott Glover and Richard Winton 
May 22, 2009 

Federal authorities Thursday accused a south Los Angeles County street gang of a litany of crimes, including 
the murder of a sheriffs deputy and racially motivated attacks designed to drive Afi'ican Americans from their 
town. 

The charges, part of a massive racketeering case dubbed Operation Knock Out, were outlined in several 
indictments charging 147 members and associates of the Val'l'io Hawaiian Gardens gang with murder, attempted 
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murder, drug trafficking, weapons trafficking, extOltion, kidnapping and witness intimidation . 

• 

Federal agent John Torres 
Medl.rH1 
ho"sehold Int.ome $46,897 

• 

Gang territory 

The gang, also known as VHG, is so pervasive in Hawaiian Gardens that one in 15 people living in the square
mile city just nOlth of Long Beach has ties to it, said Sal Hernandez, the FBI's top agent in Los Angeles. 

"Imagine living in a community where one in every 15 of your neighbors swears allegiance to an organization 
committed to the spread of violence," he said. "The good people deserve to live in peace." 

The early morning raids Thursday involved approximately I ,400 local, state and federal law enforcement 
officers who fanned out across the small, densely populated city and surrounding communities. Seventeen 
SWAT teams helped make the arrests. 

The probe into the gang began in 2005 after Los Angeles County Sheriffs Deputy Jerry Ortiz was fatally shot 
by a Varrio Hawaiian Gardens gang member he was trying to arrest in connection with the shooting of an 
African American man. The shooter, a veteran gang member with devil's horns tattooed on his forehead, has 
been convicted of murder and sentenced to death. 

U.S. Atty. Thomas P. O'Brien, speaking at a news conference at the Lakewood sheriffs station, where the slain 
deputy had been assigned, touted the case as the "largest gang takedowu in United States history." 

"Today we honor Deputy Ortiz by coming together to crush the outlaw gang that took his life and make a 
positive difference for the law-abiding people who live iu Hawaiian Gardens," said O'Brien, who stood in fi'ont 
of a memorial to Ortiz and other officers killed in the line of duty as he spoke. 

Authorities said the gang was formed in the 1950s or early '60s and today has more than 1,000 members 
spanning several generations, many of them with connections to the Mexican Mafia. 

The gang statted out with street robberies, drug dealing and turf wars with other gangs, but has since escalated 
its level of violence, authorities allege. 

It is accused of taunting law enforcement with patticularly brazen acts, including scrawling "187," the 
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California Penal Code designation for homicide, on a sheriffs patrol car in 2006. Authorities interpreted the 
vandalism as a reference to Ortiz's killing a year earlier. 

Gang members also spray-painted the words "Rest in Piss Ortiz" on a wall, said Assistant U.S. Atty. Michael S. 
Lowe, the lead prosecutor on the case. 

The gang members, with monikers such as Slasher, Shady, Diablo and Menace, boasted about being racist, 
referring to themselves as "the Hate Gang," according to a 193-page indictment that outlines the racketeering 
case. 

"VHG gang members have expressed a desire to rid the city of Hawaiian Gardens of all African Americans and 
have engaged in a systematic effOlt to achieve that result by perpetrating crimes" against them, the document 
states. 

The indictment details 476 "ovelt acts" that gang members allegedly committed as part ofthe racketeering 
conspiracy since 1992. The crimes include the dealing of methamphetamine, heroin and crack, and the killing of 
a fellow gang member suspected of cooperating with law enforcement. 

The document also details more than a dozen incidents in which African Americans were allegedly beaten, shot 
at or harassed because oftheir race. 

In one incident, a gang member is accused of using a racial epithet against an African American, yelling at him 
to "get out of town," then attacking him with a garden rake. The indictment states that one gang member was 
heard bragging about the murder of Ortiz, saying it had put the gang "back on the map." 

As a result of the raids Thursday, about 90 suspected gang members and associates were arrested, including 
some who were not listed in the indictment but taken into custody for other alleged crimes, authorities said. 

Thirty-five ofthose charged were already in custody for other alleged crimes; 49 either remain at large or have 
yet to be identified. 

During the four-year probe, authorities seized 105 guns and more than 30 pounds of methamphetamine, cocaine 
and heroin. The drugs had an estimated street value "wOlth well over a million dollars," said Timothy J. 
Landrum, special agent in charge of the Drug Enforcement Administration in Los Angeles. 

Dozens of the defendants made their initial appearances in U.S. District Court in Los Angeles, where most were 
ordered held without bail. 

Thom Mrozek, a spokesman for the U.S. attorney's office, said the number of defendants charged in the case 
significantly exceeded the 102 defendants charged in a case against the Florencia 13 gang two years ago -- a 
case prosecutors then said was the biggest of its kind in the nation. 

Reaction to Thursday's raids varied. 

Hawaiian Gardens Mayor Michael Gomez praised authorities, saying "the city appreciates the help, both in 
resources and personnel that we have received in today's anti-gang operation. 

"Honest residents should not have to live in fear oflawless thugs who act like its high noon at the OK Corral." 

Barry Bruce, a community activist who took it upon himself to attend the news conference at which the arrests 
were announced, accused authorities of overstating the gang problem in Hawaiian Gardens and of mistreating 
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residents he said were falsely labeled as gang members. 

"There are serious violations of civil rights going on in the community," Bruce, who IUns an urban outreach 
program called Way Out Ministries, told reporters. "The police are supposed to follow the law." 
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Administrator 

From: russellpearce [russelipearce@cox.netJ 

Sent: Sunday, February 15, 2009 7:13 PM 

To: Michael Hough 

Subject: Fw: Op Ed info 

Thank heaven for Prop. 200. Over 100,000 (almost all illegal aliens) marched in 
our streets in Phoenix and their slogan, "Today we March tomorrow we Vote". 
But, because of Prop. 200 we actually have 'standards' and they could only 
register 126 of them, because one must be a citizen to vote and actually give some 
evidence of such. Apparentlyt this offended the pro illegal alien crowd to 
actually require some evidence or proof and so they took Prop. 200 to court 
again (the 7th time) and lost again. This effort is a continous effort to gain 
political control at any cost, even if it means further destruction of any standards 
or the Rule of Law. Lies and more lies as they attempt to turn this country over 
to law breakers. They continue to invent arguments, while the whole issue is 
about 'illegal' aliens and giving them rights they don't deserve and reserved for 
U.S. Citizens and the trying to give the left political power, it is complete political 
corruption. 

Proof of citizenship to vote affirmed 
By Howard Fischer 
Arizona Daily Star 
June 20, 2006 
PHOENIX - A federal judge refused Monday to order counties to accept new voter 
registrations without the proof of citizenship mandated by Proposition 200. 

U.S. District Judge Roslyn Silver rejected arguments by various groups that federal law requires 
counties to honor a national mail-in voter registration form that does not require applicants to 
prove they are citizens. 

Silver said the requirements ofthe National Voter Registration Act are simply a stm1ing point. 
She said states are free to enact measures - including requiring proof of citizenship - to make 
sure those people who sign up to vote are in fact legally qualified to do so. 

Monday's ruling does not end the lawsuit filed by organizations ranging from the Mexican 
American Legal Defense and Education Fund and the League of Women Voters to the Inter 
Tribal Council of Arizona. It simply denies them the restraining order they sought for immediate 
relief. 

But Nina Perales, who represents MALDEF, conceded that Silver's view of what the federal law 
does and does not prohibit will make it difficult for foes of Proposition 200 to win their case. 
Perales said no decision has been made on whether to seek immediate review by the 9th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals. 

Proposition 200, adopted by voters in 2004, requires proof of citizenship to register and requires 
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identification to cast a ballot. Rules adopted by the state list specific documents that can be used to show 
that someone is legally entitled to register to vote, such as a driver's license, passport or birth cellificate. 

But Perales said the national voter registration form, created under a congressional order, has no such 
requirement. She told Silver people who use this form must be allowed to register and vote without 
proof of citizenship. 

The groups that sued had the backing of Paul DeGregorio, director of the U.S. Election Assistance 
Commission, which put together the federal fmID. He sent a letter to Secretary of State Jan Brewer in 
March saying federal law requires counties to accept that form without additional identification. 

Silver, however, said both the plaintiffs and DeGregorio are wrong. 
She pointed out that federal law says states may obtain other infmIDation necessary to "assess eligibility 
of the applicant" to vote. 

"Determining whether an individual is a United States citizen is of paramount importance when 
determining his or her eligibility to vote," Silver wrote. She noted that federal law "repeatedly mentions 
that its purpose and goal is to increase registration of 'eligible citizens.' " 

The lawsuits also contend Proposition 200 is illegally discriminatory because minorities are less likely 
than others to have the kind of identification necessary. Silver has yet to hear any testimony on those 
claims. 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Russell K. Pearce 
Tuesday, June 20, 2006 2:15PM 
Russell K. Pearce 
Prop. 200 prevails again to protect U.S. Citizens from abuse to those that the law does not 
matter. 

Thank heaven for Prop. 200. Over 100,000 (almost all illegal aliens) marched in our 
streets in Phoenix and their slogan, "Today we March tomorrow we Vote". But, because 
of Prop. 200 we actually have 'standards' and they could only register 126 of them, 
because one must be a citizen to vote and actually give some evidence of such. 
Apparentlyt this offended the pro illegal alien crowd to actually require some evidence or 
proof and so they took Prop. 200 to court again (the 7th time) and lost again. This effort 
is a continous effort to gain political control at any cost, even if it means further 
destruction of any standards or the Rule of Law. Lies and more lies as they attempt to 
turn this country over to law breakers. They continue to invent arguments, while the 
whole issue is about 'illegal' aliens and giving them rights they don't deserve and reserved 
for U.S. Citizens and the trying to give the left political power, it is complete political 
corruption. 

Proof of citizenship to vote affirmed 

By Howard Fischer 

Arizona Daily Star 

June 20, 2006 

PHOENIX- A federal judge refused Monday to order counties to accept new voter registrations without the 
proof of citizenship mandated by Proposition 200. 

U.S. District Judge Roslyn Silver rejected arguments by various groups that federal law requires counties to 
honor a national mail-in voter registration form that does not require applicants to prove they are citizens. 

Silver said the requirements of the National Voter Registration Act are simply a starting point. She said states 
are free to enact measures- including requiring proof of citizenship- to make sure those people who sign up 
to vote are in fact legally qualified to do so. 

Monday's ruling does not end the lawsuit filed by organizations ranging from the Mexican American Legal 
Defense and Education Fund and the League of Women Voters to the Inter Tribal Council of Arizona. It simply 
denies them the restraining order they sought for innnediate relief. 

But Nina Perales, who represents MALDEF, conceded that Silver's view of what the federal law does and does 
not prohibit will make it difficult for foes of Proposition 200 to win their case. Perales said no decision has been 
made on whether to seek immediate review by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 

Proposition 200, adopted by voters in 2004, requires proof of citizenship to register and requires identification 
to cast a ballot. Rules adopted by the state list specific documents that can be used to show that someone is 
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legally entitled to register to vote, such as a driver's license, passport or birth certificate. 

But Perales said the national voter registration form, created under a congressional order, has no such 
requirement. She told Silver people who use this form must be allowed to register and vote without proof of 
citizenship. 

The groups that sued had the backing of Paul DeGregorio, director of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission, 
which put together the federal form. He sent a letter to Secretmy of State Jan Brewer in March saying federal 
law requires counties to accept that form without additional identification. 

Silver, however, said both the plaintiffs and DeGregorio are wrong. 

She pointed out that federal law says states may obtain other information necessary to "assess eligibility of the 
applicant" to vote. 

"Determining whether an individual is a United States citizen is of paramount importance when determining his 
or her eligibility to vote," Silver wrote. She noted that federal law "repeatedly mentions that its purpose and goal 
is to increase registration of 'eligible citizens.' " 

The lawsuits also contend Proposition 200 is illegally discriminatory because minorities are less likely than 
others to have the kind of identification necessary. Silver has yet to hem· any testimony on those claims. 
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Administrator 

From: Russell Pearce [russellpearce@cox.net] 

Sent: Thursday, December 14,2006 10:37 PM 

To: Russell Pearce; Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: What's a Racist? 

Your comments are welcome. Please write back and tel! me your definition of a 
racist. 

I'm a racist because I asked my government to uphold the law and deport illegal 
aliens. 

Page I of2 

I'm a racist because I believe law enforcement agents should be empowered to handle 
all matters concerning illegal aliens. The INS is impudent. 

I'm a racist because I asked my city government to uphold city codes and not allow 
single family dwellings to be occupied by dozens of people. 

I'm a racist because I asked my state govemment not to give drivers licenses and/or 
driving certificates to illegal aliens. 

I'm a racist because I asked fellow Americans to employ fellow Americans. 

I'm a racist because I object to paying higher uninsured motorist premiums because 
of illegal aliens driving while uninsured and killing fellow Americans. 

I'm a racist because I strongly object to the criminal element illegal aliens bring with 
them and inflict on society. 

I'm a racist because I don't want to be taxed to pay for a prison population comprised 
of mainly Hispanics, Latinos, Mexicans or whatever else you wish to call them. 

I'm a racist because I demand that my government protect our borders and our 
sovereignty. 

I'm a racist because I believe that the News Media has a duty to tell us the names and 
race of criminals. 

I'm a racist because I object to having to pay higher sales tax and property tax to 
build more schools for the illegitimate children of illegal aliens. 

I'm a racist because I object to paying higher taxes to absorb the loses hospitals all 
across America are incurring because of illegal aliens. 

I'm a racist because I want to deny citizenship to all anchor babies born in this 
country pre 2006 and here after. 

I'm a racist because I object to our welfare system being raped by illegal aliens. 
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I'm a racist because I object to corporations and municipalities spending billions to 
write everything in Spanish. 

I'm a racist because I object to corporation and municipalities spending billions to 
translate everything in Spanish. 

I'm a racist because I dislike having to push one for English and/or listening to a 
message in Spanish. 

I'm a racist because I object to our immigration policies giving preferential treatment 
illegal aliens while discriminating against people who wish to immigrate legally. 

Factual is not racial. Realism is not racism. The new definition of a racist is anyone 
winning an argument with a liberal, minority, pacifist, bible hanger, or moron. 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Karen S. Johnson 
Friday, July 06, 2007 10:54 AM 
Russell K. Pearce; Karen Smith 
lllegals 

I forgot to tell you earlier this morning, Karen, that yesterday (Thursday) was the day that the landscapers come into my 
subdivision to cut the grass and clean up the park. The crew has always been totally Hispanic. Yesterday there were two 
men who were obviously NOT Hispanic -- very white and very American looking -- like college kids. Hooray! It looks like 
the illegals are starting to depart. 

Karen Winfield 
Assistant to Senator Karen S. Johnson 
kjohnson@azleg.gov 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Russell K. Pearce 
Tuesday, January 17,2006 10:42 AM 
Russell K. Pearce 

AMERICA WILL BECOME AMERICA 
AGAIN 

Please forward this column to all of your elected officials, particularly 
your US Senators. Let them know that any politician that does not support 
the recently passed US House's strict legislation (read the US Senate is 
about to propose massive guest worker/amnesty), there will be a backlash 
of support for any candidate who opposes them supporting the House's 
Bill. 

By Frosty Wooldridge 
January 16, 2006 
News With Views.com 

The Sad dam Hussein of the western hemisphere lives and breathes in the body of Mexico's President 
Vicente Fox. Without a doubt, Fox will prove more dangerous to the United States than the 
former Iraqi dictator. Fox will prove the master chessman that absorbed the four 
Border States into the Mexican nation. 

While the sandbox thug from Iraq stands trial for mass killings, Mexico's Fox promotes drug deaths, 
human misery, corruption, degradation of his ovm country and worse-he exports millions of 
Mexicans illegally into the United States. Fox makes it SO miserable south of our border that 
Mexicans flee their own country. Fox makes our country his country by default. 

Iraq's Hussein could have used billions of oil dollars to bring education, jobs, infrastructure 
improvements and betterment to Iraqi society. Instead, he gassed Kurds, built mansions and invaded 
Kuwait. 

With similar opportunities, Mexico is the world's ninth largest economy. It is blessed with massive oil 
reserves, hard working citizens and access to ocean trade routes. Mexico enjoys some of the greatest 
resort destinations in the world at Cancun, Cabo San Lucas, Puerto Vallarta and many others. Mexico 
borders the greatest economic and free society in the world. Mexico enjoys incredible benefits from its 
neighbor the United States. 

Any honest leader with such vast resources would be expected to bring his country advancing 
successfully into the 21st century. Instead, President Fox runs one of the most corrupt and 
failed governments in the western hemisphere. 

Mexico City, flooded and staggering vvith over 22 million citizens, stands as a benchmark for Third 
World wretchedness. Filthy air pollution, human misety, disease, crime, lack of education, little 
medical care, environmental devastation and futility permeate Mexican society. 

The last time I traveled from Juarez (near El Paso, Texas) to Mexico City, I saw miles upon miles and 
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millions of people living in cardboard shacks where they walked outside at daylight to squat for their 
morning constitutional alongside their chickens. The filth, poverty and human suffering in Mexico 
City rivals anything seen in Asia. I rode trains through tuwns where trash started at the city limits and 
it grew into horrendous piles until I reached the other side of tovvn. People walked around in it like it 
was a golf course. They showed no sense of pride or responsibility. 

How could three to four million people on the outskirts of Mexico City live in such utter degradation 
and human squalor? 

The answer stems from the incredible corruption of Mexico's Fox and his power elites. First of all, 
Mexico features 22 billionaires. It shelters a high class that pays less than 14 percent annual 
income tax. Education in Mexico does not extend beyond sixth grade for most children. There is a 
reason for that: it's easier to maintain control of 104 million people when most of them are illiterate. 
Thus, the average Mexican makes less than $s.oo per day. With little education and no 
understanding of the consequences of large families, most Mexican couples suffer six to seven kids 
and more. Their poverty becomes automatic. It's grinding, futile and endless. 

Corruption becomes a mechanism by which a Third World country like Mexico operates. It becomes 
an embedded way of operating by all citizens. It's called 'Third World Momentum'. 

In the meantime, President Fox facilitates upper class entrenchment of money and power. His 
military facilitates the $128 billion annual drug trade pouring over the U.S. border with 
Mexico. Fox and his cronies make life impossible for millions of poverty stricken, uneducated and 
desperate Mexicans. Fox watches as his citizens become sick from horrific air pollution, water 
pollution and degradation of rivers, lakes and land. Rivers run with sewage that runs into the ocean 
without regard for environmental consequences. 

I discovered this aspect ofleaders while traveling through Third World countries: as long as they are 
on top of the pile, they don't care how many suffer beneath them. 

So why is Fox more dangerous to America than Saddam Hussein? First of all, Hussein, 10,000 miles 
away, couldn't get out of his sandbox even if he owned weapons of mass destruction, which he didn't. 
Hussein was never a threat to the United States. Bush could have declared war on the 'Man in the 
moon" for all the good it did our country. 

However, Fox engineers the greatest invasion of another country ever seen in the 20th 
and 21st centuries--without firing a shot. He sends his poorest citizens to work in the 
United States, thus undermining our language, welfare, wage, tax and iob structures. 

With over 10 million illegal alien Mexicans working and living in America, Fox, commandeers $20 
billion in annual cash transfers into his country. He dumps tens of thousands of his pregnant 
women into the U.S. to deliver anchor babies, which then feed off our welfare systems. 
In excess of a million Mexican children enioy our education systems on our tax dollars 
even as our jobs are stolen or wages depressed by Mexicans. Bilingual education for Mexican 
children costs U.S. taxpayers $8 billion annually added to the $7,00o.oo it takes to educate one 
Mexican illegal student for one year. Do the math! Added to that consequence is the dumbing doVI'll of 
our own classrooms to match the illiteracy rates of the Third World. It's a recipe for lowering our 
country into the same uneducated squalor of Mexico. 

The average illegal alien head of household in the U.S., according to the Center for Immigration 
Studies in Washington, DC, uses $2,700.00 more in welfare services than he/she pays in taxes. Over 
400,000 illegal alien Mexican convicted felons reside in our state and federal prisons at a cost of $1.6 
billion annually to U.S. taxpayers. In other words, illegal alien labor is anything but cheap! 
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According to Bears and Sterns report in 2005, illegal Mexican workers are part of the 
second largest underground economy in the world that doesn't pay $400 billion in IRS 
income taxes annually. Fox has successfully undermined and corrupted our entire education, wage 
and taxation system across the nation in every state where illegal Mexicans live and work. 
Fmthermore, Fox installed Mexican consulates in 56 American cities to aid and abet his drones. 

For an example of Fox's cunning invasion, Los Angeles no longer stands as an American city. Less 
than half of the population speaks English. More than three million illegal aliens reside in Southern 
California. They have trashed the school systems, infrastructure, bankrupted 86 hospitals and 
criminal gangs own the streets. California languishes ·with a $38 billion debt. 

This is only the tip of the iceberg. Given enough time, Mexico will reconquer by sheer 
numbers-Texas (1.5 million illegals), New Mexico (soo,ooo illegals), Arizona (soo,ooo 
illegals) and California (3.0 million illegals). Americans are fleeing instead of fighting. 
Understand this harsh demographic reality: Mexico grew from 50 million in the 20th century to 104 
million. They are expected to double to 200 million in this century. That means Fox's invaders will 
double in numbers and become the dominant population in America without firing a shot. 

For those who know about Mexico's 'colonias' or 'new neighborhoods', according to the New York 
Times, in 1985 a total of 170,000 of Mexico's poorest set up shanty tuwns inside the U.S. from 
Brownsville, Texas to San Diego, California. They exist with no running water, sewage treatment, 
roads or electricity. By 2000, they swelled to 500,000. By 2005, they topped 1.0 million. At the 
current rate of immigration, Mexico will give us 20 million wretchedly poor, diseased and uneducated 
masses by 2021. 

In other words, America will no longer be America. It will become a mirror of Mexico 
with all the chaos, futility, disorder, crime, disease and human misery now observed 
south of the border. 

What makes me sick to my stomach--our own President Bush and Congress are Fox's right 
hand facilitators for encouraging and aiding this invasion. Our own president and 
Congress are traitors to our Constitution. However, Bush, Cheney and Fox understand this: 
angry American citizens grow in numbers daily and we will hound you with Jim Gilchrist's 
Minutemen in every state; Chris Simcox will guard our borders; we will not accept amnesty guest 
worker programs for 20 million illegals; we demand this immigration invasion be stopped; 
we will vote senators and congressmen out of office who abet this invasion; we will 
stand in the streets and we will wave theAmericanflag; we will not wave the Mexican 
flag; we will not speak Spanish; we will write, call, talk, speak out and stand up; we 
will never give up our country without afight. We will not go quietly into the night. 
America will become America again! 
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Good article 

Administrator 

From: Ray Barnes 

Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2007 1:45 PM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: RE: Good article 

Where?? 

Ray Barnes 

From: Russell K. Pearce 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2007 10:16 AM 
To: 'Russell Pearce' 
Subject: RE: Good article 

Page 1 of3 

Legislators please join me in a coalition of Legislators for "Legal Immigration". Tentative 
News Conference tomorrow at 9:30am. Join me as a member even if you cannot make 
the News Conference tomorrow. Please let me know ASAP. I would love to have you on 
board. Stand with me and the 80% of Americans and the huge majority of this Party on 
this issue to stop Amnesty. 

Path to national suicide 

PATRICK J. BUCHANAN 

Posted: May 22, 2007 
1:00 a.m. Eastern 

"At what point, then, is the approach of danger to be expected? 

"I answer, if it ever reach us, it must spring up amongst us. It cannot come from abroad. 
If destruction be our lot, we must ourselves be its author and finisher. As a nation of 
freemen, we must live through all time, or die by suicide." 

So said Abe Lincoln to the Young Men's Lyceum in Springfield. Observing the Senate last 
week, and looking over the latest figures from the Census Bureau, America is now risking 
national suicide. 

Last week, senators meeting in secret produced a bill to legalize our 12 million to 20 
million illegal aliens. If a path to citizenship becomes law, nothing will stop the next 
invasion. As President Bush acknowledges, 6 million tried to breach our southern border 
in his first five years. One in 12- 500,000- had a criminal record. 

Bottom of Form 

According to the Census Bureau, from mid-2005 to mid-2006, the U.S. minority 
population rose 2.4 million, to exceed 100 million. Hispanics, 1 percent of the population 
in 1950, are now 14.4 percent. Their total number has soared 25 percent since 2000 
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alone. The Asian population has also grown by 25 percent since 2000. 

The number of white kids of school age fell 4 percent, however. Half the children 5 and younger 
in the United States are now minorities. 

What is happening to us? An immigrant invasion of the United States from the Third World, as 
America's white majority is no longer even reproducing itself. Since Roe v. Wade, America has 
aborted 45 million of her children. And Asia, Africa and Latin America have sent 45 million of 
their children to inherit the estate the aborted American children never saw. God is not mocked. 

And white America is in flight. 

In the 1990s, for the first time since the Spanish came, whites left California. Two million 
departed. From July 1, 2005, to July 1, 2006, 100,000 more packed up and headed back whence 
their fathers came. The "Anglo" population of the Golden State is down to 43 percent and falling 
fast. White folks are now a minority in Texas and New Mexico. In Arizona, Hispanics account for 
over half the population under 20. 

The future is not in doubt. Why ought this be of concern? 

First, while the black and Hispanic population combined is now 85 million - five times what it was 
in 1960- half of all black and Hispanic kids drop out of high school. And the average math and 
reading scores of the half who graduate are at seventh-, eighth- or ninth-grade levels. 

And the future is not so sanguine as it seemed 50 years ago. As I write in "State of Emergency": 

"In 1960, 18 million black Americans, 10 percent of the nation, were not fully integrated into 
society, but they had been assimilated into our culture. They worshiped the same God, spoke 
the same language, had endured the same Depression and war, watched the same TV shows on 
the same four channels, laughed at the same comedians, went to the same movies, ate the 
same foods, read the same newspapers and went to schools where, even when segregated, we 
learned the same history and literature and shared the same holidays: Christmas, New Year's, 
Washington's Birthday, Easter, Memorial Day, July 4, Labor Day, Columbus Day. Segregation 
existed, but black folks were as American as apple pie, having lived in this land longer than 
almost every other group save the Native Americans. 

"That cultural unity, that sense that we were one people, is gone." 

Today's immigrants exceed in number anything any nation has ever known. They now come 
from cultures and countries whose people have never before been assimilated by any First World 
country. Not only is the Melting Pot broken, it is rejected by our elites. Minorities are urged to 
hold onto their own language, customs, traditions. Identity politics is in. And the largest cohort, 
Mexicans, comes from a country with a historic grievance and a claim on the territory they are 
entering. 

Moreover, since the cultural revolution of the 1960s, we have been fighting one another over 
issues of race and ethnicity, history, heroes and holidays, morality and religion, right and wrong. 

All over the Western world, multiethnic, multicultural countries are coming apart over language, 
ethnicity, history. The Soviet Union broke into 15 nations, Yugoslavia into half a dozen. Czechs 
and Slovaks divorced. Scots want separation from England. Catalans and Basques seek 
independence. Corsicans and Bretons want out of France. Northern Italians want to secede. Only 
immigrants who prefer Ottawa prevent Quebecois from breaking free of Canada. 
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As we see from the election battles in Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador and Mexico, race and ethnicity are 
not receding as issues, but rising. In South Central Los Angeles, black and Hispanic gangs are at 
war over race and turf. 

Addressing the Knights of Columbus in 1915, Theodore Roosevelt warned, "The one absolutely 
certain way of bringing this nation to ruin, of preventing all possibility of its continuing to be a 
nation at all, would be to permit it to become a tangle of squabbling nationalities." 

In every way possible, Americans have said they do not want to take this risk with their country. 
Why, then, are our elites taking it? 
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Administrator 

From: russellpearce [russellpearce@cableaz.com] 

Sent: Friday, March 03, 2006 11:56 AM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: "illegal" madness 

Multi-Lingual Madness - Gov't 'Aids and Abets' Illegal 
Aliens (Part 1) 

Daneen G. Peterson, Ph.D. 

Dr. Peterson was a professor at both Temple and Jefferson Universities in 
Philadelphia, PA where she taught behavioral science research methodology and 
statistics. After leaving academia, she created and directed the first Department of 
Research and Program Evaluation for Big Brothers/ Big Sisters of America's National 
Office in Philadelphia. Dr. Peterson currently researches and writes only on the 
issue of illegal immigration and its effects upon American culture, language and 
society. She has also been an invited guest on several talk radio shows to discuss 
her in-depth research that covers all aspects of the illegal alien invasion of 
America. Email: daneen@frontiernet. net 

By Daneen G. Peterson, Ph.D. 
2006 

10/13/2011 

Our sovereign nation is facing an overwhelming illegal 
alien invasion by an Hispanic 'migrant army' that has 
defied our immigration laws and sovereignty. <1 l The 
invasion of America now totals 20 -23 million and 
rising. Of that number, 90% are Hispanics who 
balkanize our cities and towns, and arrogantly corrupt 
our unifying national language while actively 
disrespecting our culture, society and country! All this 
is being accomplished while our complicit government 
shamelessly stands by blatantly ignoring the anarchy, 
by allowing Mexico's human tsunami of illegal aliens 
to lawlessly overrun America. 
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The invading illegal alien horde is diminishing our 
quality-of-life, overloading our hospitals, schools and jails, and bankrupting our 
taxpayer treasury. It is a Mexican invasion, an act of war, that has reduced our 
country to nothing but a lawless territory with little or no sovereignty left! Mexico 
has been waging their one-sided war for decades by sending a migrant army of 
some 20 million of its citizens to colonize and reconquista America. It is a war they 
intend to win "without firing a shot!" It is a clear and evident de facto war, totally 
ignored by our government. It is a war that has been carefully planned, blatantly 
conducted and arrogantly executed without a single change or deviation from the 
original 1982 'Mexican Manifesto:<1 l 

The current Mexican government, led by Vicente Fox, arrogantly continues to wage 
Mexico's de facto war by openly engaging many complicit Hispanic shills here in 
America who work assiduously to stop all those who would stand against them. 
Those shills work 'hand in glove' with such racist Hispanic organizations such as the 
NCLR (National Council of La Rasa-- The Race' which is NOT a race), MALDEF, 
LULAC, MEChA, the ACLU and SPLC. <2·7) 

Other illegal alien 'aiders and abettors' who are working in concert with them is a 
"fifth column of many people [here in America] who act traitorously and 
subversively, out of a secret [or not so secret] sympathy, for the enemy of their 
country [America], in our country [America]. "(8) Members of the 'fifth column' 
include Hispanic enablers like the Catholic church, the media, greedy employers 
and inept politicians, major foundations like the Ford Foundation, the US Chamber 
of Commerce, American unions and many 'clueless' Americans. <9-12) 

Considering that one of the first rules of warfare, is 'to know thine enemy' this 
series of 'aid and abet' articles will reveal to all ... who stands against "We the 
People" and our American sovereignty. 

This article will clearly reveal who is 'aiding and abetting' this massive illegal alien 
invasion. This series will expose those racist Hispanics and their coterie who have 
insinuated themselves into our police departments, mayoralties, schools, jails, 
hospitals, courts, churches, local townships, legislatures, media, task forces and 
advisory boards, etc. 

It will also expose the pandering and cowardly legislatures, police departments, 
governors and mayors, many of whom have appointed by fiat, mostly Hispanics and 
Latinos, to populate and run those task forces and advisory boards ... all across 
the country. These appointments have provided the pro-illegal alien lobby with 
subversive entree to lawmakers and the politically powerful. (1J) 

Shamefully, Hispanics and Latinos receive such entree and clout in total disregard 
of the fact that their Hispanic constituency is artificially inflated by millions upon 
millions of illegal aliens. How fair it that to honest, law-abiding Americans. The 
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question that should be asked is whether or not YOU have that same accessibility? 

Lastly, what do you think they'll do as their numbers continue to increase through 
this unchecked illegal alien invasion and their anchor babies? Don't stand around 
and wait to find out ... you won't like the answer! In the meantime, reflect on the 
following quote by Dante Alighieri: 'The hottest places in Hell are reserved for 
those who, in times of great moral crisis, maintain their neutrality." In other words, 
enough is enough, stand up America and help 'Stop the Invasion!' 

How did we get there from here? 

Since the early 1990s, just about everywhere, schools, businesses, police 
departments, etc., it was demanded that we participate in 'sensitivity training' 
which promoted 'cultural diversity.' A process that required us to accept, espouse 
and apply a multi-cultural orthodoxy, everywhere and everyplace. A doctrine that 
embraces diversity, which by definition engenders a society and culture that is 
divergent, different, and disparate, the exact opposite of our national motto -- E 
Pluribus Unum. Out of many, ONE! 

Multi-culturalism is a concept that requires us to promote and celebrate an 
American culture of non-assimilation and non-acculturation. One that encourages 
people who are dissimilar, unalike, and different from one another, to remain that 
way. A Machiavellian veneration that is the complete opposite of our world famous 
American 'melting pot' motto, a vibrant concept that represents a dynamic process 
of a 'coming together' by diverse peoples who willingly assimilate and integrate into 
our unique, blended American culture! 

In addition and over time, we have been assailed and bombarded by another 
phenomenon called pc, 'political correctness' or more aptly named 'political 
castration!' This means that anyone who objected to the massive influx of illegal 
aliens extolled by the exhortations of multi-culturalism, were quickly and loudly 
labeled 'racists, xenophobes and nativists.' This allowed the multi·culturalists and 
pro-illegal alien and open-borders crowd to keep Americans SILENCED! 

The illegal alien invasion of America now totals 20 ·23 million and rising. Of that 
number, 90% are Hispanics. How can such an overwhelming influx of Spanish 
speaking Hispanics and Latinos be construed as 'diversity' when it will change 
America into an Hispanic uni-culture once those Hispanic 'migrant' masses gain 
enough political power to shove their balkanizing, racist Hispanic linguistic agenda 
down the throats of America!<14-1 9l 

This paper will reveal those who are 'aiding and abetting' the illegal alien invasion. 
It will expose those Hispanics and their enablers, who are diligently working to turn 
America into a bilingual country. Their ultimate goal is to leverage their illegal 
alien numbers to become politically dominant. Once that happens English speakers 
will then become what the Census Bureau calls "Linguistically Isolated" in their own 
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nation. Bilingualism will divide America in two, pushing us inevitably toward 
conflagrations not unlike those that have erupted around the world. 

What IS America? 

Page4 of7 

Bilingualism is the antithesis of our national motto: E Pluribus Unum: Out of many, 
ONE! Former Colorado Governor Richard Lamm said it best: History shows that no 
nation can survive the tension, conflict and antagonism of two or more competing 
languages and cultures. It is a blessing for an individual to be bilingual; however, 
it is a curse for a society to be bilingual. (20l Societies [that] are bilingual [become] 
two competing and nation-dividing languages. A nation is much more than a place 
on a map. It is a state of mind, a shared vision, and a recognition that we are 
all in this together . .. [and] one indispensable element must be that we all 
speak one common language. (21) 

America is the greatest and most successful experiment regarding the integration 
and assimilation of people of differing cultures, languages, and religions. (22) 

Just imagine if millions of Americans were to enter Mexico illegally, demand that 
the local government provide free medical care, demand bilingual doctors and 
nurses, demand bilingual government forms, fly the US flag from their homes and 
cars, demand courses on American culture in their schools, demand local driver's 
licenses, and insist that local law enforcement officers speak only English. (22l 

Reverse that scenario and everyone who's awake and paying attention KNOWS that 
is exactly what is occurring all across America -- and has been happening for a very 
long time. 

"In California, Arizona and Texas, Mexican immigrants, both legal and illegal, wave 
Mexican flags in [and from] their vehicles, homes, parties, demonstrations and 
school classrooms. They speak Spanish and demand everything be translated in 
their native language. Now with over 10 million illegal alien Mexicans, the United 
States suffers colonization by sheer numbers and bows to their demands while it 
spends billions on language classes for children and parents who will never honor 
English of their host country."(23) 

"These new immigrants arrive from totally incompatible cultures. They are the 
seeds of cancer sewn into our social fabric that will eventually destroy our 
nation. Again, when the rate of immigration exceeds the rate of assimilation, it is a 
recipe for the annihilation of our civilization ... How can anyone who knows Mexico 
think its culture 'wants' to assimilate into America's?"(23l 

"No country on earth today is successful with 'multiculturalism'. It's a lie, it's a 
proven failure, it's dangerous, it's deadly and it's growing in America:·(23l 
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Quoting Seymore Martin: "The histories of bilingual and bicultural societies that do 
not assimilate are histories of turmoil, tension and tragedy." To correct that 
possibility for America, Steve Sailer offers the wisdom that: '"You need newcomers 
who are willing and able to assimilate, a dominant culture that is willing and able 
to require them to do so and admissions that are not so large that they undermine 
these objectives." 

President Teddy Roosevelt summed it up succinctly: "ln the first place, we should 
insist that if the immigrant who comes here in good faith becomes an American and 
assimilates himself to us, he shall be treated on an exact equality with everyone 
else, for it is an outrage to discriminate against any such man because of creed, or 
birthplace, or origin. But this is predicated upon the person's becoming in every 
facet an American, and nothing but an American ... "(24)(25) 

"There can be no divided allegiance here. Any man who says he is an American, 
but something else also, isn't an American at all. We have room for but one flag, 
the American flag ... We have room for but one language here, and that is the 
English language ... and we have room for but one sole loyalty and that is a 
loyalty to the American people:·<24)(25) 

More Teddy truisms ... "The one absolutely certain way of bringing this nation to 
ruin, or preventing all possibility of it continuing as a nation at all, would be to 
permit it to become a tangle of squabbling nationalities." 

"For an American citizen to vote as a German-American, an Irish-American, or an 
English-American [or a Mexican-American], is to be a traitor to American 
institutions; and those hyphenated Americans who terrorize American politicians by 
threats of the foreign [Hispanic] vote are engaged in treason to the American 
Republic.'' 

Who could argue against Roosevelt's declarations? No true American could or 
would. But the president of a country that shares a 2000 mile border with America 
can and does disagree. 

Vicente Fox Expresses His Support for Spanish Speakers in /.>.merica 

ln October of 2000 in the Mexican newspaper Siglo he "spoke of the deep cultural 
and linguistic loyalty of Mexicans and other Hispanics who emigrate [most 
entering illegally] to the United States. Because of this loyalty, asserted Fox, each 
Hispanic immigrant [both legal and illegal] is 'an important agglutinative element 
of his brothers in the exterior' [outside of America).''(26) 

An interesting word 'agglutinative' ... it means "sticking together" or "joining 
together.'' What is Fox trying to convey? Did he mean that Mexicans should remain 
linguistically separate from English speaking Americans as an expression of their 
allegiance and loyalty to Mexico? Or, did he mean for them to stick together in 
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Spanish speaking enclaves balkanizing our cities and towns? Perhaps he meant 
BOTH. His final words might give us a clue: "Besides, to continue speaking Spanish 
in the United States is to 'hacer patria' ... which means to 'be patriotic' or 'do a 
patriotic duty'. "(26 ) Get the message? 

Do you understand now how insidiously the Mexican government has been waging 
their de facto war using its 'migrant army' to invade, colonize and reconquista 
America? Part of the plan is to NOT assimilate, but to overwhelm our English 
language and to dominate both culturally AND linguistically. How they must be 
laughing at us brainwashed, sensitivity-trained, pc'd (politically castrated), multi
culturalized, Pavlovian, naive and trusting Americans. 

For further proof of Mexico's nefarious plot -- in July 2001, according to El 
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1m parcial: 'The Mexican writer Elena Poniatowska affirmed today that Mexico is 
presently recovering the territories lost in the past to the United States, thanks to 
emigration. The people of the poor, the lice-ridden and the cucarachas 
[cockroaches] are advancing in the United States, a country that wants [is being 
coerced] to speak Spanish because 33.4 million Hispanics [continue to arrogantly] 
impose their culture [and their Spanish language upon America]<26) 

Our Government Continues to Abdicate its Constitutional Responsibilities 

• Article IV, Section 4 of the US Constitution states: "The United States shall 
guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form of Government, and 
shall protect each of them against Invasion ... "This is not being done! 

• Members of our Congress take an oath of office, to "preserve, protect and 
defend our Constitution." They are responsible for ensuring the enforcement 
of our laws and do not honor their oath! 

• The Constitution states that the President of the United States "shall take 
care that the laws be faithfully executed_" He has not and does not enforce 
our immigration laws, except selectively and narrowly for show! 

This nation dividing insanity of proliferating bilingualism is found at all levels of our 
government. It is governmental corruption to accede to every whim and demand 
for Spanish language everywhere and everyplace. It is a corruption that is paving 
the way for the cancer of bilingualism to spread. You will learn who, where and 
how Spanish language demands are being endorsed and enforced by our 
government who is complicitly 'aiding and abetting' Fox's massive invading 'migrant 
army' of illegal aliens. These linguistic supportive acts are facilitating their 
presence by inducing them to enter and encouraging them to continue to reside 
here in direct violation of our immigration laws. 

What IS 'Aiding or Abetting?' 
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To 'Aid or Abet' is to actively, knowingly, or intentionally assist another person in 
the commission or attempted commission of a crime, such as illegally entering our 
country without our permission or knowledge, housing them, transporting them, or 
employing them. <27) 

The Law: 1. It is 'aiding or abetting' to "encourage or induce an alien to come to, 
enter, or reside in the United States, knowing or in reckless disregard of the fact 
that such coming to, entry, or residence is or will be in violation of law." 8 U.S.C. § 

1324(a)(1 )(A)(iv). <28) 

2. It is 'aiding or abetting' to "conceal or attempt to conceal, harbor, or shield 
from detection, illegal aliens, including any building or any means of 
transportation." 8 U.S.C. § 1324(a)(1 )(A)(iii). <28) 

3. It is also' aiding or abetting' to "engage in any conspiracy to commit any of the 
preceding acts." 8 U.S.C. § 1324(a)(1)(A)(v)(l). <28) 

4. It is a felony to 'aid or abet' in the commission of the above acts. 8 U.S. C. § 

1324(a)(1 )(A)(v)(ll). <28) 

Note: A Felony Occurs when the specified crime carries a penalty of more than one 
year in prison. <29) 

Note: For ALL the crimes listed above the maximum penalties range from five to 
twenty years for EACH VIOLATION, where sentences of more than five years 
indicate additional aggravating circumstances. 

Note: Recent class-action lawsuits have been brought by ordinary citizens against 
those who 'aid and abet' illegal aliens, under RICO the Racketeer-Influenced and 
Corrupt Organizations statutes. A significant event because it can mean the 
awarding of treble damages for the plaintiffs. (JO) 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Russell K. Pearce 
Wednesday, March 16,201111:31 AM 
Russell K. Pearce 
I removed his name, but this is typical of calls and e-mails and comments across this state on 
a regular basis. 

Poll after Poll Arizona and Americans want our laws enforced. $2.7 billion annually in Arizona to 
educate, medicate and incarcerate illegal aliens. They commit violent crime 3 

times above any other demographic. Jobs taken from Americans (a 26 year high in unemployment, 
Each elected man and woman swore to represent their constituency and uphold the 
Constitution.Sadly today, the many of these elected officials are in violation of their oath of office, 
with severe consequences to their law-abiding constituents. 
It's time for our leaders to stand up and establish immigration policy that is fair to the taxpayers and 
perform the duties of their sworn office. 

March 15, 2011 

Dear Senator Russell Pearce, 

I am compelled to write to you about a recent event that occurred to me. I currently work as a substitute teacher 
in the west valley areas of Phoenix, Glendale, and Peoria. I was called upon to teach history and language arts 
for 8'h grade at a Glendale public school. The number of students I had in each class ranged from 28 to 38 
children, which were almost all Hispanic and a couple of Black children. The day started out as usual turning 
on the television listening and watching the announcements and saying the Pledge of Allegiance. During the 
Pledge of Allegiance I notice the vast majority of students refusing to stand and say the pledge. I asked the 
students why they refused to say the Pledge of Allegiance and they responded by saying, "we are Mexicans and 
Americans stole our land." 

The teacher's instructions were for the students to read a few pages and answer the questions regarding Mark 
Twain in their history textbook and to finish their final drafts to Senator Steve Gallardo thanking him for his 
position on Illegal Immigration rights. Their teacher apparently had showed them a video with Senator Steve 
Gallardo and Lou Dobbs. Most of the students came unprepared for class not possessing paper and pencil. I 
provided the students with paper and pencils only to have them wade-up the paper and throw it at each other 
along with their pencils. 

The students' final drafts that I read were basically the same. Most of them stated they were in the country 
illegally, White Americans are racist, and that they came here for a better life. I asked the class if America 
adopted Mexico immigration laws would Americans still be consider racist? That question they could not 
answer and called me a racist for asking it. I mentioned that my wife and children are Hispanic so how could I 
be racist? 

I asked the students to stop speaking Spanish in class because it was impolite to speak a language in front of 
people who may not speak that language. Their response was that Americans better learn Spanish and their 
customs because they are taking their land back from us. 

When it came to completing the Mark Twain assignment only I 0 students completed it out of all my classes. 
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Most of the students refused to open the book, tore the pages out of the book, or threw the textbooks at each 
other. I thought are these the students we are trying to educate with taxpayers money. I have found that 
substitute teaching in these areas most of the Hispanic students do not want to be educated but rather be gang 
members and gangsters. They hate America and are determined to reclaim this area for Mexico. If we are able 
to remove the illegals out of our schools, the class sizes would be reduced and the students who wanted to learn 
would have a better chance to do so and become productive citizens. 

I applaud and suppmi your efforts to stop this invasion into our state and countly. When the citizens of a 
countly are forced to speak the invaders language, adopt their customs, and forced to suppmi them, are we not a 
conquer nation? I do not want to see our state and nation turned into a third world country. Thank you for 
standing up to this invasion. You may contact me by phone, e-mail, or mail. Thank you, again. 

Sincerely, 
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Administrator 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

06 July 2010 

Senator Pearce, 

rockymountainhigh05@gmail.com on behalf of Samantha Abraham 
[samantha.k.abraham@gmail.com] 
Tuesday, July 06, 2010 4:52 PM 
Russell K. Pearce 
S8 1070 SUPPORT 

I would like to extend a sincere appreciation for all you have done in regard to securing the rights of 
legal Arizonans and protecting them from having to support anyone who is in our state illegally. I fully 
support your campaign to secure our state against the illegal "invasion" we have been experiencing 
for far too long. I am sickened by the nonexistent regard and concern for LEGAL American citizens 
and the continued protection of ILLEGAL persons as made a priority of the Obama Administration. 
As a native Arizonan for all of my 23 years, my tax dollars have been supporting illegal immigrants for 
nearly a decade. Nowa recent college graduate, I would like to establish my professional career in 
the state that has granted me that education, but I will not do so as long as my citizenship is 
disregarded. I would be proud to help the Arizona economy re-establish itself, but I have no intention 
of allowing myself and my dedicated labor to be taken advantage of any longer. You have proven a 
maverick of our state and of our times and you have provided the voice for those of us who are 
continually unheard. 

I would like to offer my counter opinions to those who are not in support of or who have reservations 
about SB 1070, as well as to provide a basis of support for those who actually value their citizenship: 

1. In regard to the accusations that this law will lead to racial profiling: Nearly ALL of illegal 
immigrants in the state of Arizona are of Hispanic descent, so while our police force will not be 
specifically targeting them, everyone should be very much aware of the fact that the odds of an illegal 
immigrant being Hispanic far outweigh those of him being of another race (given the statistical 
analysis of the situation, as I have done). We're having problems with our MEXICAN border, not our 
Canadian border or those of the Atlantic or the Pacific. People need to realize that the influx of 
Hispanic illegal immigrants has caused this problem, not the Germans, the Finnish, the Columbians, 
the Nigerians or the Japanese. IT CANNOT BE DEEMED "RACIAL PROFILING" WHEN ONLY ONE 
RACE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ESCALATING THIS PROBLEM. I have not once heard on the news 
or read in the newspaper of a crime being committed in Arizona by an illegal immigrant other than 
one of Hispanic Descent. . 

2. In regard to the Federal Government (and every other organization filing a law suit): The power 
hungry Obama Administration is terrified of losing control and actually having a state stand up for 
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itself. We are our own entity, a part of a whole, and we deserve the right to protect our citizens when 
the Federal Government has consciously failed to do so. Lawmakers are so concerned about losing 
the Hispanic vote if a law such as SB 1070 is passed, but they obviously couldn't care less about 
losing the votes of everyone else if a law like this ISN'T passed. If the Hispanic vote is riding on this 
issue alone, sadly they are uninformed voters because they obviously value illegal immigrants more 
than they do the morals of their own country (USA). 

3. There is no basis for a case of SB 1070 being unconstitutional. In Article I, Section 8, Part 4, the 
Constitution grants Congress the power "to establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization." Illegal 
immigrants are therefore not authorized rights of the United States because they do not adhere to the 
Congressionally administered Rule of Naturalization. 

4. Article IV, Section 4, states that, "the United States ... shall protect each of them [States] against 
Invasion." With nearly half a million illegal immigrants currently residing in the state of Arizona (with 
that number increasing each day), as well as the drug related and human trafficking occurring on a 
daily basis, the state of Arizona is being invaded, albeit not by a foreign state, however that does not 
absolve the Federal Government of its responsibility to protect its states (Arizona) from Invasion. 

6. The Constitution does not state that the Federal Government has the pre-emptive responsibility 
for the enforcement of immigration, therefore Amendment X protects SB 1070 by stating that, "The 
powers not delegated to th~ United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited .by iUo the States, are 
reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." 

6. The Supreme Court case Gibbons v. Ogden, 1824, set the precedent when federal and state laws 
are in conflict, the federal law is supreme, however this case dealt in matters of interstate commerce. 
Therefore, with no precedent dealing with the security and well-being of citizens of a state, the 
"Supremacy Clause" should not be taken as fact in an unprecedented situation. The state of Arizona 
knows its citizens better than does the Federal Government and we have had to live in the unsafe 
environment that illegal immigration has created. The rights of Arizona's citizens are being given to 
illegal immigrants with none of the responsibilities required of legal citizens. In essence, it means 
nothing to be a legal citizen of Arizona, when half a million illegal immigrants still get health care, 
public education and jail time without having to pay taxes or support the economy in any way. With 
one hundred percent of their incomes put directly into pocket, Arizona's debt continues to grow at the 
expense of taxpayers. 

7. The influx of illegal Hispanics in Arizona is negatively impacting Arizona's education system. As a 
result, public schools are being forced to increase the number of ESL classes at the expense of 
courses designed for college bound students. In my personal high school experience, I had to take 
the majority of my Junior and Senior level coursework at various community colleges, simply because 
my school had eradicated basic Physics, Calculus and French classes in order to accommodate for 
more ESL classes for stUdents with undocumented parents. I fear that Arizona is becoming far too 
accommodating of students who are unprepared for our educational system than to students who are 
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regrettably becoming increasingly unprepared for any dose of higher education. With the worseneing 
of Arizona's educational system, it comes as little surprise that the Arizona economy is among the 
worst in the nation. 

I will continue to support SB 1070 as strongly as I can. Thank you, Senator Pearce, for reflecting the 
views of a large number of Arizonans on the issues of illegal immigration and amnesty. It is 
comforting to know that someone with enough influence to make change is attempting to do so for 
those of us Arizonans who have actually earned our rights. 

With great sincerity, 

Samantha Abraham 

Chino Valley, Arizona Resident 
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Administrator 

From: Terry Murphy [mommysmurf@tabletoptelephone.comj 

Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 10:32 PM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: hank you 

I just wanted to take time and say THANKS for all you have done to 
stop the flow of illegals coming into our state, I was raised in 
southern AZ, and still think of that area as home. My parents still 
live down there in Cochise county and being elderly it worries my 
sister and I due to the flow of them. My niece has up to 20 daily 
walking through their property" This has to stop. 

It breaks my heart hearing news from my parents of how Mexico 
tells us dumb white folks we are taking back AZ, CA, and New 
Mexico" But it rages me when hearing how my dad went to 
Douglas,AZ to the 5.5. Office and how our own government office 
was flying a Mexican flag not an American flag. Needless to say my 
dad gave them a piece of his mind" Our country is slowing dying 
and a new MEXICAN place is being born. Going into J.C.Penny's , K
Mart and even Wal-Mart and hearing Mexican music playing just 
brings my blood to a boil" I'm not a raciest, but fill you come to 
our country speak English, if we go there they sure do not bow 
down to us . They do not make us press one for English .. I've been 
to 1 town that is 90% illegals and no one enforces and deports due 
to thinking no USA born will do there job. Please keep my beautiful 
State I love so much safe and free of illegals regardless where 
they come from 

Terry 

FREE Animations for your Ilmall - by IncrlldlMaill lIj~i.ILII~1l 

91912011 
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Administrator 

From: Dan Lambert [smittyred2@yahoo.com] 

Sent: Friday, August 28,2009 12:15 PM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

August 28, 2009 

Dear Senator Pearce, 

Page lof2 

I listen to KFYI regularly and have twice heard your position on illegal innnigration (spell that 
invasion) and was thrilled to see a politician, FINALLY, stand up, and call the situation for what 
it is. (The ACLU, ifI may be blunt, be damned.) You properly, and accurately, articulate the 
threat to our nation of the mass influx if an uneducated and illiterate people who, from what I see 
in my working experience with them (I am in medicine, have absolutely no interest in becoming 
a part of this countly. Rather they are here for whatever they can get. They use the leftist cry of 
"Racism" and "Racial Profiling" as a scare tactic to mitigate/deflect any opposition to their 
illegal entry. Parenthetically I am sick of the race card non-sense. Illegal innnigrants ARE 
Mexican. They use that device to hide within the Latino community and then claim racial 
profiling when they are found out and deported. (If the Latino connnunity is so law abiding and 
want to do their part to prevent racial profiling why don't THEY tum over the illegals to the 
authorities.) 

Senator I would really like to know why these people are entitled to ANY SUppOit in telms of 
medical care, education, housing, food stamps, and transpOliation. Our state, to say nothing of 
our nation, is facing financial ruin and we simply cannot afford the luxury of suppOliing a 
parasitic population of people who have no right to be here in the first place. (By the way is it 
true that illegal aliens are entitled to social security benefits? I've been told that they are but 
can't find a source to confirm or refute this) May I also say that I personally resent my tax 
dollars used in their suppOli; especially when I see AMERICAN patients who desperately need 
help but cannot get it because some illegal Mexican has gotten it first. Why are these people 
treated preferentially? I've read Mexico's innnigration laws and they are clear as to what is and 
is not allowed and those laws are enforced. By the way I agree with them! 

I believe that I have a rather clear understanding, but please do COlTect me ifI'm wrong, as to 
how this situation arose. First, the business connnunity found illegals to be a cheap source of 
labor that would maximize the profit to expense ratio. Paying substandard wages, no benefits and 
no social security taxes, offered enormous incentives to use the Mexican illegals .. If the worker 
protested he could be dismissed and easily replace; the worker knowing that his illegal status 
precluding seeking legal recourse. This action smacks nothing less than indentured servitude 
which, ifI recall, is illegal in this countl·y. I wonder how enthusiastic business would be if they 
had to pay Mexicans on par basis with American citizens? I suspect that "suppOli" for the 
illegals would dlY up rather quickly. Another reason that Obama, via Home Land Security, has 
opened the gate and will push for legalization, is that the democrats will then have a voting 
block of 11 million people who will vote for Obama without question. Senator that- must- not
happen! 

Thank you for letting me air my thoughts and that brings me to my last point. You have my 
complete support in your efforts and I would like to be of whatever help I can in furthering your 
work on our behalf. You have my e-mail address so please don't be shy in asking for my help. 
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Page 2 of2 

Yes, I'm only a single "raindrop" but a lot oflittle rain drops creates a river. 

In conclusion I want to thank you sir for your efforts on behalf of our state and our nation. God 
bless you in the task before you! 

I am, most respectfully yours, 

Danny Lambelt PA-C 

9119/2011 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

james. freeman@cox. net 
Wednesday, May 02, 2007 11 :43 AM 
Russell K. Pearce 
RE: A concerned citizen 

Thank you for your response. You have my support 100%! 

---- "Russell K. Pearce" <rpearce@azleg.gov> wrote: 
> Thank you very much. You are right and we have a National Crisis 
> that many want to ignore. 
> 
> 
> Subject: Illegal aliens commit 12 murders every day in the U.S. 
> 
> 
> According to a Congressional Report and Rep. Steve King, illegal 
> aliens commit 12 murders every day in the U.S. and kill another 13 
> daily through drunk driving incidents. 
> 
> That's more than 9,000 people killed every year by illegal aliens. 
> 
> As World Net Daily's Joseph Farah points out, that means more people 
> are murdered by illegal aliens in one year than have been killed in 
> the Iraq and Afghanistan wars since their inception. 
> 
> Rep. King also notes that on average eight children are sexually 
> abused by illegal aliens every day-- that's over 2,920 annually. And 
>that's just a small portion of the illegal alien crime wave. 
> 
> + + 4.1 million crimes by illegal aliens 
> 
> As we reported in Grassfire's booklet, ''The Truth About The Illegal 
>Invasion," some 325,000 criminal illegal aliens will be incarcerated 
> in state and federal prisons this fiscal year. A GAO study found that 
> illegal aliens commit, on average, 
> 12.6 criminal offenses. This means incarcerated illegal aliens have 
> committed over 4.1 million crimes -- and that does not include 
> illegal alien criminals who are not incarcerated. And we learned from 
> Rep. Tom Tancredo that thousands of illegals are coming from terrorist 
> and suspect nations. 
> 
> 
> Subject: Investigaions-Border-Report.pdf 
> 
> 
> Drawing a Line in the Sand: CONFRONTING THE THREAT AT THE SOUTHWEST 
> BORDER 
> With pictures and data: A congressional report on crime, 
> violence, drugs, gangs, terrorist, sex predators coming into America 
> among the 4 million to 10 million entering illegally ANNUALLY!!!! 
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> Hundreds of thousands violent criminals in America that are illegal 
> aliens. 
> 
> 
> The character of its people measures the greatness of our nation, we 
> live in a Constitutional Republic based on moral law, freedom and 
> personal responsibility 
> 
> When, oh when, will our people listen to the wise advice of our 
> founders, like Noah Webster, and cast their votes ONLY for men of 
> independence and virtue, who will honor their oath to God and the 
> Constitution! ! 
> 
> Our elected officials taken an Oath and have sworn to protect and 
> uphold ''all the" laws and the Constitution. Article IV and Sec. 4 of 
> the United States Constitution requires our President and Congress to 
> secure our borders from invasion and the laws that are broken. What 
> are they waiting for? 
> 
> Secure the border and enforce our laws. We do not need comprehensive 
> reform, what we need is comprehensive enforcement! When do we stand up 
> for Americans and protect our citizens? 
> 
> Arizona is #1 in the nation in crime. 
> 
> Phoenix is the 3rd to 5th most likely city to murdered in. 
> 
> Over 4000 homicide warrants issued to suspects that have fled back 
> south across the border. By CHARLES YOO, BILL MONTGOMERY The Atlanta 
> Journal-Constitution Published on: 06/27/05 
> 
> The largest and most violent gangs in America made up of illegal 
> aliens. 
> 
> "Local Law Enforcement's Inherent Authority of Immigration Law:" 
> Sanctuary Policies significantly contribute to this gang and crime 
> epidemic, like in Phoenix, Mesa that restrict local law enforcement 
> from enforcing immigration law they have the inherent authority to 
enforce. 
> Congress has firmly established that there is a significant public 
> interest in the effective enforcement of immigration law. Congress 
> could have chosen to limit local enforcement pursuant to its plenary 
> power over immigration, but it has not done so. In the absence of a 
> limitation on local enforcement powers, the states are bound by the 
> Supremacy Clause of the United 'States Constitution to enforce 
>violations of the federal immigration laws. "The statutory law of the 
> United States is part of the law of each state just as if it were 
>written into state statutory law.'' 
> 
> Over 9000 people killed ''annually'' by illegal aliens (25 per day; 13 
> by DUI 
> 12 by stabbing and shootings (Congressional Homeland Security 
> Committee) 
> 
> In Los Angeles, 95% of all outstanding warrants for homicide are 
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

illegal aliens. (McDonald a Manhattan Institute scholar): 

Two-thirds of the 17,000 outstanding fugitive felony warrants in L.A. 
Are for illegal aliens. (McDonald a Manhattan Institute scholar) 

18th Street Gang that operates across Southern California some 20,000 
strong are illegal aliens 

Washington Times: 80,000 ''absconders," illegal aliens convicted of 
felonies, murder, rape, drug dealing and child molestation. 

NewsWithViews.com: In 2003, according to the Arizona Department of 
Motor Vehicles, 57,600 cars were stolen in Phoenix. It is now the 
car-jacking capital of the world. Most were SUV's and pickup trucks. 
At a conservative average of $15,000.00 per vehicle, owner losses 
exceeded 
$864 million. 

Gang follows illegal aliens By Jon Ward THE WASHINGTON TIMES The 
violent MS-13 or Mara Salvatrucha -- street gang is following the 
migratory routes of illegal aliens across the country, FBI officials 
say, calling the Salvadoran gang the new American Mafia. 

ATTRITION THROUGH ENFORCEMENT: 
Government's Own Data Show Point to a Cost-Effective Strategy The 
report, by CIS Senior Policy Analyst Jessica Vaughan, an attrition 
strategy could cut the illegal population by nearly half in five years 
an increase of less than 
1 percent of the President's 2007 budget request for the Department of 
Homeland Security ($42.7 billion). 

WASHINGTON - Rep. Tom Tancredo's charge that Mexican drug cartels are 
buying up legitimate businesses in U.S. Cities to launder money and 
using some of the proceeds to win local mayoral and city council 
seats for politicians who can shape the policies and personnel 
decisions of their police forces, has been backed up by a veteran gang 

investigator. 
> 
> We are destroying this very nation we all love. Most of them may be 
> good people, but have still entered our country illegally and one 
> cannot ignore the overall damage to this nation and the damage that 
> comes with this invasion and to our law abiding citizens, in the way 
> of crime, billions in dollars, and in the loss of lives. 
> 
> Thanks to those that put America First. I will stand firm on the 
> Rule of Law and what is right. We are destroying the very nation we love. 
> 
> ''Today, we need a nation of Minutemen, citizens who are not only 
> prepared to take arms, but citizens who regard the preservation of 
> freedom as the basic purpose of their daily life". -John F. Kennedy 
> 
> I say to the public the good citizens of Arizona and America, when do 
> we stand up for Americans, America and the Rule of Law? If not now 
> when? 
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> Reading this and looking at the victims is "HORRIFIC" ! 
> 
> These crimes should never of happened as none of these illegals should 
> have 
> been here in the first place. We must stop this invasion. We must 
> enforce 
> our laws. We must put America and Americans First. 
> 
> Enough is enough!!! Enforce our laws!! This is some of the Cost in 
> Crime; Cost in Dollars, the Cost in Lives!!! I hope folks understand 
> the damage to America by this invasion of over 3 million plus illegal 
>aliens annually, 5,000 to 10,000 every single day. 1 out of 10 
> entering illegally already have a felony record. 
> 
> George W. Bush, in his refusal to enforce U.S. Immigration laws 
> and his failure to carry out his constitutional duty to defend the 
> nation from that invasion, is guilty of impeachable offenses as stated 
> by Patrick J. 
> Buchanan. 
> 
> 1) Secure the border now. 
> 2) Stop Sanctuary Polices:(Demand local law 
> enforcement get involved and enforce the law·· now. 
> 3) Enforce employer sanctions for hiring illegal 
> aliens now. 
> 4) Stop public services (welfare, home loans, public 
>education, etc.) to illegal aliens now. 
> 5) Make it clear you cannot be here illegally and 
> your child becomes a Citizen by Birth, UnConstitutional Citizenship by 
birth. 
> 
> ''This country has lost control of its borders. And 
>no country can sustain that kind of position.'' - President Ronald 
> Reagan 
> 
> We are a nation of laws. We, and our elected 
> officials, must have the courage - the fortitude - to enforce, with 
> compassion but without apology, those laws that protect the integrity 
> of our borders and our rights as lawful citizens. 
> 
> 
> 
> 

Rep. Russell Pearce R-18, Mesa, Arizona. 

> -----Original Message-----
> From: james.freeman@cox.net [mailto:james.freeman@cox.net) 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2007 1:26 PM 
> To: undisclosed-recipients 
> Subject: A concerned citizen 
> 
> 
>>Date: Wed, 25 Apr 2007 11:13:18 -0700 
> > From: <james.freeman@cox.net> 
> > Subject: A concerned citizen 
> > 
> > Please check out the following News article: 
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> > 
> > http://www.cnn.com/2007/US/04/24/Dobbs.April25/index.html 
> > 
> > I've seen 1st handed on how illegals come here ripping off the system. 
> Getting state benefits that they lie to get and shouldn't have any 
> right too, when US citizens just don't qualify for because they tell 
> the truth and live in much worse circumstances than the illegals 
> sponging off the system. 
> > 
> > Anchor babies should not be allowed. 
> > 
> > Please protect our own trucking industry and our citizens. Don't let 
> Mexican truckers come into this country with their unsafe trucks and 
> carying who know's what. 
> > 
> > Please protect our border agents.Why does an illegal drug smuggler 
> > get 
> amesty over the rights of a US Citizen protecting our country. 
> > 
> > Forget the new amnesty plan. Studies prove that our nation is going 
> > in 
>the toilet if our government doesn't start doing it's job and enforce 
> the laws it currently has regarding illegals. 
> > 
> > More deaths per year have been caused by illegals than total troops 
> killed in Iraq. 
> > 
> > They wave the Mexican Flag instead of the US Flag which it seems 
> > that 
> our government endorses. 
> > 
> > "DONT TREAD ON ME" 
> > 
> > James Freeman 
> 
> 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Russell K. Pearce 
Wednesday, March 16,201111:31 AM 
Russell K. Pearce 
I removed his name, but this is typical of calls and e-mails and comments across this state on 
a regular basis. 

Poll after Poll Arizona and Americans want our laws enforced. $2.7 billion annually in Arizona to 
educate, medicate and incarcerate illegal aliens. They commit violent crime 3 

times above any other demographic. Jobs taken from Americans (a 26 year high in unemployment, 
Each elected man and woman swore to represent their constituency and uphold the 
Constitution.Sadly today, the many of these elected officials are in violation of their oath of office, 
with severe consequences to their law-abiding constituents. 
It's time for our leaders to stand up and establish immigration policy that is fair to the taxpayers and 
perform the duties of their sworn office. 

March 15, 2011 

Dear Senator Russell Pearce, 

I am compelled to write to you about a recent event that occurred to me. I currently work as a substitute teacher 
in the west valley areas of Phoenix, Glendale, and Peoria. I was called upon to teach history and language arts 
for 8'h grade at a Glendale public school. The number of students I had in each class ranged from 28 to 38 
children, which were almost all Hispanic and a couple of Black children. The day started out as usual turning 
on the television listening and watching the announcements and saying the Pledge of Allegiance. During the 
Pledge of Allegiance I notice the vast majority of students refusing to stand and say the pledge. I asked the 
students why they refused to say the Pledge of Allegiance and they responded by saying, "we are Mexicans and 
Americans stole our land." 

The teacher's instructions were for the students to read a few pages and answer the questions regarding Mark 
Twain in their history textbook and to finish their final drafts to Senator Steve Gallardo thanking him for his 
position on Illegal Immigration rights. Their teacher apparently had showed them a video with Senator Steve 
Gallardo and Lou Dobbs. Most of the students came unprepared for class not possessing paper and pencil. I 
provided the students with paper and pencils only to have them wade-up the paper and throw it at each other 
along with their pencils. 

The students' final drafts that I read were basically the same. Most of them stated they were in the country 
illegally, White Americans are racist, and that they came here for a better life. I asked the class if America 
adopted Mexico immigration laws would Americans still be consider racist? That question they could not 
answer and called me a racist for asking it. I mentioned that my wife and children are Hispanic so how could I 
be racist? 

I asked the students to stop speaking Spanish in class because it was impolite to speak a language in front of 
people who may not speak that language. Their response was that Americans better learn Spanish and their 
customs because they are taking their land back from us. 

When it came to completing the Mark Twain assignment only I 0 students completed it out of all my classes. 
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Most of the students refused to open the book, tore the pages out of the book, or threw the textbooks at each 
other. I thought are these the students we are trying to educate with taxpayers money. I have found that 
substitute teaching in these areas most of the Hispanic students do not want to be educated but rather be gang 
members and gangsters. They hate America and are determined to reclaim this area for Mexico. If we are able 
to remove the illegals out of our schools, the class sizes would be reduced and the students who wanted to learn 
would have a better chance to do so and become productive citizens. 

I applaud and suppmi your efforts to stop this invasion into our state and countly. When the citizens of a 
countly are forced to speak the invaders language, adopt their customs, and forced to suppmi them, are we not a 
conquer nation? I do not want to see our state and nation turned into a third world country. Thank you for 
standing up to this invasion. You may contact me by phone, e-mail, or mail. Thank you, again. 

Sincerely, 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Russell Pearce 

rgere70_1@msn.com 
Thursday, July 29,2010 12:59 PM 
Russell K. Pearce 
1070 

It's clear to everyone we are going to get no where trying to cooperate with the feds on illegal immigration, 
this might be the time for AZ to defy and sue the feds and see what happens, you have most of the country 
behind you. 

The country is at stake, in 50 years there will be no white people living here, this is an out right assault against 
white people, we need to stand up and start fighting if need be. 

Have you noticed the only people protesting are mexicans, most of us for the rule of law, stay at home and off 
the cameras, but that doesn't mean we don't exist. 

Rick 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dear Senator Pearce, 

William Wright [wdwright@adams.net] 
Friday, July 02, 20106:41 AM 
Russell K. Pearce 
'wdwright' 
Illegal invasion of the State of Arizona 

Thank you for you service to our Nation and the State of Arizona. You are a true dedicated American patriot. 

The massive invasion of the army of illegal immigrants of mainly Mexican nationals is unacceptable. With it 
comes the drug cartels who soon will be "donating" money to Democratic office seekers or killing elected 
officials. Home invasions" robberies, rapes, kidnapping and other crimes are all apalt of the invasion and we 
can expect much more from south of the border. As the numbers increase and no work in available, they will 
tum to crime. 

The partial solution by the passage of a bill requiring ID, did not go far enough and provided the democrats 
with a cry of racial profiling. 

Lets rewrite the bill and require all citizens of Arizona to cany a state issued ID card. The license bureau is set 
up to issue these ID cards and I keep mine with me all of the time. It is small price to pay for a "Illegal 
immigrate free State" I would consider it an honor to be racially profiled and would be happy to have a officer 
request it. 

If this invasion continues, it is just a matter oftime before our resources are drained and we will become a state 
in Mexico which is what the La Raze group want.. The filth, corruption disease and death will become our 
heritage --(We are still recovering from the dirty water from a recent trip to Mexico). 

We have friends of Mexican decent and they are wonderful decent people who are legal citizens. This is not 
about race, it is about an uncontrolled invasion which is occurring on our southe11l border with the blessing of 
the Democratic party. This should be our battle cry and they must be defeated 

How many amnesties' must we have before we are forced to speak Spanish 

Regarding the invaders, all anchor babies and children of illegals should be required to pay for their public 
education, their hospitalization and any other state services .. These child upon reaching legal age should be 
required to serve in the armed forces for two years or in community works or on the farms. No illegal should 
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be allowed to send money out of the country 

Regarding, language, No classes for Spanish should be paid for by the State Total immersion into the English 
language should be required and Spanish teachers should be replaced with English teachers All countries with 
duel languages have gone down hill and it is a form of slavery which is supported by corrupt officials for 
control. 

IIlegals entering the country should be required to work on the fanns for two before returning to Mexico 

Keep the Faith and Lets free Arizona of this cancer on our soceity. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. William Wright 

Tucson,AZ 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jproaz@cox.net 
Thursday, April 22, 20105:47 PM 
Judy M. Burges; Tom Boone; Russell K. Pearce; Jack Harper 
8B1070 

Is this the United States of America or Mexico? The opposition to SBI070 
by illegals is an outrage. The stalling tactic by our Governor is 
appalling. We want our country back. Send the illegals back to wherever 
they came from. As to the hundreds of students who walked out of class 
today, they should be suspended (probably children of illegals because some 
were carrying Mexican flags). We don't care what others outside our state 
think. I hear mexicans came here from LA. Arrest them, there probably 
illegal too. WE'RE FED UP! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

Joe Propati 
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Administrator 

From: 
Sent: 

Lillian Ross [ravenross139@hotmail.comJ 
Tuesday, April 20, 20103:36 PM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 
Subject: Bill 1070 

It's about time!!! 
Kudos to you Pierce! 

I am a Native American/English-Republican from an old Arizona (Camp Verde) 
Pioneer family (Wingfield Family/England/Virginia/ Arizona) who has 
personally experienced discrimination since the barrage of illegals have 
entered in swarms, into OUR COUNTRY. 
(I am a Native Phoenician since the 1960's and 1950's Flagstaff area) 

Regarding employment within our State. (My son & myself our College 
Graduates (ASU, PHX. College) 1. I don't speak Spanish took FRENCH 2. Son 
is unable to get a job because he does not speak SPANISH We are Native 
Americans, educated, who speak ENGLISH very well and are UNABLE to get a 
job in our own country because of preference for Spanish speakers. 
There is something very very wrong with this picture. 

Everything in this city is SPANISH! 
I am sick of it 
The Illegals/Spanish treat me with disdain if I do not speak Spanish. 
I have now resorted to wearing my Native American jelwery, tee shirts, and 
other clothing so that they get the picture I am not Mexican, but a proud 
and rightful indigenous citizen of AMERICA! 

I drive down the road their is no proper decorum while driving in traffic
MEXICAN MUSIC IS BLASTING, who wants to listen to that garbage. (We need 
to propose a bill that regulates music/sound levels w/in vehicles to where 
it is only confined to easy listening levels, not to the point of intrusion 
and vibrating speakers all around) 

Their men in the market look as if they want to jump you. They are not 
gentlemen! 
The street and public places feel unsafe for single women. 

I have worked in the social services area for a number of years and found 
that illegals are receiving State benefits!!! Bleeding the system. 
I have been a Native American/Urban single mother for a number of years and 
have never asked for state benefits such as food stamps or healthcare. I 
work, work, work, and go to school. 
I will be completing my Masters this summer @ ASU. 
I was raised to be self sufficient. 

Number of Issues/STOP and/or Regulate: 

1. Signage in Spanish all around-the City is turning into Mexico, 2. 
Illegals standing in Walmart parking lots soliciting for work, give the 
image of prostitutes, 3. Food making stands/Bar-B-Qs on the street corner, 
heavy smoke/pollution in the air, meat poisoning, several 
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health violations being committed, 
4. Street vendors, in parking lots, highway-access roads, street corners, 
garage sale/clothing set ups anywhere 

(i.e. 21 st./Roosevelt) 

I remember when Phoenix felt clean-Now it is dirty giving the appearance of 
MEXICO big time! 

Illegals are truly costing the State & Country millions of dollars loss 
that could be diverted to its own people. 
My belief is we have to take care of own before we spread the wealth, we 
are going bankrupt. 
The spending has got to stop! 

Mexico and other countries need to TAKE CARE OF THEIR OWN! 

As a Native American and kin to the first Governor of Jamestown Virginia of 
English descent (Edward Maria Wingfield) the time is for AMERICANS to TAKE 
BACK AMERICA! 

Again, Mr. Russell Pearce 
Thanks for keeping up the fight. This is definitely a step in the right 
direction to stopping the illegals who have come to this country with the 
mindset of entitlement to seeking automatic civil rights, automatic 
benefits, and takeover of OUR COUNTRY! ! ! 

Respectfully, 
Lillian Raven Ross 
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Administrator 

From: russellpearce [russellpearce@cox.net] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 9:53AM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: Fw: old oped 

----- Original Message ----
From: russellpearce 
To: janetht1776@yahoo.com 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 3:26PM 
Subject: Fw: old op ed 

Page 1 of9 

We have several more murders and deaths by illegal aliens since I wrote this, including in one weekend 
(two weeks ago) two more police officers shot one died (executed) and a couple murdered by their 
landscapers and then they attempted to escape across the border into Mexico. 

GUEST OPINION 

State Rep. Pearce Defends Actions in Defense of National Sovereignty 

By State Rep. Russell Pearce 
August 6, 2006 

I have a hard time understanding why folks like Gary Nelson (Enough (Misinformation) is Enough: 
Toward A Rational Response To the Immigration Problem) stand up for criminals (illegal aliens) and 
want to argue with the clear facts. I have always been serious and active in protecting our citizens from 
criminals. I have spent 30 years in the criminal justice system. As the former chief deputy of Maricopa 
County Sheriffs Office, in 1993 I authored and built Tent City to make sure there was never a No 
Vacancy sign up in Maricopa County. If law enforcement really cared about safe neighborhoods and 
safer streets, they would enforce our laws. Over 4,000 homicide warrants have been issued to suspects 
who have fled back south across the border. The largest and most violent gangs in America are made 
up of illegal aliens. Arizona is No. 1 in the nation in crime, Phoenix is the fifth-most likely city to 
murdered in in America and in part because of sanctuary policies like in Phoenix that restrict law 
enforcement from enforcing the law they have the inherent authority to enforce. The following list of 
slain law enforcement officers by illegal aliens does not include the hundreds of homicides, home 
invasions, car jackings and other violent crimes or the billions in cost to the taxpayer. 

Deaths and Maimings of Police Officers in Arizona by Illegal Aliens 

Officer Kenneth Collings of the Phoenix Police Department was killed in 1988 during the arrest of two 
robbery suspects at a local bank when one opened fire. One of the robbers, lsmael Conde, was quickly 
arrested but the other, Rudy Romero, escaped to Mexico. Romero was caught in southern Mexico in 
2000 and brought back to stand trial. The Arizona Attorney General's Office credits help from the 
Phoenix Police Department, the FBI, the attorney general for the Republic of Mexico, and the Mexican 
Federal Agency of Investigation- a rare and welcome act of extradition from our southern neighbor. In 
March 2003, Romero was sentenced to 98 years in state prison. 

Phoenix Police Officer Marc Atkinson was just 28 when he was shot and killed in a 1999 ambush by an 
illegal alien from Mexico. Officer Atkinson was a five-year veteran of the Phoenix Qolice force and was 
survived by his wife Karen, infant son and two siblings. The killer, Felipe Petrona-Cabanas, had a 
pound of cocaine in his car when apprehended with two other Mexican nationals. The three came from 
a farming area in the state of Guerrero near Acapulco and said they came to the United States to work 
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but couldn't find any. A notable detail in the case is how an armed citizen, Rory Vertigan, came to the aid of the 
shot officer and helped apprehend the Mexicans, who certainly would have escaped over the border if they 
could have. 

Phoenix Police Officer Robert Sitek was shot four times April12, 2003 during a traffic stop altercation with an 
illegal alien that became violent. Sitek and his partner David Thwing were on routine patrol when a red truck cut 
off their squad car, and when the officers stopped the truck the driver began shooting. Officer Sitek was in 
cardiac arrest by the time he reached the hospital and lost a considerable amount of blood. Shooter Francisco 
A Gallardo was a Mexican citizen who had recently completed a seven-year prison term for aggravated assault. 
He had been deported after his release, but had returned to Arizona. Gallardo was shot and killed as he tried to 
escape by officer Thwing. 

Medical Update, June 5, 2003: Officer Rob Sitek has had a slow but gradually successful recovery from injuries 
that surely would have been fatal to most. At nearly two months after the shooting, he has pulled out of a three
week coma, is still unable to walk but is determined to do so and eventually return to work. 

The murder of Kris Eggle a park ranger in the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument in southern Arizona on 
August 9, 2002, was little noted by the media, although the press has paid considerable attention to the deaths 
of illegal aliens on the border. By contrast, Ranger Eggle was shot down by Mexican drug dealers who were 
using Organ Pipe as a route for their smuggling. Only 28 when he was murdered, Eggle was a valedictorian and 
an Eagle Scout who joined the National Park Service because he loved the outdoors. (Organ Pipe is considered 
to be the most dangerous of the national park system: 200,000 illegal aliens and 700,000 pounds of drugs were 
intercepted at the park in 2001.) The Eggle family is determined that his death will not be forgotten by working 
for real border control, including a Washington press conference with Tom Tancredo in the fall of 2002. The 
Eggles have a family website, www.kriseggle.org, to inform interested parties about what they are doing. 

Border Patrol Agent James Epling died in performing his duties along the Mexican border, apparently drowning 
in the Colorado River in pursuit of several illegal aliens and was last seen along the shoreline as he followed the 
foreigners. He was the seventh border officer to die in the line of duty in Yuma. Agent Epling was just 24 and 
was the father of three, going on four. His father-in-law is a retired Border Patrol agent from the McAllen, Texas 
sector. 

Just before disappearing, Epling had pulled a Chinese woman illegal alien out of the river. Three other Chinese 
were taken into custody the night of the disappearance, along with one Mexican believed to be the smuggler. 
Although there has been no evidence of foul play actually found, the smuggler can be charged in the death. 

Two deputies - Lew Artsinger Jr. and my son Sean Pearce -- were shot Dec. 16 in Mesa by an illegal alien 
whom they were trying to arrest while executing a search warrant. Fortunately, both have wounds that are not 
life threatening, although Artsinger may lose the use of his hand. Pearce was shot in the chest but was 
protected by body armor; he was hit in the stomach just below the vest. I was in Washington to appear on an 
immigration panel at the Brookings Institute when I received the news that my son had been shot. 

Sgt. Manuel H. Tapia was shot at about 7 p.m. Jan. 7, 1991, in Nogales by a drug suspect. He died at about 1 
a.m. Jan. 8, 1991, at Tucson Medical Center. The suspect, Noel Gonzales-Bernal of Nogales, Sonora, Mexico, 
was fatally shot by a Nogales police officer. The incident occurred in Nogales, about a mile north of the border, 
after Tapia and the Nogales police officer stopped the suspect's Thunderbird. Upon asking the suspect to open 
the vehicle's trunk, the suspect fled on foot with Sgt. Tapia chasing him. The suspect then turned and shot Sgt. 
Tapia. The suspect was then shot. It was later learned that Sgt. Tapia was unarmed, having inadvertently left his 
weapon in his vehicle. 

Officer Robert K. Martin, 57, a 27 -year veteran with the Department, was shot to death during a traffic stop on 
the Beeline Highway on August 15, 1995, about seven miles north of Shea Boulevard. His assailant, Ernesto 
Salgado Martinez, a 19-year-old ex-convict from Globe, fled the scene and was captured two days later in 
California. Today, Martinez awaits sentencing after being convicted on Sept. 26, 1997, on one count of first
degree murder, two counts of theft and two counts of misconduct. He was sentenced to death by lethal injection 
on Aug. 18, 1998, by Maricopa County Superior Court Judge Christopher Skelly. 

Agent Richard Fass, 37, of the United States Drug Enforcement Agency, was murdered on June 30, 1994. 
Agent Fass went to a strip mall in Glendale, Arizona to complete a narcotics transaction. He was shot six times 
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in the head at point blank range with a .45 caliber handgun. The two shooters were quickly arrested, 
prosecuted, convicted and sentenced to life without the possibility of parole, plus 55 years. The mastermind of 
the plot to kill Agent Fass was Augustin Vasquez-Mendoza and the Mexican government refused to extradite 
him to the U.S. Vasquez-Mendoza is from Mexico. 

Agent Alexander Kirpnick, 27, of the United States Border Patrol, was murdered on June 3, 1998. Agent 
Kirpnick and his partner stopped Bernardo Velardez-Lopez, Julio Cesar Arenas-Hernandez, Manuel Gamez, 
and Juan Manuel Umares-Rivas, while transporting marijuana in backpacks across a well-known drug corridor 
west of Nogales. Agent Kirpnick had defendant Velardez-Lopez on his knees and was searching him when two 
of the suspects broke away from Kirpnick's partner and ran. As Kirpnick became temporarily distracted by the 
escape, Velardez-Lopez removed a concealed gun and shot Agent Kirpnick in the head. Velardez-Lopez is from 
Mexico. 

A photo of himself reminds Jason Schechterle how he used to look. He suffered fourth-degree burns when his 
patrol car went up in flames after being struck by a taxi. In May of 2001 Phoenix Officer Jason Schechterle, on 
the force 13 months, was responding to a hot call from an adjacent precinct. Officers from that precinct were 
occupied on other calls, so Officer Jason Schechterle took the call himself. With his lights and siren on, he came 
to a stop at a red light at an intersection under a freeway overpass. As he was preparing to proceed, his cruiser 
was struck from behind by a taxi cab going 115 mph. His Crown Vic erupted in flames traveled 226 feet and 
came to a stop about 50 feet from a fire truck across the street. Rogelio Gutierrez, the taxi driver, was an illegal 
alien who had been cited at least four times for driving illegally. He was an epileptic who had not been taking his 
medication. Gutierrez was found guilty of assault and currently is spending 12 years in prison. He offered no 
apology. 

In another case of justice denied, the murderer of Phoenix high school student Tanee Natividad merely crossed 
the border into Mexico to escape law enforcement. A local television station was able to track down the 
murderer in a bar just a few miles across the border without much effort. Max LaMadrid has no reason to hide 
because the Mexican government actually helps violent criminals escape American justice. According to then 
Arizona Attorney General Janet Napolitano, action by the Mexican Supreme Court making it more difficult to 
extradite criminals has "created an incentive for people to flee into Mexico as a safe harbor." At one time, 
Mexico would not extradite criminals who might be subject to the death penalty; the Mexican court recently 
extended this "protection" to any Mexican who might receive a life sentence, thereby giving a free pass to 
rapists, kidnappers and child molesters. In fact, the investigating reporter found 100 cases of violent criminals 
from the Phoenix area escaping into Mexico in just the last few years. Meanwhile, the grieving family of 16-year
old Tanee gets no justice - like thousands of others in the southwest. 

Another tragic addition to the list of unnecessary deaths caused by violent illegal aliens was the newlywed 
couple, James and Emilia Lee of Huachuca City, Arizona, who had been married only six weeks. They were 
killed Oct. 16 when a truckload of at least 17 illegal aliens traveling at 90 mph crashed into several vehicles near 
the town of Sierra Vista, leaving a horrific scene of carnage. The aliens were trying to escape police after they 
had run a stop sign, and the truck rammed into a line of nine vehicles waiting for a turn light near Fort 
Huachuca. 

Lee was 75 and his new bride Emilia was 71. The couple had been planning a fishing trip to Mexico with Joe 
and other relatives. Both James and Emilia were known as neighborly, never hesitating to reach out to help. 
James often helped out when someone needed a home repair done, and Emilia was an active volunteer for her 
church. Nearly 300 friends and family attended the services for the Lees held Oct. 21. 

Deportation starts with a traffic stop. We also must go after employers who hire illegal aliens. As Disney learned 
a long time ago, if you want people to go home, shut down the rides. 

Local law enforcement has inherent authority to enforce immigration law. Article VI of the U.S. Constitution the 
"Supremacy Clause" makes it clear, the 5th, 8th, 9th and 1Oth circuit courts and last year the U.S. Supreme 
Court in a landmark decision made it clear that locale law enforcement can ask and can act. 

Truly this governor is the best friend an illegal alien has. It is a sad day when this governor and the Democrat 
legislators and a few Republican legislators sides with law breakers against law keepers and citizens. Our 
elected officials have sworn to protect and uphold the laws and the Constitution. 
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You want more money in education? 
You want safer neighborhoods? 
You want reduce the health care crises 
You want less congestion? 
You want lower insurance auto and health? 
You want better wages? 

You want to protect limited resources? 

You want to protect the environment? 
Name the problem and the illegal alien invasion is a major contributor. 

Secure the border and enforce our laws 

Page 4 of9 

We do not need comprehensive reform, what we need is comprehensive enforcement! When do we stand up for 
Americans and protect our citizens? 

Here in Arizona we spend about $1.2 billion annually just in K-12 educating over 185,000 Non English speakers 
(most if not all illegal aliens). 

Arizona is No. 1 in crime: a correct correlation to the illegal alien invasion. Phoenix is the fifth-most like city to be 
killed in. Illegal aliens are responsible for the largest and most violent gangs: (the MS13 gang numbers some 
30,000 to 50,000 in over 35 major cities; the 18th Street gang in LA is 20,000 strong). 

Huge health care cost, criminal justice cost, filling emergency rooms 

I often ask this question of folks: What do the approximately 50,000 people who live in the Sierra Vista area, and 
the approximately 50,000 people who live in the Prescott area, and the approximately 50,000 people who live in 
the Flagstaff area all have in common - other than living in Arizona? 

Well, if you add up all those people and if you add the entire population of Mesa, Arizona- that's an additional 
400,000-people- if you add them all up- you wouldsti// not have as many people as there are illegal aliens 
living in Arizona right now! 

The Pew Center for Hispanic research - and this is a relatively liberal group - estimated more than a two years 
ago that at least 500,000 illegal immigrants live in Arizona. 

But that was a couple of years ago. The number now is certainly in excess of 600,000 people {perhaps 
1 ,000,000). We know that atleast 5,000 to 10,000 cross our southern border "daily"! 

That's more than one out of every ten people who live in our state! 

One out of every 10 people you pass on the road. One out of every 10 people you see at the store; and more 
than one of every 10 people you see in our classrooms and probably one out of every two in our emergency 
rooms. 

Why the additional numbers there? Because illegals often use our emergency rooms to obtain free primary care; 
and because generally, the birth rate among illegal immigrants is substantially higher than the population at 
large. This results in more hospital visits and more children in the classroom. 

When do we enforce our laws? 
When do we stand up for the law abiding citizen? 
When do we stand up for America and the rule of law? 
I am not willing to let another 20 years go by waiting on the feds. It is our citizens that are injured and our 
taxpayers that are impacted severely everyday we fail to secure our borders and enforce our laws. Local law 
enforcement has "inherent" authority to enforce our laws and the responsibility and we must demand they do so. 
Sanctuary policies are illegaL 
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But until the past 30 years, that meant we were a nation of legal immigrants. Legal entrants who would apply for 
admission, who had a U.S. sponsor who would support them if necessary, or skills, or education, or some 
money of their own- and often they had all of these things. ' 

Only in recent history has America- and now particularly Arizona-- been flooded with illegal international 
trespassers, most of whom don't have any of the things I just mentioned. 

They sneak across the border hoping for a better life, but immediately needing free health care, free education, 
and free government support if they can get it and usually do get it. A new federal report show only 4 states 
verify eligibility before you get Medicaid (in Arizona it is AHCCCS) a $5 billion program with more folks enrolled 
in AHCCCS than all of K through 12. 

But those things aren't free. We pay for them. Right here in Arizona the average legal family pays at least an 
extra $2,000 every year to support illegal immigrants and another $2000 in taxes to make up for the over $300 
billion in unpaid taxes by the underground workforce that don't pay taxes and still use services such as 
education ($8500 annually per child) not including ELL. And those are just the direct expenses. They don't 
include the cost of increased crime, education, increased car insurance, and other direct, but non-governmental 
expenses. 

This is legislation I ran this year (some of it I have introduced several years in a row); What is in the legislation? 
$160 million for border security and enforcement (the governor vetoed the bill): 

Employer Sanctions (fifth year I have introduced this) 
Elimination of ALL "illegal" Sanctuary Polices (second time) 
Border Radar/Infrastructure ($50 million) (first time) 
Funds the National Guard on the Border ($10 million) 
$56 million for Grants to Local Law Enforcement to help in Jail cost and Enforcement efforts $20 million to 
expand GIITEM to add 200 officers to go after gangs, illegal aliens and border security 

Create an additional state crime for illegal aliens to enter or remain in Arizona (permissive for law 
enforcement/an additional tool) 
Stops frivolous law suits by illegal aliens against U.S. Citizens 
Southern Arizona Crime Lab ($14 million) 
One must remember this is the governor that met with Mexican Officials before she took office promising a 
Driver License to "illegals" 

This is the governor that marched in the streets against Protect Arizona Now (Prop. 200) that was to protect the 
integrity of our elections and stop welfare fraud. 

This is the governor who has vetoed "nine" bills to enforce our laws against illegal aliens 

This is the governor that declared a State of Emergency back in August of '05 and did not put one additional 
guardsman on the border. 

This is the governor that continues to make drive-by statements about border security and then refuses help 
secure the border or enforce the law. 

This governor uses fallacious and misleading statements to justify her vetoes. This invasion across our border 
is causing billions of dollars to the taxpayer, 185,000 non English speakers in our K-12 at over $1 billion cost to 
taxpayers, health care cost, criminal justice cost, largest and most violent gangs in American (MS13 (30 to 
50,000), 18 street gang over 20,000), Arizona is #1 in crime in the nations a direct correlation to failed border 
security and "illegal" Sanctuary Policies local police chiefs, sheriffs and politicians. 

This governor ignores that damage to this nation, the cost to the taxpayer and impact on our neighborhoods as 
she continues her proven history of being the best friend of "illegal" aliens. She is purposely misleading and 
completely wrong in saying that the illegal immigration bill "indemnifies" employers. 
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House Bill 2577 calls for strict employer sanctions as allowed by federal law. Federal Law prevents states from 
adding employer penalties to the front end, but does allow for the suspension or revocation of business licenses 
for offending employers. Our bill goes as far as federal laws allow. There are many in the business community 
who oppose this bill because they believe it goes too far. Here is what it requires: 

Mandatory audits 
Mandatory use of the Basic Pilot Program for all state agencies and those who contract with the state 
Possible revocation or suspension of license for any one who "knowingly" hires illegal aliens 
Mandatory jail time for repeat offenders 
Must terminate and report any illegal aliens to ICE 
Requires the AG to enforce the provisions 
Large fines for each violation 
Goes after employers who pay under the table or fail to report employers 
This is all in addition to federal penalties: 

Regarding the trespass provision, again the governor is wrong and simply refuses to allow "true" enforcement of 
"illegal" activity. On several occasions I have explained to you in detail how the trespass provision of this bill is 
meant to be used as another tool for local law enforcement. It is constitutional, and the fact that Democrats on 
the border oppose this bill and support a Democrat governor should come as no surprise to anyone. I suggest 
that their opposition is political, not practical. 

The governor claims that this has been "a political game" rather than "a serious effort to protect the border. This 
governor is the one playing politics. She is the one not being serious about border protection. Since her 
declaration of an emergency on our border last August-that's 10 months ago-she has done nothing to secure 
our borders. In this legislative session alone she has three times vetoed legislation to secure our borders, she 
continues to hide behind federal inaction, and now claims we have to wait for Congress to act-whenever that 
will be. 

Simply, she is not serious about border security and enforcement of our laws. 

These points are to rebut various claims local law enforcement makes in opposition to a more active role by 
local law enforcement in helping stop illegal immigration. 

The claims come from letters (she requested) sent to by some law enforcement chiefs who refuse to enforce our 
laws and urging the Governor Napolitano to veto HB2577, the comprehensive enforcement legislation;) the 
5/19/06 letter signed by various County Attorneys and County Sheriffs from southern Arizona; and 2) the 
5/22/06 letter from the Arizona Association of Chiefs of Police. 

Claim #1: The bill requires Jaw enforcement agencies to enter into Memoranda of Understanding with the 
federal government regarding immigration enforcement, and the feds don't enter into these agreements and 
won't provide training. 

Reality: 

This is patently false. 

Florida and Alabama have entered into agreements with the federal government for some of their state troopers 
to act as immigration officers, and Orange County, California is considering doing it also. 

According to the White House, Arizona already has one of these agreements with the federal government, and 
the federal government is actively seeking out partners to enter into additional agreements under 8 U.S.C. 
Section 1357 (g). 
According to a May 15, 2006 press release from the White House: 

"Section 287(g) OfThe Immigration And Nationality Act [8 U.S.C. Section 1347(g)] Authorizes DHS To Train 
State And Local Law Enforcement Officials In Immigration Enforcement So They Can Identify And Process 
Incarcerated Aliens. DHS is working with State and local law enforcement 
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Across the Nation to ensure illegal aliens are removed from the United States. 287(g) programs have already 
been established in Alabama, Florida, Arizona, North Carolina, and California. DHS will work with its State and 
local partners to expand these programs to increase targeted enforcement and will be requesting $50 million 
dollars for this effort along the southern border." 

http://www. wh itehouse.qov/news/releases/2006/05/20060515-1 0. html 

Claim #2: the Ninth Circuit limited the power of local law enforcement to assist with the enforcement of federal 
immigration law in Gonzalez v. City of Peoria, 722 F.2d 468. 

Reality: 

The Gonzalez court held that state and local police have broad powers to make arrests for violations of federal 
law, and held explicitly that state and local police could make arrests for criminal violations of immigration law. 

The U.S. Department of Justice's position, which is the official position of the United States government, is that 
states and localities can make arrests for criminal and civil violations of federal immigration law. 

That local government can assist with enforcement of federal immigration law has been officially sanctioned by 
various courts and by Congress: 

"(g) Performance of immigration officer functions by State officers and employees (1) Notwithstanding section 
1342 of title 31, the Attorney General may enter into a written agreement with a State, or any political 
subdivision of a State, pursuant to which an officer or employee of the State or subdivision, who is determined 
by the Attorney General to be qualified to perform a function of an immigration officer in relation to the 
investigation, apprehension, or detention of aliens in the United States (including the transportation of such 
aliens across State lines to detention centers), may carry out such function at the expense of the State or 
political subdivision and to the extent consistent with State and local law." 

8 U.S.C. Section 1357. 

Claim #3: the trespass provision of the bill will overwhelm state and local police departments and will make 
police departments take resources away from fighting serious crime and devote it to fighting illegal immigration, 
which is less serious 

Reality: 

The bill gives police discretion not to prosecute first time offenders. 

The notion that police spend all of their time on major crimes is a myth, and any time spent on illegal 
immigration will take them away from investigating rapes and murders is also a myth 
Phoenix P.D. alone charged tens of thousands of misdemeanors in 2005, and thousands of civil traffic offenses. 
The claim that illegal immigration is a "minor crime" that should be ignored in favor of more serious crimes is a 
repudiation of the "broken windows" policy of policing (this theory is that if the police ignore less serious crimes it 
creates an atmosphere of lawlessness that begets more serious crimes) that has proved so effective. 

By combating illegal immigration, police will have fewer illegal aliens committing state law crimes to deal with, 
freeing up resources. 

Claim #4: Even if enforced, the trespass law will do nothing to stop the revolving door of illegal immigration, and 
this law only "delays the inevitable." 

Reality: 

This is a repudiation of the theory of deterrence. With this logic, we should not punish criminal activity at all, 
because it is only "delaying the inevitable" as the criminal is likely to re-offend anyway. 

Second offenses carry a mandatory prison term of three years, which will be an effective deterrent to this notion 
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of a "revolving door:' 

Claim #5: Local law enforcement assisting in stopping illegal immigration will have a "chilling effect" on the local 
illegal alien community and will prevent victims and witnesses from coming forward to report more serious 
crimes. 

Reality: 

Many aliens are afraid to come forward already for fear of being deported. Cooperation of the illegal immigrant 
community in fighting crime is of dubious value. 

For first time offenders, police have the discretion to turn the offender over to the federal authorities. 

The federal government often times does not even initiate deportation proceedings against illegal immigrants, so 
the risk of being deported by coming forward to local law enforcement is questionable. 

The bill imposes no obligation on policy to determine a person's immigration status. If a person comes forward 
as a victim or a witness, there is no obligation on the part of police to ask if that person is illegal or not. 

Claim #6: The trespassing portion of this bill will lead to racial profiling 

Under the bill, trespassing by having entered the U.S. illegally is a secondary offense. Law enforcement cannot 
stop to make an arrest or stop a vehicle on suspicion of this offense alone. 
Because of treaties that the U.S. has entered into, local law enforcement already has an obligation to inform a 
foreign government if a national of that country is accused of a crime, so they already have to ask about a 
person's nationality often times anyway. 

No person can be arrested or detained without probable cause or reasonable suspicion. Nothing in this bill 
changes that. 

Claim #7: A New Hampshire trail court has ruled that the federal government has "occupied the field" and left no 
room for states to act on immigration matters 

Reality: 

This is laughable considering that Congress and numerous United States Courts of Appeals have stated just the 
opposite, that there is a role for states to play in helping enforce federal immigration law in Gonzalez v. the City 
of Peoria, a Ninth Circuit case which, unlike a New Hampshire state case, is controlling in Arizona, the court 
held explicitly that state and local police could make arrests for criminal violations of immigration law. 

The U.S. Department of Justice's position, which is the official position of the United States government, is that 
states and localities can make arrests for criminal and civil violations of federal immigration law that local 
government can assist with enforcement of federal immigration law has been officially sanctioned by various 
courts and by Congress. 

The Tenth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals, a much higher court than the New Hampshire trial court, stated it 
clearly in the case of United States v. Vasquez-Alvarez, 176 F3d 1294 (10th Cir. 1999): stated it clearly: "This 
collection of statutory provisions [8 U.S.C. §§ 1252(c) and 1357(g) evinces a clear invitation from Congress for 
state and local agencies to participate in the process of enforcing federal immigration laws." 

Claim #8: A class 4 felony for entering the U.S. illegally is too high 
Reality: 

Under federal law, a person who enters illegally and is deported and then reenters again illegally is guilty of a 
felony. 
The Arizona law is consistent with federal law: first offense is a misdemeanor, second offense is a felony. 8 U.S. 
Code Sections 1325 and 1326. 
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Representative Russell Pearce, R-18, Mesa, Chairman of House Appropriations 
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Administrator 

From: Russell K. Pearce 

Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2008 8:28 AM 

To: Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: RE: Murders and Maimings: 

Let each citizen remember at the moment he is offering his vote that he is not 
making a present or a compliment to please an individual. .. but that he is executing 
one of the most solemn trusts in human society for which he is accountable to God 
and his country." -Samuel Adams 

WITH ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION BEING THE NUMBER ONE ISSUE IN POLL 
AFTER POLL WE CONTINUE TO FAIL TO SECURE OUR BORDERS, 
ENFORCE OUR LAWS, PUNISH ILLEGAL EMPLOYERS AND FAILED TO 
HOLD DOWN SPENDING AND DEMAND PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY. 

Like you I am devastated at the ignorance shown by our elected officials as they 
continue to ignore the damage to this great nation and the cost in dollars, crime 
victims, culture, unsafe neighborhoods and jobs taken from Americans. I, like 
you am proud to be an American and I am not going to sit by and watch as they 
sell us out or so concerned about the bottom dollar that we sell out our American 
principles. Our Founding Fathers, our past and current men and women who are 
sacrificing for our freedoms must not be ignored. They did not die for open 
borders. 

Add Officer Ertle and Glidewell to this list: 

DEATHS AND MAIMINGS OF POLICE OFFICERS IN ARIZONA BY ILLEGAL 
ALIENS 

IDf·Fk". Kenneth Collings of the Phoenix Police Department was killed 
in 1988 during the arrest of two robbery suspects at a local bank when one opened 
fire. One of the robbers, Ismael Conde, was quickly arrested but the other, Rudy 
Romero. escaped to Mexico. Romero was caught in southern Mexico in 2000 and 
brought back to stand trial. The Arizona Attorney General's Office credits help from 
the Phoenix Police Department, the FBI, the Attorney General for the Republic of 
MexiCO, and the Mexican Federal Agency of Investigation - a rare and welcome act of 
extradition from our southern neighbor. In March 2003, Romero was sentenced to 98 
years in state prison. 
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~Phoenix Police Officer Marc Atkinson was just 28 when he was shot 
and killed in a 1999 ambush by an illegal alien from Mexico. Officer Atkinson was a 
five-year veteran of the Phoenix Police Force, and was survived by his wife Karen, 
infant son and two siblings. The killer, Felipe Petrona-Cabanas, had around a pound of 
cocaine in his car when apprehended with two other Mexican nationals. The three 
came from a farming area in the state of Guerrero near Acapulco, and said they came 
to the United states to work but couldn't find any. A notable detail in the case is how 
an armed citizen, Rory Vertigan, came to the aid of the shot officer and helped 
apprehend the Mexicans, who certainly would have escaped over the border if they 
could have. 

Phoenix Police Officer Robert Sitek was shot four times 4/12/03 
during a traffic stop altercation with an illegal alien that became violent. Sitek and his 
partner David Thwing were on routine patrol when a red truck cut off their squad car, 
and when the officers stopped the truck the driver began shooting. Officer Sitek was 
in cardiac arrest by the time he reached the hospital and lost a considerable amount 
of blood. Shooter Francisco A. Gallardo was a "Mexican citizen who had recently 
completed a seven-year prison term for aggravated assault." He had been deported 
after his release but had returned to Arizona. Gallardo was shot and killed as he tried 
to escape by Officer Thwing. 

Medical Update, June 5, 2003: Officer Rob Sitek has had a slow but gradually 
successful recovery from injuries that surely would have been fatal to most. At nearly 
two months after the shooting, he has pulled out of a three-week coma, is still unable 
to walk but is determined to do so and eventually return to work. 

'"-'''''''-''Th,a murder of Kris Eggle a park ranger in the Organ Pipe Cactus 
National Monument in southern Arizona on August 9, 2002, was little noted by the 
media, although the press has paid considerable attention to the deaths of illegal 
aliens on the border. By contrast, Ranger Eggle was shot down by Mexican drug 
dealers who were using Organ Pipe as a route for their smuggling. Only 28 when he 
was murdered, Eggle was a valedictorian and an Eagle Scout who joined the National 
Park Service because he loved the outdoors. (Organ Pipe is considered to be the most 
dangerous of the national park system: 200,000 illegal aliens and 700,000 pounds of 
drugs were intercepted at the park in 2001.) The Eggle family is determined that his 
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death will not be forgotten by working for real border control, including a Washington 
press conference with Tom Tancredo in the fall of 2002. The Eggles have a family 
website, www.kriseggle.org.toinform interested parties about what they are doing. 

\''li:-'-7 -

asorder Patrol Agent James Epling died in performing his duties 
along the Mexican border, apparently drowning in the Colorado River in pursuit of 

several illegal aliens and was last seen along the shoreline as he followed the 
foreigners. He was the seventh Border officer to die in the line of duty in Yuma. Agent 
Epling was just 24 and was the father of three, going on four. His father-in-law is a 
retired Border Patrol agent from the McAllen, Texas, sector. 

Just before disappearing, Epling had pulled a Chinese woman illegal alien out of the 
river. Three other Chinese were taken into custody the night of the disappearance, 
along with one Mexican believed to be the smuggler. Although there has been no 
evidence of foul play actually found, the smuggler can be charged in the death. 

\ 
lew Argetsinger Jr. Sean Poarc. These two deputies were shot Dec. 16 in Mesa by an 
illegal alien whom they were trying to arrest while executing a search warrant. 
Fortunately, both have wounds that are not life threatening, although Lewis 
Argetsinger may lose the use of his hand. Sean Pearce was shot in the chest but was 
protected by body armor; he was hit in the stomach just below the vest. Sean Pearce 
is the son of Rep. Russell Pearce of the Arizona legislature who was in Washington to 
appear on an immigration panel at the Brookings Institute when he received the news 
that his son had been shot. Russell Pearce was an active supporter of Prop. 200 which 
won at the polls in November and requires that voters and would-be welfare recipients 
show proof of citizenship. 

~,) 
l 

C1'-- ,'=;~/ I--_:}~::"'-
Sgt. Manuel H. Tapia was shot at about 7 p.m. Jan. 7, 1991, in Nogales by a drug 
suspect. He died at about 1 a.m. Jan. 8, 1991, at Tucson Medical Center. The suspect. 
Noel Gonzales-Bernal of Nogales, Sonora. Mexico, was fatally shot by a Nogales police 
officer. The incident occurred in Nogales, about a mile north of the border, after Tapia 
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and the Nogales police officer stopped the suspect's Thunderbird. Upon asking the 
suspect to open the vehicle's trunk, the suspect fled on foot with SgL Tapia chasing 
him. The suspect then turned and shot Sgt. Tapia. The suspect was then shot. It was 
later learned that Sgt. Tapia was unarmed, having inadvertently left his weapon in his 
vehicle. 

\ 

Officer Robert K. Martin, 57, a 27-year veteran with the Department, was shot to 
death during a traffic stop on the Beeline Highway on August 15, 1995, about seven 
miles north of Shea Boulevard. His assailant, Ernesto Salgado Martinez. a 19-year-old 
ex-convict from Globe, fled the scene and was captured two days later in California. 
Today, Martinez awaits sentencing after being convicted on Sept. 26, 1997, on one 
count of first-degree murder, two counts of theft and two counts of misconduct. He 
was sentenced to death by lethal injection on Aug. 18, 1998, by Maricopa County 
Superior Court Judge Christopher Skelly. 

Agent Richard Fass, 37, of the United States Drug Enforcement Agency, was 
murdered on June 30, 1994. Agent Fass went to a strip mall in Glendale, Arizona to 
complete a narcotics transaction. He was shot six times in the head at point blank 
range with a .45 caliber handgun. The two shooters were quickly arrested, 
prosecuted, convicted and sentenced to life without the possibility of parole, plus 55 
·years. The mastermind of the plot to kill Agent Fass was Augustin Vasguez-Mendoza 
and the Mexican government refused to extradite him to the US. Vasquez-Mendoza is 
from Mexico. 

No 
Photo 

Agent Alexander Kirpnick, 27, of the United States Border Patrol, was murdered on 
June 3, 1998. Agent Kirpnick and his partner stopped Bernardo Velardez-Lopez, Julio 
Cesar Arenas-Hernandez, Manuel Gamez, and Juan Manuel Umares-Rivas, while 
transporting marijuana in backpacks across a well-known drug corridor west of 
Nogales. Agent Kirpnick had defendant Velardez-Lopez on his knees and was 
searching him when two of the suspects broke away from Kirpnick's partner and ran. 
As Kirpnick became temporarily distracted by the escape, Velardez-Lopez removed a 
concealed gun and shot Agent Kirpnick in the head. Velardez-Lopez is from Mexico. 
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NOW - AND THEN. A photo of himself reminds Jason Schechterle how he used to 
look. He suffered fourth-degree burns when his patrol car went up in flames after 
being struck by a taxi. In May of 2001 Phoenix Officer Jason Schechterle, on the force 
13 months, was responding to a hot call from an adjacent precinct. Officers from that 
precinct were occupied on other calls, so Officer Jason Schechterle took the call 
himself. With his lights and siren on, he came to a stop at a red light at an 
intersection under a freeway overpass. As he was preparing to proceed, his cruiser 
was struck from behind by a taxi cab going 115 mph. His Crown Vic erupted in flames 
traveled 226 feet and came to a stop about 50 feet from a fire truck across the street. 
Rogelio Gutierrez. the taxi driver. was an illegal alien who had been cited at least four 
times for driving illegally. He was an epileptic who had not been taking his medication. 
Gutierrez was found guilty of assault and currently is spending 12 years in prison. He 
offered no apology. 

n another case of justice denied, the murderer of Phoenix high school 
student Tanee Natividad merely crossed the border into Mexico to escape law 
enforcement. A local television station was able to track down the murderer in a bar 
just a few miles across the border without much effort. Max LaMadrid has no reason 
to hide because the Mexican government actually helps violent criminals escape 
American justice. According to then Arizona Attorney General Janet Napolitano, action 
by the Mexican Supreme Court making it more difficult to extradite criminals has 
"created an incentive for people to flee into Mexico as a safe harbor." At one time, 
Mexico would not extradite criminals who might be subject to the death penalty; the 
Mexican court recently extended this "protection" to any Mexican who might receive a 
life sentence, thereby giving a free pass to rapists, kidnappers and child molesters. In 
fact, the investigating reporter found 100 cases of Violent criminals from the Phoenix 
area escaping into Mexico in just the last few years. Meanwhile, the grieving family of 
16-year-old Tanee gets no justice - like thousands of others in the southwest. 

An,ottler tragic addition to the list of unnecessary deaths caused 
by violent illegal aliens was the newlywed couple, James and Emilia Lee of 
Huachuca City, Arizona, who had been married only six weeks. They were killed Oct. 
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16 when a truckload of at least 17 illegal aliens traveling at 90 mph crashed into 
several vehicles near the town of Sierra Vista, leaving a horrific scene of carnage. The 
aliens were trying to escape police after they had run a stop sign, and the truck 
rammed into a line of nine vehicles waiting for a turn light near Fort Huachuca. 

The photo shows James Lee's son Joe and grandson Christopher. James was 75 and 
his new bride Emilia was 71. The couple had been planning a fishing trip to Mexico 
with Joe and other relatives. Both James and Emilia were known as neighborly, never 
hesitating to reach out to help. James often helped out when someone needed a home 
repair done, and Emilia was an active volunteer for her church. Nearly 300 friends and 
family attended the services for the Lees held Oct. 21. 

WHERE HAVE ALL THE MEN 
GONE? 
My comments here exclude those men who have steppedforward with incredible 
courage since 1913 to face this tyrannical government, and like our Founding 
Fathers, have paid an enormous price both personally andfinancially. People like 
Bill Benson, ow'fine gentlemen down in the great State of Tennessee and too 
many others to list. 

Americansforget that the Founding Fathers were the "moneyed class" back then. 
They were fanners, merchants and men of means. They had a lot to lose, both in 
land and gold. Yet, they didn't hesitate to step forward against the most 
incredible odds to build afree nation, notjustfor themselves, butfor their women 
and children. 

My comments are directed at the men of this country, who over the past decades: 

Sit back in their easy chair reading Newsweek or spend their time bare chested at 
a football game, well filled with suds to maintain those obscene beer bellies, while 
they have put their wives and children at risk. This nation is being invaded 
wholesale with illegal aliens who come into this country and kidnap, rape and 
murder our women and children. Some are caught, most are not. Why do the men 
tum a blind eye in pursuit of good times? 

These same men will go vote for the same politicians, state orfederal, over and 
over, who refuse to stop this massive invasion of our country putting their women 
and children at risk. These same men continue to idolize their party "leadership," 
while that same leadership refuses to stop this invasion of global riffraff, turning 
America into a third world dumping g1'Ound. These same men would rather 
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spend time, not banding together and having a serious discussion with these 
politicians, but rather put on their eApensive gear and go ride their bike up a 
mountain, see the latest Broadway show or take a day off work to stand in line to 
buy tickets to the new Star Wars flick. Why is this? 

Today the men in this country sit around watching mindless trash like Survivor 
or Friends on the boob tube, instead of shouting down the roof against state and 
federal systems that are utterly and completely rotten beyond redemption. 
Systems and agencies that are putting their women and children into a state of 
involuntary servitude for all their lives. Instead they sit back with nary a whisper 
while state andfederaljudges to uphold this carnage against the people. Why is 
this? 

Black robed judges continue to hand out welfare and benefits to illegal aliens who 
are legally entitled to nothing but deportation. Instead of holding their elected 
public servants accountable for this insanity, menjust get up in the morning, go 
to work at the company store, then return home in the evening to their false sense 
of security. Why is this? Back in 1776, this breed of men would be called cowards. 

Today men will spend endless hours with their stamp collection 01' at the bowling 
alley while Congress after Congress continues to pass unconstitutional legislation 
that deprives their women of their God-given rights - all because their "party" 
says it's goodfor our "democracy." Why is that? 

Today men will ignore the documented truth that the state andfederal 
governments are all in collusion to bring America into a one-world government, 
but they will believe any lie that comes out of the mouth oftheirfavorite radio 
talk show host or TV anchorman. Today men are desperately clinging to their 
comfort zones while their women and children are at risk from a police state 
being erected around them. Why is this? 

Today men will standfor hours on endfeeding one-armed bandits in gambling 
casinos, while the Bush Administration's henchmen (Ashcroft and Mueller) 
continue to strip their women of their God-given rights, all in the name of "the 
war on terrorism." They are putting their children at risk by not demaning this 
government take the necessary measures to clean out the terrorists in this 
country, both Chinese and middle-Eastern. Why is this? 

For decades, America's men think nothing of spending spend lots of money on 
music CDs or plunking down big bucks to attend concerts orjazzfestivals instead 
of protecting their ownfamiliesfrom state predators calling themselves "child 
protective services." Everyone with children is now a target. Why won't they 
band together and surround the state capitols and demand that this evil cease? 
Back in 1787, the men protected their women and children to the death. 

For the older men, their grand children are targets of the state. But, these men 
have already served their country in the military and now it's time to spend their 
golden years in the Winnebago, they've done their part. After all, at Christmas 
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they can show the grand children how much they love them by buying them 
"things" made inforeign countries. Why is this? 

Today the men of this country will allow a sleezy, morally bankrupt individual 
like Bill Clinton get away with treason (selling ow' most sensitive national 
defense secrets to the Communist Chinese) because Clinton supports their 
women's "right" to kill their unborn babies. Back in 18S4, this was unthinkable. 
Today, their blind loyalty is to their political party now instead of what's right. 
Why is this? 

Page 8 of 10 

Today men think nothing of sitting down at the local bar every night during 
happy hour while their women and children are put at risk by agencies like the 
ATF and FBI making no knock, bust down the door on the wrong house raids, 
killing innocents inside. It's happened and it will continue to happen. A hundred 
years ago, this would not have been tolerated in a constitutional Republic because 
the men would not have stoodfor it, notfor a minute. 

While their women and children continue to live in a state of bondage to a 
tyrannical government, the men simply write checks to the RNC or the DNC, thus 
encouraging those scoundrels to stay on the same path of the planned destruction 
of this Republic. By writing a check instead of storming the gates, this gives those 
men more time for the golf course, doing recreational cocaine or surfing the 
Internetfor countless hours enjoying that great "adult" American pastime called 
pornography. Theil' harmless pastime does put their women and children at risk 
out in society, but they no longer care. Why is this? 

While the IRS bleeds afamily dry,jorcing the woman into the workplace and 
leaving the children to be raised by strangers, many of whom are pedophiles, the 
man of the house spends his free time doing the "guy thing" at a NASCAR 
speedway. Why is this? Why won't these men stand up to this mgue agency called 
theIRS? 

Over the past 40 years, the men of this country have sat back and allowed 
themselves to be bmw beaten into submission and castrated by so-called 
"feminists" like Rosie O'Donnell and Hillary Clinton (although I defy anyone to 
show me one sing Ie feminine attribute of those females) instead of stand up and 
saying, "Hell No!" 

Hard core feminists aren't out therefor equal pay, they're out there to destmy the 
male and the family unit. How it must gall them that the only way lesbians can 
"impregnate" theirfemale lovers is artificial insemination by a male sperm. 

Over the past 40 years the men of this country have put their material objects and 
addictions before the well being of the women and children by kowtowing to 
every special interest group in this country in the name of "political correctness" 
orfor government hand outs. Our nation was built by men who were self-reliant, 
independent and strong. Today they are tolerant, sensitive and genuflect at the 
feet of perverts called "gays." Why is this? 
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The men of this country have laid down their arms in favor of political 
correctness, declaring open seasonfor two-legged predators on their women and 
children. Instead of surrounding their state capitols armed to the teeth in 
defiance of such unconstitutional machinations on the part of cowardly and 
mentally impaired politicians, instead they grovel on their knees to the likes of 
Diane Feinstein. This sad state of affairs was unheard of in 1905. Why this 
inability to resist tyranny now? 

PC is a cancer on this nation that has tumed a Godly nation into a moral sewer. 
These men have put their children in harms way via mandatory social 
indoctrination in the anti-God public school system. Why is this? 

The men of this country will go to extraordinary lengths to find the rightfishing 
hole, but they refuse to lift afinger to ensure that their women and children will 
not beforced into global citizenship under the UN. Why is this? 

The men of this country will sit in front of the computer playing games while 
women and children in different parts of this country are being driven off their 
land by Nazi-style federal agencies. So what if their fellow countryman will lose 
his land, his Wife and children thrown out into the street? After all, those families 
in Klamath Falls and too many other places have nothing to do with these other 
men's lives, so why should they give up any of their free time to stand up to the 
govemment to help them? Why is this? 

Women in this country spend hundreds of millions of dollars every year on 
"romance books" whose pages are filled with knights in shining armor and 
genuine heroes coming to rescue the damsel in distress. Why do you suppose that 
is? 

Why do you suppose the men are allowing their women and children to be put at 
risk in all the ways described above? 

Why are the women the ones out there on the f1'Ont lines battling this govemment 
tooth and nail for our children - ready and willing to die if necessary to protect 
our own? 

Because America has lost it's manhood. 
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bravo! support AUHTMIrep. pearce 

Administrator 

From: Russell K. Pearce 

Sent: Thursday. April 17. 2008 8:47 PM 

To: Russell Pearce 

Subject: RE: bravo! support AUHTMlrep. pearce 

THANK YOU. THIS IS BEING TAUGHT IN SOME OF OUR SCHOOLS AND 
CANNOT BE ALLOWED. THIS IS WHAT THIS BILL TRIES TO ADDRESS. I WILL 
SUPPORT REVOLUTION, ANTI-AMERICAN, RACIEST AND HATE BASED 
TEACHINGS WITH MY TAX DOLLARS. THIS IS NOT ABOUT DIVERSITY OR 
FREE SPEECH ISSUES. I SUPPORT GOOD DEBATE EVEN WHEN I DISAGREE. 
THAT IS WHAT THE 1ST AMENDMENT IS ABOUT. POLITICAL SPEECH. THAT 
IS NOT WHAT THIS ABOUT. JUST ONE OF HUNDREDS OF ARTICLES. MAYBE 
THIS WILL HELP. 

Exclusive: The Truth About 'La Raza' 
by Rep. Charlie Norwood (More by this author) 
Posted: 04/07/2006 

The nation's television screens many days recently have been filled with 
scenes of huge crowds carrying the colorful green and red flag of Mexico 
viewers could well have thought it was a national holiday In Mexico City. 

It was instead, downtown Los Angeles, Calif., although the scene was 
recreated in numerous other cities around the country with substantial 
Mexican populations. Hordes of Mexican expatriates, many here illegally, 
were protesting the very U.S. Immigration laws they were violating with 
impunity. They found it offensive and a violation of their rights that the U.S. 
dared to have immigration laws to begin with. 

Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa mounted the podium, but any hopes 
that he would quiet the crowds and defend the law were soon dashed. 
Villaraigosa, himself, has spent a lifetime opposing U.S. immigration law. 

For law-abiding Americans without knowledge of the dark side of our 
current illegal immigration crisis, all this Is unfathomable. For those who 
know the truth about the "La Raza" movement, these demonstrations were a 
prophecy fulfilled. 

It is past time for all Americans to know what is at the root of this 
outrageous behavior, and the extent to which the nation is at risk because of 
"La Raza" -- The Race. 

There are many immigrant groups joined In the overall "La Raza" movement. 
The most prominent and mainstream organization is the National Council de 
La Raza -- the Council of "The Race". 

To most of the mainstream media, most members of Congress, and even 
many of their own members, the National Council of La Raza is no more than 
a Hispanic Rotary Club. 

But the National Council of La Raza succeeded in raking in over $15.2 million 
in federal grants last year alone, of which $7.9 million was in U.S. 
Department of Education grants for Charter Schools, and undisclosed 
amounts were for get-out-the-vote efforts supporting La Raza political 
positions. 

The Council of La Raza succeeded in having itself added to congressional 
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hearings by Republican House and Senate leaders. And an anonymous senator even gave the Council of 
La Raza an extra $4 million in earmarked taxpayer money, supposedly for "housing reform," while La 
Raza continues to lobby the Senate for virtual open borders and amnesty for illegal aliens. 

,-------------------- -------.---.-----~ 
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The Mexican flag flew over a crowd of pro-amnesty marchers In New York. Marches like this across the U.S. have been supported by the 
"La Raza" movement. (Reuters/Seth Wenig) 

Behind the respectable front of the National Council of La Raza lies the real agenda of the La Raza 
movement, the agenda that led to those thousands of illegal immigrants in the streets of American 
cities, waving Mexican flags, brazenly defying our laws, and demanding concessions. 

Key among the secondary organizations is the radical racist group Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de 
Aztlan, or Chicano Student Movement of Aztlan (MEChA), one of the most anti-American groups in the 
country, which has permeated U.S. campuses since the 1960s, and continues its push to carve a racist 
nation out of the American West. 

One of America's greatest strengths has always been taking in immigrants from cultures around the 
world, and assimilating them into our country as Americans. By being citizens of the U.S. we are 
Americans first, and only, in our national loyalties. 

This is totally opposed by MEChA for the hordes of illegal immigrants pouring across our borders, to 
whom they say: 

"Chicano is our identity; it defines who we are as people. It rejects the notion that we ... should assimilate 
into the Anglo-American melting pot ... Aztlan was the legendary homeland of the Aztecas ... It became 
synonymous with the vast territories of the Southwest, brutally stolen from a Mexican people 
marginalized and betrayed by the hostile custodians of the Manifest Destiny." (Statement on University 
of Oregon MEChA Website, Jan. 3, 2006) 

MEChA isn't at all shy about their goals, or their views of other races. Their founding principles are 
contained in these words in "EI Plan Espirltual de Aztlan" (The Spiritual Plan for Aztlan): 

"In the spirit of a new people that is conscious not only of its proud historical heritage but also of the 
brutal gringo invasion of our territories, we, the Chicano inhabitants and civilizers of the northern land of 
Aztlan from whence came our forefathers, reclaiming the land of their birth and consecrating the 
determination of our people of the sun, declare that the call of our blood is our power, our responsibility, 
and our inevitable destiny . ... Aztlan belongs to those who plant the seeds, water the fields, and gather 
the crops and not to the foreign Europeans . ... We are a bronze people with a bronze culture. Before the 
world, before all of North America, before all our brothers in the bronze continent, we are a nation, we 
are a union of free pueblos, we are Aztlan. For La Raza todo. Fuera de La Raza nada." 

That closing two-sentence motto is chilling to everyone who values equal rights for all. It says: "For The 
Race everything. Outside The Race, nothing." 

If these morally sickening MEChA quotes were coming from some fringe website, Americans could at 
least console themselves that it was just a small group of nuts behind it. Nearly every racial and ethnic 
group has some shady characters and positions in its past and some unbalanced individuals today 
claiming racial superiority and demanding separatism. But this is coming straight from the official MEChA 
sites at Georgetown University, the University of Texas, UCLA, University of Michigan, University of 
Colorado, University of Oregon, and many other colleges and universities around the country. 

MEChA was in fact reported to be one of the main organizers of those street demonstrations we 
witnessed over the past weeks. That helps explain why those hordes of illegal immigrants weren't asking 
for amnesty -- they were demanding an end to U.S. law, period. Unlike past waves of immigrants who 
sought to become responsible members of American society, these protesters reject American society 
altogether, because they have been taught that America rightfully belongs to them. 
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MEChA and the La Raza movement teach that Colorado, California, Arizona, Texas, Utah, New Mexico, 
Oregon and parts of Washington State make up an area known as "Aztlan" -- a fictional ancestral 
homeland of the Aztecs before Europeans arrived in North America. As such, it belongs to the followers 
of MEChA. These are all areas America should surrender to "La Raza" once enough immigrants, legal or 
illegal, enter to claim a majority, as in Los Angeles. The current borders of the United States will simply 
be extinguished. 

This plan is what is referred to as the "Reconquista" or reconquest, of the Western U.S. 

But it won't end with territorial occupation and secession. The final plan for the La Raza movement 
includes the ethnic cleansing of Americans of European, African, and Asian descent out of "Aztlan." 

As Miguel Perez of Cal State-Northridge's MEChA chapter has been quoted as saying: "The ultimate 
ideology is the liberation of Aztlan. Communism would be closest [to it]. Once Aztlan is established, 
ethnic cleansing would commence: Non-Chicanos would have to be expelled -- opposition groups would 
be quashed because you have to keep power." 

MEChA Plants 

Members of these radical, anti-American, racist organizations are frequently smoothly polished into 
public respectability by the National Council of La Raza. 

Former MEChA members include Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, who was officially endorsed by 
La Raza for mayor and was awarded La Raza's Graciela Olivarez Award. Now we know why he refuses to 
condemn a sea of foreign flags in his city. California Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante is also a former MEChA 
member. He delivered the keynote address at La Raza's 2002 Annual Convention. 

The National Council of La Raza and its allies in public office make no repudiation of the radical MEChA 
and its positions. In fact, as recently as 2003, La Raza was actively funding MEChA, according to federal 
tax records. 

Imagine Robert Byrd's refusing to disavow the views of the KKK, or if Strom Thurmond had failed to 
admit segregation was wrong. Imagine Heritage or Brookings Foundation making grants to the American 
Nazi Party. 

Is the National Council of La Raza itself a racist organization? Regardless of the organization's suspect 
ties, the majority of its members are not. When one examines all the organization's activities, they are 
commendable non-profit projects, such as education and housing programs. 

But even these defensible efforts raise the question of whether education and housing programs funded 
with federal tax dollars should be used in programs specifically targeted to benefit just one ethnic group. 

La Raza defenders usually respond by calling anyone making these allegations "a racist" for having called 
attention to La Raza's racist links. All the groups and public officials with ties to the La Raza movement 
can take a big step towards disproving these allegations by simply following the examples of Senators 
Byrd and Thurmond and repenting of their past ways. 

If they are unwilling to admit past misdeeds, they can at least state -- unequivocally -- that they 
officially oppose the racist and anti-American positions of MEChA, and any other groups that espouse 
similar views. 

Through public appearances, written statements, and on their respective websites, La Raza groups and 
allies must: 

1. Denounce the motto "For La Raza todo. Fuera de La Raza nada," as repugnant, raCist, and totally 
incompatible with American society or citizenship. 

2. Acknowledge the right of all Americans to live wherever they choose in the U.S. without segregation. 
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3. Commit to sponsorship of nationwide educational programs to combat racism and anti-Semitism in 
the Hispanic community. 

4. Denounce and sever all ties with MEChA and any other organizations with which they have ever been 
associated which held to the racist doctrines held by MEChA. 

5. Acknowledge the internationally recognized borders of the U.S., the right of the citizens of the U.S. to 
determine immigration policy through the democratic process, and the right of the U.S. to undertake any 
and all necessary steps to effectively enforce immigration law and defend its border against 
unauthorized entry. 

6. Repudiate all claims that current American territory rightfully belongs to Mexico. 

If the National Council of La Raza, other La Raza groups, and local and national political leaders with 
past ties and associations with the radical elements of the La Raza movement can publicly Issue such a 
statement and live by every one of these principles, they should be welcomed into the American public 
policy arena, with past sins -- real or imaginary -- forgiven. 

If they cannot publicly and fully support these principles, Congress needs to take appropriate steps and 
immediately bar any group refusing to comply from receiving any future federal funds. Both the House 
and Senate should strike these groups from testifying before any committees, and the White House 
should sever all ties. Both political parties should disengage from any further contact with these groups 
and individuals. 

There are plenty of decent, patriotic Hispanic organizations and elected officials to provide Congress with 
necessary feedback on specific issues confronting Americans of Latino heritage. Any group or individual 
who can agree with the simple six points should be welcomed into that fold. 

If not, the American people will know there's a wolf in their midst, and take the necessary precautions to 
defend our Republic against an enemy. 

Afr. NO/wood, a Republican, represents the 9th District of Georgia. 

From: Stuart H. Hurlbert [mailto:shurlbert@sunstroke.sdsu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Aprt117, 20084:08 PM 
To: Russell K. Pearce 
Cc: shurlbert@sunstroke.sdsu.edu 
Subject: bravo! support AUHTM/rep. pearce 

Dear Rep. Pearce, 

Power to you. Hope you can get this passed. There's nothing wrong with presenting blunt, factual versions of history, but the 
inaccurate, trash talk that passes for history - and recommendations for the future - are something else. 

Mexico is a hostile nation, and has many agents in our society. As a direct counterattack a large number of organizations called 
AMERICANS UNITED TO HALT TOURISM IN MEXICO (AUHTM) has called for a tourism boycott of Mexico. See details at: 
http://www.boycottmexiconow.com 

Please forward this to all your colleagues and friends in AZ. Every nail in the coffin helps! 

Stuart Hurlbert 

X-Originating-IP: [201.1 60.135.48] 
From: EDGAR MARTINEZ <zehf\Jss@hotmaiI.com> 
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Subject: Arizona legislation will outlaw MEChA and ,Mexican-American studies 

Date: Thu, 17 Apr 200812:44:47 -0700 

http://immigrationbuzz.coml?p~2064 

LA VOZ DE AZTLAN 
Los Angeles, Alta California 
April 17,2008 

Arizona legislation will outlaw MEChA and Mexican-American studies 

Page 5 of6 

The Appropriations Committee of the Arizona House of Representatives has approved provisions to a ItHomeland 
Security" measure that would essentially destroy the Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan (MECbA) and 
Mexican-American study programs in the state's public schools, colleges and universities. 

The anti-Mexican provisions to SB 1108 were approved yesterday and the bill is now scheduled for a vote by the full 
House. The provisions would withhold funding to schools whose courses I1denigrate American values and the teachings 
of European based civilization. I! One section of SB 1108 would bar public schools, community colleges and universities 
from allowing organizations to operate on campus if it is Ilbased in whole or in part on race-based criteria," a provision 
Rep. Russell Pearce said is aimed at MEChA. Pearce is a Republican and the Chainnan of the Appropriations 
Committee out of Mesa, Arizona. 

According to Chainnan Pearce, SB 11 08 would also bar teaching practices that 1I0vertly encourage dissent from 
American valuesu such as Raza Studies at the Tucson Unified School District. In addition, SB 11 08 mandates the State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction to confiscate books and teaching materials that are deemed anti-American. 
Chaim13n Pearce said some of the teaching materials amount to Itsedition tl by suggesting that the current border 
between the United States and Mexico disappear with La Raza taking over the American Southwest. One book that 
would be confiscated mentioned by Pearce is 1I0ccupied America - A History of Chicanosu by Professor Rodolfo 
Acuna. 

--------------

Get in touch in an instant. Get \Vindows Live Messenger now. 

********************************** 
Stuart H. Hurlbert 
Dep8liment of Biology 
Life Science Building 
San Diego State University 
5500 Campanile Drive 
San Diego, California 92182-4614 

Tel. 619-594-5409, Fax. 619-594-5676 
Email: shllrlbert@sllnstroke.sdsu.edu 
Research Professor of Biology; Director, Center for Inland \Vaters 
C1W website: http://www.scLsdsu.eduisalton! 
*********************************** 
"Nature does not hurry, yet everything is accomplished." - Lao Tzu 

"An error does not become truth by reason of multiplied propagation, nor does truth become error because 

nobody will see it." - Mahatma Gandhi 

"Classifications and distinctions based on race or color have no moral or legal validity in our society." - Thurgood 

Marshall 
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"Our country and state have a special obligation to work toward the stabilization of our own population so as to 
credibly lead other parts of the world towards population stabilization." - Ronald Reagan 
"Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable." - John F. Kennedy 
"Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition." - anonymous U.S. Navy chaplain 
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Administrator 

From: Russell [russelipearce@cox.netJ 

Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2008 10:05 AM 

To: Karen Smith; Russell K. Pearce 

Subject: Fw: ANOTHER WONDERFUL LETTER BY ONE OF OUR SUPPORTERS. PLEASE WRITE YOUR 
OWN IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY! 

HERE IS U OF A PRESIDENT ROBERT L. SHELTON'S E-MAIL WEBFORM: 

http://www.president.arizona.edu/contact.cfm 

RAZA STUDIES BOOKS HAVE QUOTES SUCH AS: "KILL THE GRINGO" AND 
"THE SUPPORTERS (OF THE "PLAN OF SAN DIEGO) WOULD EXECUTE ALL 
WHITE MALES OVER AGE 16 ..... ("OCCUPIED AMERICA" BY RODOLFO 
ACUNA, 5TH EDITION). OTHER BOOKS CALL THE SW "AZTLAN" AND SAY 
THE QUESTION IS IF MEXICANS AND GRINGOS CAN LIVE TOGETHER IN 
AZTLAN!!! 

Date:Mon, 21 Jul 2008 

Dear President Shelton: 
I was shocked to read about the Transformative Education Seminar for T.U.S.D. teachers held at 

the University of Arizona on July 15th. That an American University would be teaching teachers techniques to 
propagandize children Marxist theories is beyond outrageous to me. 

As an Arizona grandmother with children in all grades, I am most concerned about the general degradation of 
our schools, but especially about the Tucson Unified School District. Their blatant disrespect for this country as 
evidenced by their Raza Studies course that they say they will be teaching to all ages is shocking to me. Our 
state is already ranked below other states in the successful teaching of the basics necessary for a child to be 
successful in life: math, reading, writing, science. But to instill divisive and hate-filled Marxist-laden courses in 
their young and impressionable minds is beyond reason. It is one thing for a school to have a single program on 
a controversial issue such as Raza studies; however, to make it a standard course of study in a school district to 
all ages is beyond the pale of free speech-it is pure indoctrination. This course does not encourage thinking 
and reasoning: it advocates violence. Are Arizona schools now going to become schools of future terrorists with 
your assistance? Don't you think it is time you brought teachers up to higher standards of excellence in the 
basics they should be teaching, rather than wasting their time and our money on these courses of dubious 
worth? 

At the very least, did you offer equal time to teach American studies to counter-balance the biased and anti
Americanism taught by the Raza instructors? I have been informed that a group of parents in Tucson asked for 
a meeting between themselves, the Supt. Of Schools and the Raza Studies leaders. The Raza folks refused to 
come. Doesn't that speak volumes? If they are unwilling to even discuss the desires of the people impacted by 
such courses, they have no credibility and do not deserve to be given such free rein in what they do in OUR 
schools! No group should be allowed to come into American schools and teach anti-Americanism; certainly not 
Marxism. We, the taxpayers, should not be funding such specious and seditious studies! 

I have written to the Arizona State House Speaker, James Weiers, adVising him that the state should totally de
fund the T.U.S.D. school district. If they continue to teach these racist and hate-filled classes, they should not be 
given any state support. (I would even advocate that they should not receive Federal funding, but doubt we 
could control that). I would follow up on that recommendation that your institution should also be divested of 
funding if you continue to try to subvert our culture and values by indoctrinating the teachers of our children. 

I would appreciate a response to my concerns. 
Sincerely, 
Sandra ----
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